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Abstract 

 

Glass-bearing clinopyroxenite and hornblendite cognate xenoliths entrained in 

alkali basalts from the West Eifel Volcanic Field provide a snapshot of a semi-

solidified mush that was rapidly quenched upon entrainment, preserving the melt 

distribution as interstitial glass. As such, they provide a unique opportunity to 

investigate the physical relationship between crystals and melt within a mush. At 

present, this relationship is poorly constrained and petrologists are largely reliant 

on using fully solidified plutonic rocks to interpret melt distribution and geometries 

in two-dimensions. Understanding where melt is distributed, and how magmatic 

processes act to influence this is integral in improving our understanding of sub-

volcanic systems, with wider applicability to constraining the mechanisms that 

govern how melt is extracted from the crystal mush and erupted at the surface. 

 Quantitative textural analysis including crystal size distribution (CSD), spatial 

distribution pattern (SDP) and shape preferred orientation (SPO), as well as 

qualitative textural observations, are used in conjunction with supplementary 

geochemistry to constrain the petrogenetic history of four cognate xenoliths 

derived from the lower-crust to upper-mantle realm. Together, this data provides 

evidence for open system magmatic processes driving mineral dissolution and 

reactive crystallisation. Three-dimensional X-ray Computed Tomography is also 

utilised to visualise and quantify the geometry of the melt, now glass, which 

represents the porosity of the mush at the point of entrainment. This provides a 

valuable insight into how melt is stored within crystal mushes, without textural 

overprinting by secondary recrystallisation processes that are often pervasive in 

solidified plutons. Combining the two-dimensional textural data with the three-

dimensional data identifies significant melt heterogeneity at a micro-scale, related 

to textural changes within the crystalline fraction acting to enhance melt migration. 

This not only provides an insight into melt distribution, but permits analysis of how 

the crystals and melt interact relative to one another in an active mush system. This 

work will contribute towards improving our understanding of crystal mushes and 

their significance in controlling volcanic eruptions.   
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Introduction 

 

Chapter 1 presents an introduction to this thesis, providing an overview of the main 

themes that encompass and establish this research. Firstly, the main principles of 

textural analysis are described according to how igneous textures are classified, 

measured and then interpreted in the context of magmatic systems. Secondly, the 

concepts of primary, secondary and tertiary textures are outlined, with recognition 

of the difficulties associated with studying primary textures in fully solidified 

samples. From this, glass-bearing cognate xenoliths are introduced as semi-

solidified products, with utility for examining the magmatic processes and crystal-

melt geometries that are often obscured in solidified plutons. Hornblendite and 

clinopyroxenite xenoliths from the West Eifel Volcanic region of Germany 

constitute an example of these glass-bearing xenoliths and form the basis of this 

study. Finally, the aims and objectives of this research are presented alongside a 

thesis outline.  

 

1 
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1   Introduction 

The crystalline constituents of an igneous rock represent the cumulative product of 

the kinetic, mechanical and equilibration processes that sum to produce a solid rock 

from the progenitor magma (Higgins, 2006a).  The enigmatic nature of magmatic 

systems means that these processes cannot be observed directly and it ensues that 

the detailed study of igneous rocks serves as the most astute means by which to 

study magmatic processes.  These rocks provide a record of melt evolution: 

magmatic processes leave distinct textural and geochemical signatures that are 

preserved in the solid rock output.  It is the decryption of these signatures that 

provides an insight into the petrogenetic evolution of an igneous product and 

permits the study of magmatic systems.   

An igneous rock can be studied through its chemical and physical properties.  The 

chemical properties of the rock manifest through the composition of the rock and 

its mineral phases, whilst the physical properties are expressed via the geometric 

arrangement of the solid (crystal), liquid (glass) and volatile (vesicle) phases of the 

rock.  These physical properties are referred to as the texture of the rock, a term 

which encompasses a number of parameters including crystal shape, size (e.g. 

Cashman and Marsh, 1988; Marsh, 1988), alignment (e.g. Higgins, 1991; Meurer 

and Boudreau, 1998) and spatial distribution (Jerram et al., 1996). These 

parameters are a reflection of the solidification history of a magma, and provide a 

record of all of the processes that occurred during its formation (Higgins, 2011). 

Textural analysis aims to understand the relationship between these magmatic 

processes and their effects upon the three-dimensional configuration of the crystal 

populations within igneous rocks. Whilst compositional analyses are paramount in 

understanding the chemical evolution of a melt, textural studies provide an insight 
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into the physical processes that are fundamental in the fractionation and 

solidification of magmas. Such processes may only leave textural signatures 

(Higgins, 2011) and as such may be obscured with the application of geochemical 

techniques (Cashman and Blundy, 2013). Textural analyses are applicable across a 

broad array of igneous products including lava flows (Witter et al., 2016) and domes 

(Hammer et al., 2000), glass (Castro et al., 2002; Rust et al., 2003), scoria (Schaaf et 

al., 2005); ash particles (Taddeucci et al., 2004) and plutonic bodies ranging in 

composition from mafic (Holness et al., 2007a; Holness et al., 2007b; Holness et al., 

2007c; Magee et al., 2010) to felsic (Ikeda et al., 2000; Weinberg et al., 2001; 

Johnson and Glazner, 2010; Higgins, 2017). With this wide applicability and the 

capacity to add quantitative constraints to otherwise enigmatic magmatic 

processes (Cashman and Marsh, 1988 Cashman, 1993; Higgins, 1996a), textural 

studies have continued to grow in potential and prevalence, particularly in 

instances where geochemical techniques cannot be used to reveal specific 

magmatic processes (e.g. Higgins, 2011). Textural studies therefore present the 

opportunity to complement and extend the geochemical and isotopic studies that 

currently dominate the petrology literature. 

1.1  Studying igneous textures  

The development of an igneous rock involves a combination of magmatic processes 

pertaining to crystal growth, solution, movement and deformation, which are 

recorded through changes in the rocks texture (Higgins, 2006a). In order to use 

textures as a tool to extract information about these processes, it is first important 

to establish the theories governing textural development and the methods by 

which to study textures observed in igneous rocks. Firstly, the processes that can 

act to generate igneous textures must be understood and classified in a framework 
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that defines their expected textural signatures. This provides a foundation from 

which to design a textural study, and has been well established through decades of 

petrological investigation (e.g. Higgins, 2006a). Secondly, these expected textures 

must be constrained by quantitative data. This requires a knowledge of the textural 

signatures left by specific magmatic processes, how these physically manifest in a 

crystal population, and which techniques are most appropriate for quantifying 

specific textural properties. Thirdly, the data must be analysed in a way that permits 

the textural development sequence to be established, within the context of the 

magmatic system.  Whilst quantification aims to measure physical textural 

properties, the interpretation of this data aims to use the quantified textures as a 

way to constrain magmatic processes in an otherwise enigmatic product. These 

categories of classification, quantification and interpretation of igneous textures 

form the principles of textural analysis and together provide a broad framework 

through which to conduct a textural study.  

1.1.1  Classification of igneous textures 

Igneous textures may broadly be divided into three categories (Figure 1.1), 

encompassing the wide array of processes that can influence textural development. 

From the initial magma, undercooling drives kinetic processes that govern crystal 

nucleation and growth.  These crystal populations may then be altered through 

mechanical processes.  At the reduction of the kinetic driver, the crystals will begin 

to equilibrate to reduce the total energy of the system.  These processes may occur 

sequentially, concurrently or intermittently until the magma reaches a closure 

temperature at which the final texture is ‘frozen’ in the solid rock output.   
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1.1.1.1  Kinetically controlled textures 

Kinetic processes control the rate at which crystals will nucleate and grow, driven 

by the undercooling of the melt.  For any mineral phase to crystallise from a melt, 

crystal nuclei must reach a critical threshold at which they are energetically stable 

(Swanson, 1977) and will continue to grow if it results in a reduction of energy from 

the system.  Kinetic processes influence the development of texture as they govern 

the mobility and supply of materials to the crystal surface.  This mobility, as 

measured by the diffusion coefficient, is strongly linked to the temperature of the 

system: higher temperatures dictate a more rapid diffusion rate and hence a faster 

rate of crystal growth.  Crystal shape is then controlled by this growth rate and the 

mobility of the slowest crystal-forming material within the melt (Kirkpatrick, 1975). 

The number of crystal nuclei (nucleation density), growth rate and crystal shape of 

Figure 1.1 – Development of igneous textures. Kinetic, mechanical and 

equilibrium processes can occur and be renewed numerous times during 

crystallisation. From: Higgins, 2006a. 
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each mineral phase are all important in governing the textures of the final rock; 

kinetic processes act to control how each of these factors will develop within a 

cooling magma.   

1.1.1.2  Mechanically modified textures 

After the generation and growth of a crystal population, mechanical processes can 

act to modify the kinetically induced textures. These processes may occur in a 

closed state (where there are no magmatic additions or magma removal from the 

system) or open state and reflect the dynamic nature of magmatic bodies.  

Mechanical processes, including compaction (e.g. Berger et al., 2017), crystal 

accumulation (e.g. Marsh, 1998) and magma mixing (Higgins, 1996b; Salisbury et 

al., 2008), act to influence the physical configuration of the crystal textures and 

modify grain morphologies.  Any number of these processes may occur within a 

single melt, and often act to drive the renewal of kinetic processes (Maaløe, 2011). 

Mechanical textures are typically the simplest to isolate from a rock (Higgins, 

2006a), though often act to obscure early kinetic textures.  

1.1.1.3  Equilibrium textures 

In any crystallising body of magma there exists a great disparity in the distribution 

of energy between the interior bonds of a crystal, the unsatisfied bonds at the 

crystal surface and the surrounding liquid (Higgins, 2011). Driven by the 

minimisation of interfacial energy, kinetic and mechanic textures will therefore 

evolve towards a state of equilibrium to result in a reduction in the total energy of 

the system (Higgins, 2011).   Textural equilibrium occurs when the solid phase is in 

a state of chemical equilibrium with the liquid phase, meaning that the diffusion of 

energy between the fluid and solid phases favours the growth of crystals as 

opposed to the growth of the liquid filled pore spaces between them (Cheadle et 
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al., 2004). Whilst kinetic processes control the rate at which crystals nucleate and 

grow, and mechanical processes act to modify these kinetic textures, equilibration 

governs the final phase abundance and ultimately dictates the final rock texture 

(Higgins, 2006a).   

The dynamic nature of magmatic systems means that igneous products represent 

a complex amalgamation of each of these types of textures. Unravelling the 

sequence of textural evolution is important for understanding the petrogenetic 

history of a rock, but is frequently complicated by the concurrence and renewal of 

magmatic processes. Textural analysis ultimately aims to produce quantitative links 

between these magmatic processes and rock textures, providing a structure for the 

petrogenetic interpretation of igneous rocks.  

 

1.1.2  Quantification of igneous textures  

 

The multiplicity of processes that can act to influence igneous textures therefore 

necessitates a quantitative framework by which to identify their occurrence and 

understand their effects upon the textures observed in a rock. Textures may be 

crudely studied through visual observations of crystal shape, size and contact 

relationships, however these qualitative observations cannot be used to constrain 

physical models of crystallisation and textural development (Merriam, 2004; 

Jerram and Higgins, 2007). Methods of quantitative textural analysis have therefore 

been developed for the purpose of identifying quantitative links between crystal 

textures and magmatic processes.  This may be undertaken with either a two- or 

three-dimensional approach. Two-dimensional methods aim to quantify the 

textures sampled in thin section and mathematically extrapolate the data into 3D 

for the interpretation of the true rock texture (Cashman and Marsh, 1988; Higgins, 
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1998).  This can be undertaken directly from the thin section, for example dihedral 

angles and grain boundary geometry can be measured with a universal stage (e.g. 

Kruhl and Peternell, 2002; Holness et al., 2005; Holness, 2006; Liebl et al., 2007).  

Most commonly, thin sections are digitised and measured with image analysis 

software. This data is then converted into a theoretical three-dimensional crystal 

population (Higgins, 1998). This incurs a number of limitations associated with the 

planar sectioning of a three-dimensional object (Figure 1.2), although statistical 

corrections are frequently applied to minimise the effects of these errors (Higgins, 

2000). For example, When a crystal is cut to create a 2D section, the intersection 

plane rarely intersects the centre of each particle. This acts to distort the measured 

size of the crystal plane relative to the true intersection area of the 3D crystal. This 

effect, known as the cut section effect, results in a greater spread of measurements 

about the true modal size (Higgins, 2000). Additionally, the smallest crystals in a 

population are less likely to be cut along any line of intersection. This can act to 

exaggerate the abundance of larger crystals relative to small crystals. This is 

referred to as the intersection probability effect.  
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Three-dimensional techniques include serial sectioning (Bryon et al., 1995) or 

grinding (Mock and Jerram, 2005), tomography (e.g. Ketcham and Carlson, 2001) 

and, in instances where a crystal population is hosted in a transparent material, 

optical scanning (Castro et al., 2003). Rock textures are three-dimensional in nature 

and it is desirable that they are studied as such. However three-dimensional 

techniques are not appropriate for all rock types; selection of a two- or three-

dimensional approach should be guided by the research aims, sample material and 

available resources. 

Whether utilising a two- or three-dimensional approach, it is next important to 

quantify the rock textures with the application of quantitative textural techniques. 

Frequently used textural techniques include crystal size distribution (CSD) analysis 

(e.g. Higgins, 2000), spatial distribution factor (SDF) (e.g. Jerram et al., 1996) and 

alignment factor (AF) (e.g. Higgins, 1991).   Less common techniques include the 

quantification of fractal geometry (Nkono et al., 2016), crystallographic preferred 
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Figure 1.2 – Two-dimensional sectioning of a three-dimensional crystal 

population.  
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orientation (Hasalova et al., 2011; Cheadle and Gee, 2017) and aggregation indices 

(Rudge et al., 2008). These techniques can be used to identify and constrain the 

kinetic, mechanical and equilibrium textures that are recorded in the rock.  

1.1.2.1  An overview of Crystal Size Distribution Theory 

Crystal size distribution analysis provides a measure of the distribution of crystal 

sizes within a defined crystal population, presented as a plot of crystal length 

against the natural logarithm of the population density (Marsh, 1988). This 

population density is related to the kinetic processes governing growth rate and 

nucleation, which are recorded by the X and Y axes of the CSD graph respectively. 

The time variation of nucleation and growth rates determine the CSD at any one 

point, hence CSDs can be used to constrain the kinetics of the crystallising magma 

with time. However, simple kinetic models for nucleation and growth are required 

to evaluate the relationship between igneous textures and CSD parameters.  

CSD theory identifies two population models that represent the possible end 

member states for nucleation and growth regimes of magmatic systems. At one 

extreme, crystal nucleation and growth occur under an open-system steady-state 

regime, where there is a balance between the number of crystal that nucleate and 

grow within the magma and the loss or gain of crystals from the system (Marsh, 

1988). Continuous crystallisation will result in a straight CSD if the nucleation and 

growth rates are constant (Figure 1.3 A). If the residence time remains constant but 

the nucleation density increases then the evolving CSDs will be parallel (Figure 1.3 

B). If the nucleation density remains constant but the residence time increases, 

then the CSDs will rotate about a point on the Y-axis (Figure 1.3 C). This simplicity 

is not entirely representative of magmatic systems, and comagmatic CSDs 
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frequently deviate from log-linear, representing renewed nucleation events 

(Higgins, 2006a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The other end member is a closed-system batch crystallisation model, where there 

is no input or output of crystals and the volume of available melt decreases with 

time. Straight CSDs are produced by exponentially increasing nucleation rate but 

maintaining a constant growth rate. This linearity is perturbed at crystal contents 

exceeding 50%, above which the decreased availability of melt causes the left hand 

side of the CSD to curve downwards (Figure 1.3 D). Comagmatic CSDs should be 
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Figure 1.3 – Theoretical models of crystal size distribution in natural systems. 

A) Theoretical CSD for a steady-state open volcanic system, demonstrating 

kinetic parameters that can be derived from the CSD. B) If the residence time 

remains constant but the nucleation density increases then the evolving CSDs 

will be parallel. C) If the nucleation density remains constant but the residence 

time increases, then the CSDs will rotate about a point on the Y-axis. D) 

Theoretical CSD for a closed-system batch crystallisation model.  
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parallel, but may form a fan at the right hand side of the CSD (e.g. Cashman and 

Marsh, 1988). 

These population models form the basis of CSD theory, but represent the idealistic 

end members. As such, real world CSDs rarely conform to these models. Marsh 

(1998) examined a range of CSDs from a variety of igneous settings, concluding that 

none of them showed CSDs that were consistent with a true batch or open-system 

model. From this, they concluded that any CSD will express aspects of both the 

open-system and batch crystallisation models.  

In the batch crystallisation model it is unclear whether the residence time is 

significant for the evolution of the CSD. For this reason, authors commonly cite the 

steady-state model when interpreting natural CSDs; the slope of the CSD can be 

used to derive the growth rate and residence time, even if the system is far from 

the continuous steady-state regime idealised by the log-linear population model. 

For this straight CSD, crystallised under continuous conditions, the slope can be 

expressed by: 

       𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  −1
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

                (2) 

where G is growth rate and τ is residence time. The intercept is the nucleation 

density, expressed by: 

                                                                 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 =  𝐽𝐽
𝐺𝐺

                            (3) 

 where J is the nucleation rate. The slope and intercept of the CSD are ultimately 

controlled by the kinetic driver, which in turn is governed by variations in 

temperature and pressure. For example, decreasing the temperature will increase 

the nucleation density and cause the CSD to shift upwards without any effect upon 
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the slope. Increasing the growth rate will cause a change in the CSD slope, but will 

not affect the nucleation density (Marsh, 1998).  

As crystallisation progresses, mechanical and equilibrium processes will modify the 

crystal textures from those established by kinetic processes. Many authors adopt 

the proposition of Marsh (1998) that unmodified kinetic textures produce straight, 

log-linear CSDs (e.g. O’Driscoll et al., 2007), which evolve into curved, kinked, 

humped or discontinuous CSDs in response to mechanical and equilibrium 

magmatic processes. Curved CSDs may arise from a number of magmatic processes 

including crystal accumulation (e.g. Neal et al., 2015; Fiedrich et al., 2017), 

compaction (e.g. Zieg and Marsh, 2012; Manoochehri and Scmidt, 2014), textural 

coarsening (e.g. Higgins, 1999; Higgins and Roberge, 2003) and mixing of crystal 

populations (e.g. Higgins and Roberge, 2007; Svetov et al., 2020; Lino and Vlach, 

2021) (Figure 1.4).  

The final CSD output records the summation of kinetic, mechanical and equilibrium 

magmatic processes that have occurred during the petrogenetic evolution of the 

igneous product. CSD analysis therefore aims to identify what these magmatic 

processes were from the distribution of crystal sizes measured in the rock. The 

wealth of information that can be derived from CSDs has established the technique 

as a highly valuable methodology for the interpretation of igneous textures, with a 

wide applicability including the study of deep Earth products (e.g. Armienti and 

Tarquini, 2002), crustal magma stores (e.g. Castro et al., 2013), magma transport 

(e.g. Del Gaudio et al., 2010), eruption triggers (e.g. Hammer et al., 1999; Ruprecht 

et al., 2012 ) and dynamics (e.g. Taddeucci et al., 2004), lava flows (e.g. Crisp et al., 

1994) and even beyond Earth to Lunar and Martian products (e.g. Taylor et al., 

2002; Day and Taylor, 2007; Filiberto et al., 2018).  
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Crystal size distribution is the most commonly used technique for textural 

quantification of igneous rocks (Rannou and Caroff, 2010), but other textural 

parameters can also provide significant insight into magmatic processes. For 

example, crystal preferred orientation can be used to interpret cumulate processes 

including compaction (e.g. Garibaldi et al., 2018; Holness et al., 2020) and 

deformation (e.g. Friedrich et al., 2017) of a crystal mush, as well as magma 

chamber convection (Holness et al., 2020). The spatial distribution of crystals can 
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Figure 1.4 – Theoretical crystal size distribution plots, visualising how kinetic, 

mechanical and equilibrium processes manifest on a CSD. Dashed lines 

represent the original CSD, formed by kinetic processes. Solid lines represent 

the final CSD produced by a specific process. Redrawn and modified from van 

der Zwan et al. 2013, summarising information from Higgins, 2006a. 
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be used to interpret kinetic processes including crystal nucleation (Jerram et al., 

2003), mechanical processes such as crystal accumulation, compaction (Jerram et 

al., 2003), flow and shear (Mock et al., 2003) and equilibrium processes that govern 

phase relationships (e.g. Saltzer et al., 2001). The application of these quantitative 

techniques, whether alone or in conjunction with one another provides an 

opportunity to gain significant insight into the multitude of magmatic processes 

that are recorded in igneous materials. Although geochemical studies dominate the 

literature, quantitative textural techniques have broadened the petrological tools 

needed to study magmatic products and systems.  

 

1.1.3  Interpretation of igneous textures 

An igneous rock represents a complex history of any number and sequence of 

magmatic processes, recorded in the texture. Quantitative techniques provide the 

tools needed to measure these textures; it is next important to consider how they 

can be used to aid with the interpretation of an igneous rock or system. That is, 

how to identify the occurrence of kinetic, mechanical and equilibrium processes in 

the rock textures and interpret their influence upon the petrogenetic evolution of 

the rock in question. This can be achieved through two approaches (Figure 1.5).  

The forward approach utilises an experimental approach; by defining an initial melt 

composition and stimulating crystallisation, it is possible to observe crystal growth 

within a laboratory setting. The growth of these experimental crystals may either 

be observed in-situ (Ni et al., 2014) or by quenching the melt at desired intervals 

(Donaldson, 1976).  This provides a framework through which crystal textures can 

be related to experimental variables including composition, temperature, pressure 

and cooling rate (e.g. Welsch et al., 2013). By altering these variables, it is possible 
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to synthesise different igneous settings and processes including volcanic degassing 

(Hammer and Rutherford, 2002) and crystallisation at different depth intervals (e.g. 

Di Carlo et al., 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This forward approach has been successful in determining crystallisation sequences 

(Diaz-Alvarado, 2017), phase relations (Scaillet and MacDonald, 2001), melt 

relations (Yaxley, 2000) and reaction sequences (Mitchell and Grove, 2016). 

However, it is difficult to directly relate these experimentally derived crystal 

populations to those observed in specific igneous samples (Higgins, 2011). As such 

this approach is typically used to improve understanding of crystallisation variables 

Figure 1.5 – Analysis of igneous textures using the inverse and forward 

approaches. The inverse problem is studied through detailed analyses of rock 

samples whilst the forward problem is investigated with experiments and 

modelling. From: Higgins, 2011. 
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that form the broader principles of magmatic evolution and petrogenetic 

interpretation (e.g. Ridolfi et al., 2010; Mollo et al., 2011; Welsch et al., 2013), 

thereby providing a framework for the interpretation of igneous samples. 

Alternatively, and most commonly, the inverse approach is used to study the pre-

existent textures that are contained in igneous rocks. These rocks represent the 

direct output of a magmatic system, and are the sum of all of the processes that 

occurred during its formation. In this approach, the textural data is used to aid the 

backwards interpretation of the textural development history recorded in the rock. 

However, the final texture captured in the rock may not preserve a record of all of 

the magmatic processes that have occurred during its solidification. The inverse 

approach therefore entails a degree of ambiguity regarding the extent to which the 

final rock texture provides a full or partial record of textural evolution. This is a 

persistent challenge in the interpretation of igneous rocks, and is particularly 

pervasive in the interpretation of slowly cooled plutonic bodies. Plutons represent 

the fully solidified end product of magma chamber evolution and whilst they yield 

an invaluable record of magma transport, storage and fractionation in the crust, 

they are frequently subjected to textural overprinting by secondary or even tertiary 

magmatic processes (e.g. McBirney, 2009). A full understanding of the solidification 

of plutonic bodies necessitates a complete picture of textural evolution and 

therefore requires that primary igneous textures are, to some extent, preserved in 

the final rock texture. In order to examine primary textures it is therefore important 

to be able to discriminate between primary, secondary and in some instances 

tertiary textures in igneous samples.  
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1.2   What is a primary igneous texture? 

With the multiplicity of magmatic processes that can occur during crystallisation 

and textural development of an igneous product, it is important to clarify what is 

meant by a primary and secondary texture. A primary texture is one that forms as 

a result of crystal and melt interactions, driven by the kinetic processes discussed 

in Section 1.1.1.1. These textures occur as a function of nucleation density and 

crystal growth, driven by undercooling of the system (defined as the difference 

between the equilibrium liquidus temperature and ambient temperature). A 

secondary texture must then be defined as one which represents a modification of 

these primary textures, driven by non-kinetic processes. However, it is difficult to 

establish the point at which evolving primary textures can no longer be considered 

as representative of the kinetics of the system.  Holness et al. (2018) visualise this 

problem as a spectrum between two end-member states. At one end of the 

spectrum lie crystal textures formed entirely by crystal nucleation and growth: 

primary igneous textures. Here the crystals assume growth-controlled shapes, 

commonly with planar faces, that will form an impingement texture during 

solidification (Elliott et al., 1997; Holness et al., 2005). At the other end are crystal 

textures controlled entirely by the minimisation of internal energies as the system 

evolves towards a state of equilibrium.  The true end member at this end of the 

spectrum represents perfect equilibrium, which can be approached but never 

attained (Higgins, 2011). Textural equilibration acts to modify primary textures in 

either the solidus or the sub-solidus regime through diffusive mass transport during 

static recrystallization (e.g. Holness et al., 2018). This is exhibited in dihedral angle 

adjustment firstly at solid-solid-melt junctions (Holness et al., 2005) then at three-

grain junctions (Holness et al., 2007a; Holness, 2010) towards a uniform mean angle 
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of 30° or 120° respectively (Holness, 2010).  This adjustment develops an interface 

curvature that will also propagate from three-grain junctions until a constant mean 

curvature is reached (Holness and Siklos, 2000).  Finally, crystal sizes will be altered 

through the solution of small crystals and growth of larger crystals through the 

process of textural coarsening (Higgins, 2011). Though it is likely that this process is 

only important for grains smaller than 10 microns in size (Cabane et al., 2001; 2005), 

the resultant effects upon grain shape act to further modify the crystal textures: 

dissolving grains tend to be more rounded, whilst the growing grains tend to be 

facetted (Holness et al., 2018). As a solidifying magma approaches this end of the 

spectrum it is clear that the crystal textures no longer represent the nucleation 

densities and growth rates governed by kinetic processes, and instead provide a 

record of recrystallisation and sub-solidus readjustment (Figure 1.6).  
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Figure 1.6 – Evolution of growth controlled textures towards melt-present and 

solid-state equilibrium textures, demonstrating how equilibrium may 

significantly modify the original kinetic texture. From: Holness et al., 2005.  
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In addition, at any point upon this spectrum, mechanical magmatic processes such 

as accumulation and compaction may occur to drive recrystallisation and obscure 

the primary kinetic textures (e.g. Meurer and Boudreau, 1998; Boorman et al., 

2004) or indeed secondary equilibrium textures (e.g. Hier-Majumder and Kohlstedt, 

2006). These processes are significant in the solidification of gabbroic (e.g. Irvine, 

1980; Tegner et al., 2009; McKenzie, 2011; Schmidt et al., 2012) and granitic bodies 

(e.g. Pupier et al., 2008; Bea, 2010; Brown, 2013; Kruger and Kisters, 2016; Zhao et 

al., 2018) and impart their own textural signatures atop the primary kinetic textures 

(e.g. Gray et al., 2003; VanTongeren et al., 2015; Holness et al., 2017a). After 

solidification of a pluton, tertiary textures can be generated through regional 

deformation events (Burton-Johnson et al., 2019; Petford et al., 2020) or erosion 

by younger magmatic injections (Paterson et al., 2016; Pebane and Latypov, 2017; 

Loureiro et al., 2021), and can further obscure primary igneous textures, but are 

often identifiable as tertiary textures.  

Distinction between a primary and secondary crystal texture is therefore a question 

of where on this spectrum does a primary texture no longer provide a significant 

record of nucleation and growth to allow interpretation of the kinetic crystallisation 

history? Igneous rocks contain the information needed to answer this question, but 

require a detailed knowledge about where they themselves fall on this spectrum. 

This necessitates a thorough understanding of how crystal textures evolve from a 

kinetic to equilibrium driven regime. The theoretical evolution of crystal textures in 

crystallising magmas is not unknown; experimental correlations to natural rock 

textures provide a framework of the contrast between textures formed through 

crystal growth and those formed through equilibrium processes (e.g. Brandeis et 

al., 1984; Solomatov and Stevenson, 1993; Cabane et al., 2001; 2005; Hersum and 

Marsh, 2006; Simakin and Bindeman, 2008). What is uncertain however, is the 
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degree to which a primary crystal texture can evolve towards a secondary texture 

before the rock no longer has the capacity to derive information pertaining to its 

early crystallisation history. Holness et al. (2007a) suggest that this can be 

quantified by a rock’s ‘textural maturity’, whereby the value of the median dihedral 

angle can be used to measure the degree to which the rock has evolved towards 

textural equilibrium. Impingement textures formed by crystal growth express 

median dihedral angles of ~60° (±25°) and evolve towards ~120° (± 15°) as they 

approach equilibrium. Stratigraphic step-like changes of the median dihedral angle 

measured in the Skaergaard layered intrusion, Greenland, are suggested to provide 

a record of changes in the sub-solidus thermal history (Holness et al., 2005). 

Because changes in the dihedral angle involve mass migration by diffusion, Holness 

et al. (2005) therefore suggest that median dihedral angles provide a temporal 

indication of sub-solidus readjustment that can be used to constrain the textural 

maturity of a sample. However, McBirney et al. (2009) argue that this approach 

ignores the impacts of sub-solidus processes that occur independently from 

equilibrium processes (e.g. metasomatic alteration from hydrothermal fluids – 

McBirney and Creaser (2003)) that are conspicuous in field observations and 

therefore does not take into account the full complexity of the magmatic system. 

Dihedral angles may be a useful tool for indicating whether a rock has progressed 

towards equilibrium, but caution must be taken to consider how they themselves 

might have been altered (McBirney et al., 2009). This may help with the problem of 

placing a rock on the textural spectrum between primary and secondary, but does 

little to resolve the issue of reconstructing the primary textures that have been 

overprinted and obscured. 

These issues are particularly problematic in the interpretation of plutonic rocks, 

which is frequently complicated by a debate over the extent to which the crystal 
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textures can be used to interpret early crystallisation dynamics, and whether a 

solidified pluton actually preserves any primary textures at all (McBirney, 2009; 

Glazner and Boudreau, 2011; Bartley, 2018; Dick et al., 2019). This latter point has 

led several authors to conclude that the extensive cooling history of plutonic 

magmas means that most plutonic rocks have undergone extensive 

recrystallisation and therefore no longer preserve their original primary textures 

(McBirney, 2009). Solidification timescales for plutonic bodies have been estimated 

in some examples to span several million years (Coleman et al., 2004; Matzel et al., 

2006), though are more commonly estimated as several hundreds of thousands of 

years (Cawthorn and Walraven, 1998; Larsen and Tegner, 2006). Thermal modelling 

of these timescales suggests that a solidifying magma can maintain temperatures 

corresponding to amphibolite and greenschist metamorphic facies for protracted 

periods of time (McBirney, 2009; Zibra et al., 2014; Bartley et al., 2020), 

overprinting the primary magmatic textures through extensive recrystallisation. 

Textural observations in plutonic rocks that are akin to those in metamorphic rocks 

have led several authors to conclude that plutonic rocks are essentially 

metamorphic (Higgins, 1991; McBirney and Hunter, 1995; McBirney, 2009; Glazner 

and Boudreau, 2011) and that their crystal textures should be considered as such. 

Though other authors refute this suggestion (Holness et al., 2018), equilibrium 

textures are a common feature of mafic and felsic plutons, indicating that these 

rocks have, to some degree, undergone sub-solidus recrystallisation and textural 

modification. Whilst the wealth of information contained within plutonic rocks is 

invaluable for petrologists aiming to understand magmatic processes, careful 

consideration must therefore be taken over the extent to which the textures 

observed in the solidified output likely exhibit the full record of textural evolution. 
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This necessitates a thorough scrutiny of crystal textures, and should be undertaken 

on a case-by-case basis (Holness et al., 2018).  

1.3  Studying plutonic textures   

Despite the prevalence of secondary textural overprinting in plutonic rocks, it is 

important to analyse them as they provide a window into crustal magmatic 

processes, most significantly those that govern the formation of large volumes of 

eruptible melt. Because the sub-volcanic realm cannot be accessed directly, and 

magmatic processes cannot be observed in-situ, plutonic rocks provide the most 

direct method to investigate the sub-magmatic environment. However, this 

reliance on working with fully solidified end-products means that at present there 

are several knowledge gaps that remain in the study of plutonic rocks.  Central to 

these uncertainties is the question of how melt is transported, stored and 

accumulated within magmatic systems, summarised by the so called ‘crystal mush 

paradigm’ (Cashman et al., 2017).     

1.3.1  The crystal mush paradigm 

One of the most fundamental questions in the field of volcanology relates to how 

melt is stored within magmatic systems, and how it is accumulated prior to eruption 

(e.g. Bachmann and Bergantz, 2004; 2008).  In recent decades, the traditional view 

of magma being stored in a liquid-rich, sub-volcanic chamber has evolved towards 

a model of crustal magma reservoirs existing as vertically extensive mush columns 

(Marsh, 2004; Christopher et al., 2015; Cashman et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2018; 

Sparks et al., 2019). A crystal mush is defined as a system of crystals and melt, 

where the crystals form a touching framework within which the melt is distributed 

(Cashman et al., 2017). A crystal mush may consist of smaller bodies of relatively 
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short-lived crystal-poor magma, but otherwise are considered to be liquid-poor, at 

or above the solidus (Cashman et al., 2017). This contrasts to the traditional magma 

chamber model, where crystallisation occurs at the margins of a crystal-poor 

magma reservoir via progressive inwards solidification at the chamber floor, walls 

and roof.  

Geophysical imaging and thermal modelling provide evidence in support of the 

mush model, because there is no evidence that large volumes of melt exist in the 

crust today (e.g. Jaxybulatov et al., 2014; Ward et al., 2014; Comeau et al., 2015). 

However, textural and geochemical evidence provided in exposed layered 

intrusions such as Skaergaard, Bushveld and Rum reveal magmatic processes that 

necessitate a large volume of crystal-poor liquid (e.g. crystal accumulation, sorting 

and convection) (Irvine et al., 1998; Scoates et al., 2010). This textural evidence 

indicates that large magma chambers have existed at other times in geological 

history, juxtaposing the present day observations that support crystallisation in a 

more static mushy environment (e.g. Meurer and Boudreau, 1998; O’Drsicoll et al., 

2007; O’Driscoll et al., 2008a). If crystal textures observed in plutonic rocks indicate 

a liquid-dominated regime, how then does this fit into the mush dominated model 

and why are these liquid-rich magma chambers so difficult to find in modern times?  

There is an emerging consensus that the crystal mush model better explains the 

geophysical, geochemical, petrological and volcanic inconsistencies that arise from 

the classic magma chamber model. However, the main criticism of the crystal mush 

model is the uncertainty of how crystal-poor melt could be rapidly extracted from 

a crystal mush prior to eruption (e.g. Bachmann and Bergantz, 2004). Compaction 

is often considered to be the dominant mechanism for driving melt migration 

through mush systems (e.g. Germa et al., 2020; Carbotte et al., 2020; Ferrando et 
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al., 2021). However, this model is challenged by a widespread absence of textural 

evidence for compaction driven deformation in adcumulates that contain only 

minor fractions (<5%) of interstitial melt (e.g. Holness et al., 2017a). An alternative 

model cites reactive melt flow as a significant mechanism for controlling the 

migration and accumulation of melts within a mush (e.g. Solano et al., 2014; Hu and 

Jackson, 2020). Constraining the relative importance of these mechanisms is made 

particularly challenging because the geometry of melt distribution within crystal 

mushes is poorly understood (e.g. Cashman et al., 2017).  

1.3.1.1  How can we study melt geometries in crystal mushes? 

Because crystal mushes cannot be studied in-situ, the melt geometries of crystal 

mushes are commonly studied through computational modelling (e.g. Cheadle et 

al., 2004) or experimentally (e.g. Wark et al., 2003). These methods typically 

approach the problem in reverse by investigating how the pore spaces develop 

during melting, which may not produce the same textures developed during 

crystallisation (e.g. Holness et al., 2007d).Exposed plutonic rocks represent the final 

product of crystallisation, but represent a texturally evolved end member product 

of a solidified crystal mush. Crystal mush dynamics are governed by the relationship 

and interaction between the liquidus and solidus phases, however the prevalence 

of equilibrium driven textures in plutonic rocks suggests that their textures 

predominantly yield a record of sub-solidus textural evolution and therefore do not 

adequately represent an active crystal mush system. However, although crystal 

mushes are not eruptible in their entirety (Marsh, 1981), they may be sampled by 

ascending lavas and extruded at the surface (e.g. Holness et al., 2019). Fragments 

of crystalline material are commonly found in eruptive products, derived from 

depth within the volcanic plumbing system (e.g. Tait et al., 1989; Turbeville, 1992a; 
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Mattioli et al., 2003; Bachmann, 2010; Stock et al., 2012). These fragments are 

referred to in the literature by a number of names including crystalline enclaves 

(e.g. Holness et al., 2019), cognate nodules (Holness and Bunbury, 2006) and 

cognate xenoliths (Saadat et al., 2014). From herein they will be referred to as 

cognate xenoliths. These cognate xenoliths are particularly significant as they often 

yield significant quantities of glass (up to 45% (Holness and Bunbury, 2006)), 

indicating that they were only partially solidified upon entrainment (e.g. Leblanc et 

al., 1982). Such xenoliths have been found in erupted products from a range of 

volcanic settings including volcanic arcs (Martin et al., 2006a; Holness et al., 2007d), 

hot spots (Holness et al., 2019) and continental rift zones (Becker, 1977; Leblanc et 

al., 1982; Downes et al., 2004; Holness and Bunbury, 2006). These samples provide 

a unique opportunity to constrain the spatial and textural relationship between the 

crystal and melt phases prior to solidification and significant sub-solidus textural 

readjustment. Understanding this physical relationship between crystals and melt, 

including melt geometry and transport, is a critical area of ongoing research 

because it provides an important control on the volume and mobility of the 

eruptible melt fraction. This in turn is significant for understanding the so-called 

‘plutonic-volcanic connection’ and the link between melt stored in the magmatic 

system and its eruptive potential.  

1.3.2  Cognate xenoliths in the Eifel 

Examples of cognate xenoliths in the literature are dominated by those that bare 

mineralogies which correspond to the dominant mineral assemblages commonly 

observed in mafic-ultramafic layered intrusions (plagioclase+olivine+ 

clinopyroxene) (e.g. Mattioli et al., 2003; Holness et al., 2007d; Klebesz et al., 2012; 

Holness et al., 2019). As such, crystal textures in these xenoliths are frequently 
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interpreted using the knowledge of textures associated with specific crystals in 

these intrusions, most frequently plagioclase and olivine (e.g. Holness et al., 2019). 

However, cognate xenoliths that are devoid of these common minerals are also 

recorded in the literature (e.g. Turbeville, 1992a; Holness and Bunbury, 2006). In 

particular, hornblende and clinopyroxene rich mafic xenoliths that are entrained by 

alkaline magmas tend to lack plagioclase, olivine and orthopyroxene. These 

xenoliths, termed hornblendites and clinopyroxenites, are nearly completely 

composed of amphibole and clinopyroxene (± phlogopite) and contain abundant 

interstitial glass (Downes et al., 2004). Examples of such samples have been 

identified in Israel (Mittlefehldt, 1984), Turkey (Holness and Bunbury, 2006), the 

United States of America (Best, 1975; Francis, 1976) and Germany (Becker, 1977; 

Downes et al., 2004). One thing that these locations have in common is that they 

have been associated with periods of continental extension and rifting (Richardson-

Bunbury, 1996; Nelson and Tingey, 1997; Shaw et al., 2003; Chang et al., 2009; Tang 

et al., 2016). It is particularly challenging to study the relationship between magma 

plumbing systems and erupted products in rift zones (Holness and Bunbury, 2006), 

however cognate xenoliths provide direct access into these magmatic systems. 

Hornblendite and clinopyroxenite xenoliths from the West Eifel Volcanic region of 

Germany are of particular interest as previous geochemical work indicates that they 

were rapidly quenched upon entrainment and therefore preserve the chemical 

signatures of their crystallisation at depth (Downes et al., 2004). This is supported 

by qualitative observations of crystal textures which Downes et al. (2004) use as 

evidence that the glass represents trapped interstitial melt rather than being 

formed from melting of the minerals. Downes et al. (2004) primarily used these 

samples as a ‘natural experimental charge’ to study mineral/melt distribution 

coefficients in an alkaline magma. These results confirmed distribution coefficients 
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derived from experimental studies (LaTourette et al., 1995; Chazot et al., 1996; 

Vannucci et al., 1998), demonstrating the xenoliths usefulness as a record of 

magmatic processes. Becker (1977) conducted a geochemical investigation of 

similar hornblendite and clinopyroxenite xenoliths from the West Eifel and 

concluded that they represent comagmatic products of the alkali basalts in which 

they are entrained. From their geochemistry, both Becker (1977) and Downes et al. 

(2004) interpret the xenoliths to represent semi-solidified mush samples captured 

from depth within the sub-volcanic plumbing system. However, neither of these 

studies aimed to constrain specifically where in the plumbing system they were 

derived from nor to investigate the magmatic processes influencing crystallisation 

in that environment. Specifically, there have not been any detailed textural studies 

undertaken on these samples and as such their true potential has not yet been fully 

exploited. Indeed Downes et al. (2004) acknowledge the wide possibility of uses for 

these samples and recognise that the information recorded within them is of 

‘widespread significance’.  This project therefore aims to conduct a thorough 

investigation of crystal and melt textures recorded in hornblendite and 

clinopyroxenite xenoliths entrained in alkali basalts from the West Eifel volcanic 

region of Germany. This is particularly significant as the mineralogy of these 

xenoliths differs to that of the plagioclase and olivine rich samples that dominate 

the literature and will therefore contribute toward broadening the understanding 

of crystal and melt dynamics in magmatic systems.   
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1.4  Aims and objectives 

This thesis aims to conduct a quantitative textural investigation into the magmatic 

processes governing the petrogenesis of glass-bearing hornblendite and 

clinopyroxenite cognate xenoliths entrained in alkali basalts from the West Eifel 

Volcanic Field, Germany. Using a combination of two- and three-dimensional 

techniques, with supplementary geochemical analysis, this thesis aims to constrain 

textural signatures of magmatic processes significant for their petrogenesis, to 

visualise the melt geometries and to contribute towards the current understanding 

of the physical relationship between melt and crystals in sub-volcanic systems. This 

is significant for furthering our knowledge of the conditions that govern the 

eruptability of melt in different volcanic environments, with specific focus on a 

recently active intraplate volcanic setting. 

This can be summarised by four research questions, which are answered by the 

following objectives:  

1. To what extent can the textures recorded in the xenoliths be 

considered representative of an in-situ crystal mush? 

- Use qualitative thin section observations, including grain 

boundary morphology, crystal shape and glass distribution to 

examine whether processes related to entrainment and eruption 

of the xenoliths have modified the glass and crystal textures.  

 

2. What is the textural petrogenesis of the xenoliths? 

- Utilise a combination of two-dimensional textural techniques 

including crystal size distribution (CSD), spatial distribution 

pattern (SDP) and shape preferred orientation (SPO) to quantify 
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the textures of essential mineral phases (clinopyroxene and 

hornblende ± phlogopite) within the xenoliths. 

- Undertake supplementary geochemical analysis using Laser 

Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-

MS) to analyse major and trace elements of clinopyroxene, 

hornblende, phlogopite and glass in situ from thin section. 

- Analyse the quantitative textural data (with consideration to the 

geochemical data) to generate a petrogenetic model for the 

xenolith samples, identifying textural signatures for kinetic, 

mechanical and equilibrium magmatic process.  

- From the petrogenetic model, consider whether the xenoliths 

provide a record of primary, secondary or tertiary magmatic 

textures. 

 

3. What do the crystal textures reveal about the magmatic environment in 

which they formed? 

- Use the petrogenetic model to constrain the dynamics of the 

magmatic environment from where the xenoliths originated, with 

consideration to the wider magmatic regime of the West Eifel that 

is documented within the literature.  

 

4. What is the physical relationship between the crystal and melt phases 

within these samples? 

- Undertake three-dimensional X-ray computed tomography (CT) 

scanning of the xenolith samples, with focus on the discrimination 
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and segmentation of the porosity fraction (glass + vesicles) from 

the crystal phases (all crystalline material). 

- Quantify the porosity fraction by calculating the proportions of 

connected and disconnected porosity, and constructing pore 

network models to measure pore and throat geometries and 

connectivity.  

- Visualise the geometry of the pore spaces in three-dimensions, 

rendered according to the distribution of connected and 

disconnected porosity. 

-  With consideration to the textural model of crystal petrogenesis, 

use the quantitative data and qualitative 3D data to examine the 

spatial geometry and connectivity of the pore spaces in relation to 

the crystal textures. 

- From this, examine how the results of the 2D textural data and 3D 

melt visualisations could influence the mobility and transport of 

eruptible melt through the sub-volcanic system.  
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1.5  Thesis outline 

These research aims are answered across nine chapters, a synopsis of which are 

provided below:  

• Chapter 2: Geological setting and literature review 

An overview of the geological setting of the West Eifel region with focus on 

the magmatic and volcanic regime. A review of previous studies conducted 

on similar hornblendite and clinopyroxenite xenoliths, outlining the wider 

context of this research. 

 

• Chapter 3: Methodology 

A summary of the methods used to investigate the research aims, grouped 

according to image acquisition technique. Two-dimensional techniques use 

digitised thin sections and digital image analysis to quantify crystal 

textures; three-dimensional X-ray computed tomography analyses the 

porosity fraction. LA-ICP-MS provides supplementary geochemical data. 

 

• Chapter 4: Optical petrography and mineralogy 

Presentation of results from qualitative thin section observations, with 

additional geochemical data. 

 

• Chapter 5: Two-dimensional quantitative textural analysis 

Results of the two-dimensional quantitative measurements of crystal 

textures including crystal size distribution, spatial distribution pattern and 

shape preferred orientation. 
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• Chapter 6: Three-dimensional X-ray computed tomography 

Results of the three-dimensional X-ray computed tomography analysis, 

focusing on the visualisation and quantification of pore spaces. 

 

• Chapter 7: Discussion and critical evaluation 

Discussion of all of the results presented in chapters 4-6, structured 

according to each of the research aims, alongside a critical evaluation of 

results and methods. 

 

• Chapter 8: Points for future work  

Based upon the discussion in Chapter 7, ideas for future work that could 

compliment or enhance the findings of this study. 

 

• Chapter 9: Conclusions 

A summary of the key findings that answer each of the research aims.   
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Geological setting and 
literature review 

 
This chapter describes the geological context of the Eifel Volcanic region, with focus 

on the Quaternary volcanism of the East and West Eifel Volcanic Fields. The regional 

tectonic setting is first outlined, followed by a description of the physical 

characteristics of the volcanic fields and eruptive products. Hypotheses for magma 

genesis in this region include hot spot activity and lithospheric extension; evidence 

that supports and challenges these theories is presented here to provide a broader 

context to the aims and discussions presented in this thesis. Lastly, a review of 

previous studies on texturally and compositionally similar cognate xenoliths in the 

West Eifel, and similar glass-bearing xenoliths from other volcanic locations, 

establishes the wider significance of this project and the value of these xenoliths.  

 

 

 

2 
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2  Geological setting and literature review 

2.1  Regional geology of the Eifel volcanic fields 

The Eifel volcanic fields in western Germany represent the volcanic manifestation 

of intra-plate magmatism, temporally and spatially correlated to extensive rifting 

and lithospheric thinning during the late Alpine orogeny (Wilson and Downes, 1991; 

Zeyen et al., 1997; Regenauer-Lieb, 1998).  Part of the Rhenish Massif, the Eifel 

volcanic zone is the most recent area of active volcanism at the westernmost tip of 

a 350 km intraplate volcanic belt that trends parallel to the Alpine collision belt in 

the northwestern area of the Central European Volcanic Province (CEVP) 

(Regenauer-Lieb, 1998) (Figure 2.1). Volcanism in the Rhenish Massif is largely 

confined to the northern Rhine Graben region (Figure 2.2) in a 50 km wide belt that 

extends from the Eifel in the west, to the Rhön-Heldberg area in the east (Wedepohl 

and Baumann, 1999). The 4-6 km thick Eifel basement belongs to the Rheno-

Hercynian fold and thrust belt on the northern flank of the Middle European 

Variscan belt, consisting predominantly of Devonian slates, sandstones and 

limestones that were folded during the Hercynian orogeny (Illies et al., 1979). 

Regional uplift of the Rhenish Massif coincided with the onset of Tertiary volcanism 

(40 Ma), accelerating at 15 Ma and continuing to present day at a rate of ~1 

mm/year (Kreemer et al., 2020). Xenoliths have sampled the entire crust, which 

consists of Devonian sediments (sandstones, siltstones, slates and limestones) (5 

km depth), greenschist facies (metamorphosed from Devonian) (5-15 km depth), 

low (micaschists) to high (gneisses) grade amphibolite facies (15-~25/30 km depth) 

and a thin layer of granulite facies above the Moho (Voll, 1983), which lies at a 

depth between 29 and 34 km (Stosch et al., 2007).  
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Figure 2.1 – Regional geology of the Rhenish Massif. A) Map of the Central 

European Volcanic Province (CEVP), highlighting the major Variscan massifs and 

Neogene to Tertiary volcanic districts. The Rhenish massif belongs to the 

Rheno-Hercynian fold and thrust belt, on the northern flank of the middle 

European Variscan front. B) Simplified geology of the Rhenish Massif, consisting 

predominantly of Devonian slates, sandstones and limestones. A: Redrawn and 

modified from Wilson and Downes (1991); B: Redrawn and modified from 

Barros et al. (2021), following Fielitz and Mansy (1999) and Meschede (2018), 

with additional information from Jansen (2019).  
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Figure 2.2 – Structural map of extension related faulting in the region of 

Rhenish Massif. Volcanism is largely confined to the lower Rhine graben, the 

northern portion of a ~50km wide rift system that is assumed to cut through 

the centre of the Palaeozoic Rhenish Massif. Redrawn and modified from 

Schäfer and Siehl (2002) and Schäfer et al. (2005), following Hager and Pruefert 

(1988), Zagwijn et al. (1985) and Vinken (1991).  
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2.2   Volcanic history 

2.2.1  Tertiary volcanism 

Volcanic activity in the Eifel region developed during the Tertiary period (~45 Ma) 

in the Hocheifel volcanic field (HEVF), the westernmost Tertiary volcanic field of the 

CEVP (Lippolt, 1983; Fekiacova et al., 2007) (Figure 2.3). Volcanism in the HEVF is 

divided into two periods of activity occurring between 44-39 and 37-35 Ma (Lippolt, 

1983). Magmatic rocks are mainly basanites, nephelinites and alkali basalts with 

rare hawaiites, mugearites, benmoreites and trachytes (Jung et al., 2006), erupted 

from scoria cones and maars. Further east, the Westerwald volcanic field (WF) 

began eruptive activity ~30 Ma, forming scoria cones and maars between 30-20 Ma 

and again at 5.5 Ma (Haase et al., 2004).  The greatest volumes of Tertiary magma 

were erupted between 19-9 Ma (Haase et al., 2004) from Vogelsberg stratovolcano 

which is located to the east of the WF (Bogaard and Wörner, 2003). This is the only 

stratovolcano in the Rhenish Massif, erupting 600 km3 of basanites and alkali 

basalts, quartz tholeiites and limited quantities of evolved magmas ranging from 

hawaiite to trachyte (Bogaard and Wörner, 2003). Smaller Tertiary volcanic fields 

(Hessian, Rhön, Heldburg and Oberpfalz) are spatially and temporally related to the 

Westerwald volcanic field, but constitute smaller eruptive volumes (Mengel, 1990; 

Wedepohl et al., 1994; Jung and Hoernes, 2000). 
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2.2.2  Quaternary volcanism 
 
The younger East and West Eifel Volcanic Fields formed during the Quaternary 

period, spatially separated from the older Hocheifel (Schmincke, 2007). The West 

Eifel covers an area between 500-600 km2 (Illies et al., 1979), with ~240 mafic 

volcanic centres (6 maar lakes, 70 dry maar craters and 160 scoria cones) (Büchel 

and Mertes, 1982; Mertes, 1983; Büchel, 1994) (Figure 2.4). Eruptive activity began 

700 ka and ceased ~11 ka, producing leucites, basanites and nephelinites (Mertes 

and Schminke, 1985) (Figure 2.5). The most recent volcanic event was the 11 ± 0.11 

ka eruption of Ulmener Maar (Bräuer et al., 1999; Bräuer et al., 2000), though a 

high flux of magmatic gases can still be detected in the region today (Griesshaber  
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Figure 2.3 – Map of Tertiary volcanism in the region of the Rhenish Massif and 

Eifel fields. HEVF = Hocheifel volcanic field; WF = Westerwald volcanic field; 

WEVF = West Eifel volcanic field; EEVF = East Eifel volcanic field. Redrawn and 

modified from Büchner et al. (2015) with information from Megerle (2020).  
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Figure 2.4 – Map showing the age and distribution of volcanic centres and 

deposits in the Eifel Volcanic region. Tertiary volcanic centres comprise the 

Hocheifel volcanic field, which is spatially and temporally separated from the 

Quaternary East and West Eifel volcanic fields, and the Westerwald volcanic 

field. Named volcanic centres indicate youngest eruption points: Ulmener Maar 

was the most recent eruptive event in the West Eifel volcanic field (11±0.11 ka)( 

Bräuer et al., 1999; Bräuer et al., 2000), Laacher See was the terminal eruptive 

event in the East Eifel (~12.9-13.1 ka)(Schmincke et al., 1999; Reinig et al., 

2020). WEVF = West Eifel Volcanic Field; HEVF = Hocheifel Volcanic Field; EEVF 

= East Eifel Volcanic Field; WF = Westerwald Volcanic Field; UM = Ulmener 

Maar; LS = Laacher See. Redrawn and modified from Meschede and Warr 

(2019).  
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et al., 1992). The smaller East Eifel lies 60 km to the east, covering an area of around 

400 km2 that consists of ~100 scoria cones and maars, as well as three larger 

phonolitic centres including the Lacher See Volcano (Illies et al, 1979) (Figure 2.4). 

Volcanism began in the East Eifel ~460 ka and culminated with the ~12.9 ka plinian 

Laacher See eruption (Schmincke, 2007). This was the largest eruptive event in the 

Eifel fields, producing 6.3 km3 of phonolitic magma and depositing volcanic material 

over an estimated area of 1300 km2 (Schminke et al., 1999), impacting climate (Graf 

and Timmreck, 2001; Baldini et al., 2018), the environment (Baales et al., 2002; 

Riede and Kierdorf, 2020) and human settlement (Blong et al., 2018).  Nephelinites, 

leucitites and basanites were erupted in the north west region of the East Eifel 

between ~460 - 430 ka, whilst basanites, intermediate (tephritic) and highly 
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Figure 2.5 – Map of chemical composition of exposed volcanoes in the West 

and East Eifel Volcanic Fields.  WEVF = West Eifel Volcanic Field; EEVF = East 

Eifel Volcanic Field. Redrawn and modified from Rausch et al. (2015), following 

Mertes and Schmincke (1985) and Schmincke (2007).  
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differentiated (phonolitic) magmas were erupted in the south east between 400-

13 ka (Illies et al., 1979; Jung et al., 2006) (Figure 2.5).  

Between 700-10.8 ka it is estimated that ~300 eruptions occurred from 350 volcanic 

monogenetic centres in the East and West Eifel Volcanic fields (Schmincke, 2007). 

It is estimated that the West Eifel erupted around 1.5 km3 of magma, whilst the 

East erupted around 10 km3 (Schmincke et al., 1983). However, the volume of 

magma generated at depth is estimated to range between 70-100 km3 (Wilson and 

Downes, 2006).  Volcanic centres trend NW-SE in both the East and West fields and 

are typically spaced by <1 km in the centre of the fields and >1 km towards the 

margins (Illies et al., 1979). The volume of erupted material and the number of 

volcanoes increases towards the centre of each field, generally producing greater 

proportions of intermediate and differentiated products in the central volcanoes 

(Illies et al., 1979). The Eifel volcanic fields are the type locality for maar volcanism, 

however the properties of typical phreatomagmatic deposits are only identifiable 

in the East Eifel products (Schmincke, 2007; Rausch et al., 2015). Rausch et al. 

(2015) suggest that this indicates different eruption styles between maar volcanoes 

of the West and East volcanic fields. Cinder cones in both fields are up to 100 metres 

high (Schmincke et al., 1983) and were dominated by Strombolian and Hawaiian 

style eruptions, 10-30% of which have produced lava flows (Illies et al., 1979). 

Plinian eruptions occurred from three phonolitic calderas in the East Eifel, the 

Rieden (~450 ka), Wehr (~150 ka) and Laacher See (12.9 ka) (Dahm et al., 2020) that 

are 1.5-2.5 km in diameter (Schmincke et al., 1983). Abundant mantle and crustal 

xenoliths are common in volcanic deposits in both the West and East Eifel.  
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2.3   Source of magmatism 

Volcanism in the East and West Eifel occurred in periodic phases of activity, 

separated by intervals of dormancy that correlate to records of climate and sea 

level change (Förster and Sirocko, 2015) as well as periods of increased tectonic 

uplift (Schmincke et al., 1983).  This, in conjunction with evidence of a relatively 

thin crust (28-29 km) (Illies et al., 1979) and chemical signatures characteristic of a 

mantle source (Hegner et al., 1995; Wedepohl and Baumann, 1999; Haase et al., 

2004; Buikin et al., 2005; Jung et al., 2005; Bräuer et al., 2013; Kreemer et al., 2020), 

suggests a clear relationship between mantle processes and volcanic activity 

(Schmincke et al., 1983). However, the exact nature of this relationship continues 

to be contested amongst authors. There are two main hypotheses presented in the 

literature. Firstly, intraplate volcanic activity in the Eifel region represents hot spot 

volcanism in response to a plume-like upwelling of lithospheric and asthenospheric 

mantle material (Granet et al., 1995; Ritter et al., 2001; Keyser et al., 2002; Montelli 

et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2012).  Specifically, the West and East Eifel Volcanic Fields 

occur above a 100 km wide low P-wave velocity anomaly that extends to a depth 

of ~410 km (Ritter et al., 2001; Keyser et al., 2002; Budweg et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 

2012), though some studies have also identified a seismic anomaly deeper in the 

lower mantle (600 – 2000 km depth) (Goes et al., 1999; Grunewald et al., 2001). 

There is no apparent effect upon the 660 km discontinuity (Budweg et al., 2006) 

and as such it is unclear whether there is any physical connection between the 

shallower and deeper anomalies.  A broader low velocity zone at ~50 km depth has 

been interpreted to represent the plume head (Mathar et al., 2006), though Dahm 

et al. (2020) argue that this zone does not exhibit the P- and S- wave anomaly trends 

associated with classic plume head models. Further evidence in support of the 
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plume hypothesis includes the exhalation of mantle helium in groundwater 

(Griesshaber et al., 1992), significant tectonic uplift centred in the Eifel region 

(Meyer and Stets, 1998) and isotopic and trace element signatures consistent with 

ocean island basalt (OIB) lavas (e.g. Wedepohl and Baumann, 1999; Bogaard and 

Wörner, 2003). Ritter et al. (2001) combine this evidence to suggest the existence 

of a 100 km wide deep mantle plume beneath the Eifel, centred ~50 km to the south 

of the West Eifel and 80 km southwest of the East Eifel volcanic fields, with excess 

temperatures of 150 – 200°C and a melt content of ~1-3%  (Wüllner et al., 2006; 

Dahm et al., 2020). This plume activity is considered to be more broadly related to 

the presence of a wide plume-like upwelling in the lower mantle beneath central 

Europe (Goes et al., 1999), that feeds the volcanic regions of the Central European 

Volcanic Province via a series of smaller diapiric upwellings (Granet et al., 1995; 

Hoernle et al., 1995; Goes et al., 1999; Ritter et al., 2001; Wilson et al., 2001; Keyser 

et al., 2002). 

However, the mantle plume hypothesis is contradicted by the pattern of surface 

volcanism. Firstly, the temporal pattern of volcanic activity recorded in the Eifel 

region is inconsistent with the age-progressive tracks that typically characterise hot 

spot magmatism (Lippolt, 1983). Volcanic centres are distributed along a NW-SE 

trend, contradictory to the modelled W-SW motion of the assumed mantle plume 

(Walker et al., 2007), and do not exhibit any spatiotemporal trend. Secondly, the 

volume of magma erupted at the surface is far smaller than that erupted at other 

established hot spot locations such as Iceland and Hawaii (White, 1993). A study by 

Marignier et al. (2020) utilised global tomography data to calculate the probability 

of a mantle plume’s existence after transforming and reducing the signal to noise 

ratio in the seismic data. From this, they concluded that the existence of a mantle 

plume beneath Eifel was ‘unlikely’, with a probability between 32 and 46%. From 
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these observations, the mantle plume hypothesis can only be maintained with 

significant modification to current models and established concepts of hot spot 

volcanism.  

The second hypothesis considers volcanism to represent the lithospheric response 

to large scale rifting caused by the Alpine collision. In this model, magma is 

generated through adiabatic melting in response to lithospheric extension and 

thinning that resulted in a localised upwelling of low-density asthenospheric mantle 

(Illies and Greiner, 1978; Sengör et al., 1978; Wilson and Downes, 1992; Meyer and 

Stets, 2002; Lustrino and Carminati, 2007). It is suggested that domal uplift in the 

Eifel region reflects this upwelling (Granet et al., 1995; Ritter et al., 2001; Wilson et 

al., 2001) and that volcanic centres and dykes trend in a direction consistent with 

the lithospheric stress field and extension (e.g. Regenauer-Lieb, 1998). The most 

significant criticism of this hypothesis is that the volume of magma estimated to 

have been produced at depth is considered to be too large to have been produced 

solely via lithospheric extension (Jung and Masberg, 1998; Bogaard and Wörner, 

2003). However, the temporal correlation between Tertiary magmatism and 

changes to the intraplate stress field of Central Europe indicates some relationship 

between magmatism and tectonic processes (e.g. Pfänder et al., 2018).  

Regardless of whether magma genesis represents lithospheric extension or hot 

spot activity, magmatism in the Rhenish Massif is considered to be a combined 

product of the interaction of upper mantle upwelling, tectonic stresses and pre-

existent lithospheric structures developed during the Variscan orogeny (Dahm et 

al., 2020). Significantly, the continental crust in the Eifel region has a thickness of 

just ~30 km (Prodehl et al., 1992) which, combined with a dynamic tectonic history, 
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(Franke et al., 2017; Pfiffner, 2017) establishes a mantle and lithospheric regime 

that is particularly conducive for melt generation and volcanism (Dahm et al., 2020).  

2.4  Xenoliths in the Eifel 

Xenoliths brought to the surface by ascending magmas provide a valuable insight 

into sub-surface magmatic processes, particularly in regions where dissected 

magmatic intrusions are rare. A broad variety of xenolith types are abundant in the 

volcanic deposits of both the East and West Eifel volcanic fields, ranging from 

ultramafic mantle xenoliths, to ultramafic, mafic, intermediate, acid and 

metasedimentary crustal types (Downes, 1993). These xenoliths have inspired 

numerous studies, primarily focused on interpreting the chemistry and evolution of 

the mantle beneath the Eifel (e.g. Witt-Eickschen et al., 2003; Shaw et al., 2018; 

Rizzo et al., 2021), the structure of the Eifel crust (e.g. Voll, 1983; Mengel et al., 

1991; Downes, 1993), and to understand the transportation and storage of magmas 

within this crust (e.g. Shaw, 2004; Dennis et al., 2013). Ultramafic xenoliths found 

in tuffs of maar-type volcanoes in the West Eifel volcanic field have been of 

particular focus in many of these studies. These xenoliths can be divided into two 

distinct suites, consisting of several recognised variants (Schminke, 2007). Firstly, 

mantle derived peridotitic xenoliths are common in the western part of the field 

(Shaw, 2004). These can be simply divided into a lherzolite and wehrlite series 

(Becker, 1977), with some additional examples of harzburgites and dunites 

(Schmincke, 2007) that together preserve evidence of multiple metasomatic events 

in the mantle (e.g. Edgar et al., 1989; Lloyd et al., 1991; Shaw, 1997; Witt-Eickschen 

et al., 1998; Shaw and Klügel, 2002; Mertz et al., 2015; Shaw et al., 2018; Rizzo et 

al., 2021). Secondly, glass-bearing clinopyroxenite, hornblendite and glimmerite 

(>90% phlogopite) xenoliths are found in both the western and eastern parts of the 
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volcanic field. These xenoliths exhibit cumulate textures and are generally 

interpreted to represent fragments that crystallised in the upper mantle or crust 

(e.g. Becker, 1977; Duda and Schmincke, 1985; Shaw and Eyzaguirre, 2000). 

Significantly, the West Eifel volcanic field is cross-cut by the eastern edge of a large 

graben structure, the Eifel North-South Zone Depression (ENSZD). Lavas erupted to 

the west of this cross-cutting edge yield xenoliths consisting of both mantle 

peridotite and cumulate textured hornblendite- clinopyroxenite-types, whilst lavas 

erupted on the east side only contain xenoliths of the latter type (Shaw et al., 2005).  

This project focuses on glass-bearing clinopyroxenite and hornblendites found in 

Neogene alkali basalt tuffs of maar-type volcanic centres.   

2.4.1 Previous work: clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths 

in the West Eifel 

Clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths are abundant in tuff deposits around 

maar-type cinder cone volcanoes in the West Eifel Volcanic Field (e.g. Becker, 

1977). Numerous studies describe the petrography and chemical composition of 

these xenoliths, (e.g. Becker, 1977; Downes et al., 2004; Shaw, 2004; Shaw et al., 

2005) with the common aim of better understanding the sub-surface magmatic 

regime in the Eifel region. This section provides a review of these studies, with focus 

on their key findings and contributions. 

2.4.1.1   Origin of clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths 

Previous studies maintain a particular focus upon determining the origin of these 

xenoliths. Specifically, variations between textural and compositional trends 

described by different authors have led some to suggest that they originated in the 

upper mantle (e.g. Lloyd and Bailey, 1975), whilst others propose a crustal origin 
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(e.g. Becker, 1977; Duda and Schmincke, 1985; Shaw, 2004). The former is 

supported by the presence of veins of similar amphibole-clinopyroxene-phlogopite 

rich material in upper mantle peridotite, which are sampled by wehrlite xenoliths 

(e.g. Ionov and Hofmann, 1995; Moine et al., 2001; Shaw et al., 2018). These veins, 

which are attributed to the infiltration of metasomatic fluids related to Quaternary 

volcanism (Witt-Eickschen et al., 1998), are thought to represent the final product 

of extensively metasomatised peridotite (e.g. Lloyd and Bailey, 1975), consistent 

with observations in mantle-derived ultramafic massifs and xenolith suites beyond 

the Eifel (e.g. Bodinier et al., 1987; Dawson, 2002; Fabries et al., 2000; Bodinier et 

al., 2004). Alternatively, Shaw and Klügel (2002) conclude that the geochemical 

composition of glasses preserved in these xenoliths is inconsistent with a 

metasomatic origin, and instead propose that they represent magmatic cumulates 

formed by the crystallisation of silicate melts along fractures within the lithospheric 

mantle (Witt-Eickschen et al., 1998; Witt-Eickschen and Kramm, 1998; Witt-

Eickschen et al., 2003). Significant differences in their REE patterns compared to 

peridotite xenoliths are more consistent with amphibole and clinopyroxene 

megacrysts precipitated from basic melts (Irving and Frey, 1984), a result replicated 

by Downes et al. (2004). From this, Aoki and Kushiro (1968) and Duda and 

Schmincke (1985) conclude that they are not genetically related to peridotite 

xenolith suites. Trace element modelling indicates that the parental melts are 

primitive alkaline basalt melts, genetically related to the Quaternary volcanic rocks 

in the West Eifel area (Witt-Eickschen and Kramm, 1998). Significantly, Nd-Sr 

isotope compositions of clinopyroxenes cover the entire spectrum of Nd-Sr 

compositions observed for Eifel Cenozoic lavas (Witt-Eickschen and Kramm, 1998; 

Witt-Eickschen et al., 2003). In this model, the compositional variations recorded 
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between different xenoliths indicates that the magmas may have heterogeneously 

fractionated in localised regions of the upper mantle (Shaw and Eyzaguirre, 2000).   

Alternatively, textural and geochemical evidence has led some authors to conclude 

that the xenoliths formed within the crust (e.g. Becker, 1977; Duda and Schmincke, 

1985; Shaw, 2004). For example, Becker (1977) used Al isotope ratios to estimate 

that clinopyroxenites formed under shallow low-pressure conditions, likely less 

than 500 MPa (~15-20 km depth (Dahm et al., 2020)). Shaw (2004) estimates a 

depth range between 4-22 km, but acknowledges wide error ranges associated with 

the particular geobarometery technique. Geochemical similarities to clinopyroxene 

megacrysts formed in the lower crust may support a crustal origin (e.g. Aoki and 

Kushiro, 1968), although Shaw and Eyzaguirre (2000) identify a compositional 

relationship to megacrysts derived from the upper mantle. Nevertheless, prevalent 

cumulate textures, an absence of any significant deformation textures (Duda and 

Schmincke, 1985) and varied zonation trends within discrete xenoliths (Becker, 

1977) are consistent with textures associated with crustal cumulates formed in low 

pressure mushy environments (e.g. Marsh, 1996; Shaw, 2004). Shaw (2004) 

suggests a particular affinity to the cumulate textures that are associated with 

magmatic solidification fronts typically found in fossilised magma chambers (e.g. 

Marsh, 1996; Bahl et al., 2001; Marsh, 2006; Holness et al., 2007c). This then raises 

the question of where, and for how long these cumulates were stored within the 

crust. Whilst some authors propose that these cumulates originated from a crustal 

dyke network (e.g. Duda and Schmincke, 1985), others advocate for larger sub-

volcanic magma chambers (e.g. Shaw, 2004). Regardless of how they were stored 

in the crust, the xenoliths are interpreted as comagmatic products of a high-alkali 

basaltic melt (e.g. Becker, 1977), similar to the Cenozoic Eifel lavas (e.g. Aoki and 

Kushiro, 1968; Duda and Schmincke, 1985). Becker et al. (1977) constrain the 
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parental melt as an undersaturated nephelinitic magma, with a crystallisation 

history as follows: fo-rich olivine and chrome spinel appeared on the liquidus, 

followed by high-pressure clinopyroxene. As water was released from the melt, the 

liquidus moved towards lower temperatures and the olivine and clinopyroxene 

remelted. Phlogopite (which also became unstable) crystallised next, followed by 

low-pressure clinopyroxene and hornblende. Geochemical data indicates that 

discrete magma batches that stalled within the crust fractionated to varying 

degrees (e.g. Shaw, 2004), which some authors attribute to mechanical magma 

chamber processes (e.g. Duda and Schmincke, 1985).  

2.4.1.2  Constraining volcanic dynamics 

Xenoliths carried to the surface in volcanic eruptions provide a window into sub-

surface magma storage and evolution in a system that is directly linked to active 

volcanism (e.g. Tollan et al., 2012; Perinelli et al., 2017; Cooper et al., 2019; Renzulli 

et al., 2021). As such, cumulate textured xenoliths found in the Eifel have also been 

used to better constrain the architecture of volcanic plumbing systems, as well as 

associated time-scales of magma emplacement and ascent that govern eruptive 

activity in the Eifel. For example, Shaw (2004) studied zoned crystals within 

cumulate textured clinopyroxenite xenoliths in order to calculate the time scales of 

magma ascent for three volcanic centres in the West Eifel. From this, they 

concluded that the development of the plumbing systems feeding the volcanoes 

occurred rapidly, with multiple magma batches infilling magma chambers no more 

than 4 years prior to eruption. Significantly, olivine and clinopyroxene crystals 

record emplacement events as little as 3 hours prior to eruption, corresponding to 

magmatic ascent rates between 3-15 km/hour, and establishing a link between 

eruptive events and sub-surface magma emplacement triggers. Inverse zoning 
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patterns described by Duda and Schmincke (1985) are attributed to polybaric 

crystallisation within a plumbing system comprised of multiple magma chambers, 

but acknowledge that the cumulates may have crystallised along the margins of a 

narrow dyke network (e.g. Irving, 1980). Shaw (2004) calculated a wide range of 

crystallisation depths for xenoliths erupted from a single eruption centre, which 

they suggest indicates that the volcanic plumbing system may either consist of 

multiple magma chambers or resemble a more vertically extensive mush column 

(e.g. Marsh, 1996). Shaw (2004) further utilises the xenoliths to approximate the 

rate of crystal accumulation in the sub-volcanic magma chamber, estimating a rate 

of between 45 and 160 cm/year. This rapid accumulation rate (compared to 

estimates by Hess, 1960 and Wager and Brown, 1967), suggests that the magma 

chamber systems were relatively short-lived (Shaw, 2004) and therefore fed 

monogenetic volcanoes. It is particularly challenging to study magma storage and 

transport in regions of intraplate extension (Holness and Bunbury, 2006), where 

monogenetic volcanoes are thought to be generated with the rapid development 

of short-lived magma transport pathways (e.g. Spera, 1984; Connor et al., 2000). 

These xenoliths provide an opportunity to better constrain the timescales and 

architecture of these pathways, however Shaw (2004) acknowledges that the 

number of detailed studies is insufficient to characterise magma transport across 

the Eifel fields.  

2.4.1.3   Broader applicability 

Downes et al. (2004) establish a wider significance in studying glass-bearing 

clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths from the Eifel region, exaggerating their 

potential in contributing more broadly towards the current understanding of 

alkaline magmatism. In particular, they regard the xenoliths as ‘natural 
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experimental charges’ that present an opportunity to study mineral/melt 

distribution coefficients in alkali basaltic melts. Their results are generally 

consistent with distribution coefficients derived from experimental data (e.g. La 

Tourrette et al., 1995; Bottazzi et al., 1999; Tiepolo et al., 2001) which, with bulk 

rock compositions similar to those of typical intraplate alkali basalts (e.g. Wilson et 

al., 1995), demonstrates their usefulness for investigating trace element 

distributions in natural basaltic systems. Additionally, megacrysts of clinopyroxene, 

amphibole and phlogopite that commonly occur in alkaline basaltic lavas (e.g. Ho 

et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2009; Ashchepkov et al., 2011; Choi and Kim, 2012; Liu and 

Ying, 2019; Serre et al., 2020; Matusiak-Malek et al., 2021; Soukrati et al., 2021) 

show a geochemical similarity to the constituent minerals of the clinopyroxenite 

and hornblendite xenoliths erupted in the Eifel (Dobosi and Jenner, 1999; Shaw and 

Eyzaguirre, 2000; Downes et al., 2004). As such, Downes et al. (2004) and Shaw and 

Eyzaguirre (2000) consider their potential in explaining the origin of megacrysts in 

alkali basalts, which Downes et al. (2004) suggest may result from the 

disaggregation of similar melt-rich xenoliths. Downes et al. (2004) continue to state 

that these xenoliths are of ‘widespread significance’, with many possible uses. 

Notably, an absence of any detailed textural studies establishes a gap in the existing 

literature and signifies the opportunity to further utilise these samples.  
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2.5 Wider significance of clinopyroxenite and 

hornblendite xenoliths 

Cumulate textured clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths are not unique to 

the Eifel region. Similar examples have been identified in the Middle East 

(Mittlefehldt, 1984; Holness and Bunbury, 2006; Eyuboglu et al., 2021), North 

America (Best, 1975; Francis, 1976), Europe (Dobosi et al., 2003; Downes et al., 

2005; Bryant et al., 2007) Asia (Chandrasekharam and Vinod, 2000) and Africa 

(Chin, 2018). However, the Eifel samples are of particular importance as they 

contain ~10% interstitial glass (Downes et al., 2004) and thus were incompletely 

crystallised at the time of eruption. Holness et al. (2019) recognise the importance 

of such samples, which provide an insight into melt and crystal dynamics prior to 

any significant sub-solidus readjustment that is pervasive in exposed plutons (e.g. 

McBirney, 2009) (refer to Chapter one of this thesis for a more detailed review). 

These xenoliths are considered to provide a snapshot into cumulate processes 

operating in crustal magma stores (e.g. Hermes and Cornell, 1981; Giannetti and 

Luhr, 1990; Turbeville, 1992b; Mattioli et al., 2003), and as such have been utilised 

to better constrain the formation of orthocumulates, adcumulates and 

heteradcumulates that are widely recognised in plutonic bodies. In particular, they 

provide a valuable opportunity to constrain the geometry, distribution and 

movement of melt within magmatic systems that are directly linked to surface 

volcanism (e.g. Holness et al., 2007d). Efforts to gain an insight into pore geometries 

and connectivity in cumulates are typically experimental (e.g. Lupulescu and 

Watson, 1999; Wark et al., 2003) or computational (e.g. Cheadle et al., 2004; 

Bretagne et al., 2021) and hence require some simplification of the magmatic 

system, or rely on various assumptions about the inverse crystallisation process. It 
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is acknowledged that when limited to completely solidified plutonic samples, 

permeability and the distribution of melt remains poorly constrained (Bretagne et 

al., 2021). However, Holness et al. (2007d) recognise the potential of glass-bearing 

xenoliths in contributing towards this problem. By undertaking qualitative 

observations of glass distribution patterns in gabbroic cognate xenoliths entrained 

in lavas from Iceland, Santorini and Hawaii, they concluded that pore geometries 

are controlled by crystal growth rather than textural equilibration. Abundant glass 

along grain boundaries is interpreted as evidence of a highly interconnected liquid 

phase at high crystallinities (e.g. Meurer and Meurer, 2006), which alludes to a 

higher permeability than would be expected for a texturally mature cumulate 

(Cheadle et al., 2004). This provides a significant contribution to the understanding 

of melt distribution and connectivity in partially solidified mushes, however it is 

important to acknowledge that their methodology is entirely two-dimensional. 

Mattioli et al. (2003) studied a suite of glass-bearing mafic xenoliths associated with 

pyroclastic deposits of the Stromboli stratovolcano. From mineral and glass 

composition data they identified that the interstitial glass contained within the 

xenoliths is not genetically related to either the cumulus mineral assemblage or the 

host magma, but a compositionally distinct magma that completely infiltrated the 

crystal network. They conclude that the cumulus framework must have been 

sufficiently permeable to permit such effective infiltration, even in samples with 

glass contents <5%. This alludes to the presence of an interconnected liquid phase, 

but does not contribute any information about the three-dimensional geometry or 

movement of melt within the pore spaces. A persistent trend in the literature is the 

focus on the geochemical relationship between melt and crystals (e.g. Lissenberg 

et al., 2019; Sanfilippo et al., 2020; Maier et al., 2021; Renna et al., 2021), and the 

processes that control their chemical evolution. This project aims to better 
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understand the physical relationship between melt and crystals, with focus on the 

spatial relationship between the crystal phases and pore spaces.  

It is important to constrain the distribution and behaviour of melt within 

incompletely solidified cumulates as the segregation of this melt from the cumulate 

framework can lead to the accumulation of potentially eruptible melt within the 

crust (e.g. Hildreth, 2004; Bachmann and Bergantz, 2004; 2008; Dufek and 

Bachmann, 2010; Deering et al., 2011). However, the physical mechanisms driving 

this separation remain uncertain (e.g. Holness et al., 2019). There is widespread 

evidence that melt extraction is a common process in volcanic episodes (e.g. 

Hildreth and Wilson, 2007; Dufek and Bachmann, 2010; Solano et al., 2012; Barboni 

and Schoene, 2014; Cashman and Giordano, 2014; Ellis et al., 2014; Wotzlaw et al., 

2014; Christopher et al., 2015), however evidence for large scale melt accumulation 

is rarely found in dissected plutons (Coleman et al., 2012) and as such the 

relationship between plutonic and volcanic rocks remains ambiguous.  

Glass-bearing, cumulate textured xenoliths provide a valuable tool to investigate 

this relationship; cognate xenoliths sample the plutonic realm and are entrained 

and then erupted via the sub-volcanic plumbing system, therefore allowing the 

plutonic-volcanic connection to be assessed directly (e.g. Lissenberg et al., 2019). 

This is particularly significant with the rapidly evolving mush paradigm (e.g. 

Cashman et al., 2017) (see Chapter one of this thesis for a review), for which melt 

distribution and extraction are predicted to differ from the traditional melt-rich 

magma chamber model (e.g. Hayes et al., 2015a; 2015b; Bédard, 2015; Lissenberg 

and Macleod, 2016). Regardless of the driving force behind melt segregation, the 

efficiency of melt migration in crystal mush systems is strongly dependent on the 

porosity and permeability of the mush, which are ultimately controlled by crystal 
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textures (Coogan et al., 2000). Therefore, the textural immaturity that is frequently 

recorded within glass-bearing cognate xenoliths (e.g. Holness et al., 2007d) 

provides a valuable opportunity to better constrain the influence of texture upon 

the relationship between crystals and melt in sub-volcanic environments. The Eifel 

samples present the opportunity to specifically investigate this relationship in the 

context of an intraplate setting. It is particularly significant to interrogate sub-

volcanic dynamics in the Eifel region as recent evidence suggests that magma may 

be moving through the sub-Eifel crust (Hensch et al., 2019; Berberich et al., 2019). 

Patterns of deep low frequency earthquakes recorded in the Eifel are consistent 

with observations from other active volcanoes (e.g. Soosalu et al., 2009; Nichols et 

al., 2011; Shapiro et al., 2017), from which Berberich et al. (2019) conclude that 

volcanic activity in the Eifel region is currently dormant, but not extinct. Although 

Hensch et al. (2019) consider the volcanic hazard to be low, Leder et al. (2017) 

estimate that the risk from any eruption would be high due to a dense population 

and large damage potential in this region. Hensch et al. (2019) therefore suggest 

that the Eifel region should continue to be monitored, in conjunction with using the 

record provided within volcanic rocks and minerals to better understand the 

eruptive hazards in this region.  

2.6  Summary 

A summary of the key points from this chapter are provided in the following: 

• The Eifel region belongs to the Rhenish Massif, a Variscan shield 

characterised by extensional tectonics, Tertiary-Quaternary intra-plate 

volcanism and ongoing uplift. 

• Quaternary volcanism is concentrated in the West and East Eifel volcanic 

fields, which are the type locality for maar-type volcanism. Monogenetic 
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cinder cones and maar craters erupted alkaline magmas, temporally 

related to periods of increased tectonic uplift.  

• Magmatism is attributed either to hot spot activity in association with a 

mantle plume structure, or adiabatic melting in response to lithospheric 

extension. Regardless of how magma is generated, the tectonic history of 

the region makes it particularly conducive for melt generation and 

volcanism.  

• A broad variety of xenoliths sample the mantle and Eifel crust, which have 

inspired numerous studies. Glass-bearing clinopyroxenites and 

hornblendites found in tuffs of maar-type cinder cone volcanoes are of 

particular interest.   

• Clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths may represent upper mantle or 

crustal cumulates, precipitated from primitive alkaline basalts and 

genetically related to Quaternary Eifel lavas. 

• Previous studies have used them to constrain the architecture and 

magmatic timescales of volcanic plumbing systems in the West Eifel, 

revealing rapid rates of magmatic accumulation and ascent. 

• More broadly, they have been used to investigate mineral/melt coefficients 

in alkali basalts and to investigate the origin of megacrysts that commonly 

occur in alkaline magmas.  

• Previous studies of similar glass-bearing xenoliths from other locations 

recognise their potential in better constraining the relationship between 

melt and crystals prior to significant textural overprinting from 

equilibration processes. However, these studies are typically qualitative in 

nature and lack any three-dimensional insight.  
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• Glass-bearing clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths erupted in the 

West Eifel provide a valuable opportunity to further explore this 

relationship, contributing to the understanding of melt dynamics in an 

intra-plate setting that has the potential for future volcanic activity.   
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Methodology 
 
This chapter summarises the methodologies used to investigate the research aims 

outlined in Chapter 1. Methods are grouped according to the image acquisition 

technique used to replicate the xenolith textures. Firstly, optical petrography using 

photo microscopy is utilised for qualitative descriptions of crystal and glass 

textures. Secondly, two-dimensional image analysis of digitised thin sections is used 

to quantify crystal textures including phase abundance, crystal size distribution 

(CSD), spatial distribution pattern (SDP) and shape preferred orientation (SPO). 

Thirdly, three-dimensional X-ray computed tomography (CT) is applied to analyse 

the non-crystalline constituents within the xenolith samples. Finally, 

supplementary geochemical analyses were undertaken using laser ablation 

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). Potential 

methodological limitations are outlined alongside the steps taken to overcome 

them.  

 

3 
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3  Methodology 

3.1  Sampling rationale 

Analysis was undertaken on four cognate xenoliths that were collected by H. 

Downes from Mertens Quarry in the Gemündener Maar complex within the West 

Eifel Volcanic province (Figure 3.1). It is presumed that the samples originated from 

the same eruptive centre, however the volcanic deposits from the Gemündener, 

Weinfelder and Schalkenmehrener Maars do overlap (Shaw, 2004). These four 

xenoliths comprise part of a larger suite of xenoliths described in Downes et al. 

(2004). They are herein referred to as M2, M4, M6 and M8 (Table 3.1). These four 

samples were selected as they provide a representation of the array of textures 

recorded in the xenolith suite and provided a large enough volume of material for 

the required textural analyses
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Figure 3.1 – Maps showing the sampling location of the xenoliths analysed in this study. Left – Geology of Quaternary and Tertiary 

volcanics in the West Eifel Volcanic Field. Redrawn and modified from Shaw et al. (2018) after Büchel (1994) and Shaw et al. (2010). Right 

– Satellite map showing Mertens Quarry (gold star), where the samples were collected, and nearby Maars. (Google Maps, 2022). 
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3.2 Application of two- and three- dimensional 

methodologies 

Igneous textures may be analysed in two-dimensions via thin section, or in three-

dimensions via techniques such as serial sectioning or X-ray computed tomography. 

Although the texture of a rock is three-dimensional in nature, there are a number 

of criteria that the sample and study aims must satisfy in order to be a candidate 

for three-dimensional analysis (Figure 3.1). Because intrusive rocks often do not 

Sample number 

M2 

M4 

M6 

M8 

Sample 
photograph 

Sample dimensions  

15 x 15 x 12 cm 

Table 3.1 – Xenolith samples selected for textural analysis, with photographs 

and dimensions (measured prior to cutting the sample). 

10 x 10 x 12 cm 

8 x 9 x 10 cm 

20 x 16 x 18 cm 
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satisfy these conditions (Figure 3.2), a two-dimensional approach is most frequently 

utilised within the literature. With this comes the limitations associated with 

viewing a three-dimensional object in one plane, which may introduce errors into 

the textural analysis (e.g. Jambon et al., 1992; Higgins, 2000; Shea et al., 2015). To 

compensate for this, mathematical corrections have been developed that aim to 

extrapolate the 2D data into a 3D output (e.g. Higgins, 2000). In this study, the 

crystal contents of the xenoliths do not satisfy the criteria for 3D analysis (Figure 

3.3) and so are analysed from a two-dimensional perspective. However, the non-

crystalline components (glass and vesicles) of these samples are suited for 3D 

analysis, providing the opportunity to integrate two- and three-dimensional 

methodologies. Crystal textures are therefore analysed in 2D, utilising thin sections, 

whilst glass textures are analysed in 3D through X-ray computed tomography.  

  

Figure 3.2 (Overleaf)  – Flowchart demonstrating the criteria that must be 

satisfied in order for an igneous sample to be suited for three-dimensional 

analysis. The orange path demonstrates the criteria for textural analysis of the 

crystal contents within the Eifel samples, which are most appropriately studied 

in thin section. It should be noted that this does not apply to the vesicle and 

glass fractions of the xenoliths, which are better suited for 3D analysis and 

described in Section 3.4.  
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Is there a need to 
separate touching 

objects? 

Are there multiple 
crystal phases? 

Do the target 
objects exhibit 

simple 
geometries? 

Are the crystals coarse 
enough to be identified 

across multiple thin 
sections? 

Is the sample mostly 
crystalline? 

Is the composition/density of 
each mineral phase 

sufficiently different to be 
discriminable by an X-ray 

beam? 
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boundaries? 
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Figure 3.2 -  Caption overleaf 
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N = 2042 N = 398 5 mm 

A B 

C D 

Figure 3.3 – Computed tomography (CT) images (A, C, D) alongside a 

correspondent thin section slice (B), photographed in cross-polarised light. The 

rock sample is a gabbro largely consisting of plagioclase, olivine and 

clinopyroxene. This sample demonstrates why predominantly crystalline 

samples (such as is represented by the Eifel samples) are unsuited for textural 

analysis using X-ray CT. A) Greyscale CT slice image. B) XPL photograph of a thin 

section, showing the equivalent plane visualised in the CT image. C) Visible 

crystal outlines traced onto the CT image, indicating that there are 398 

individual objects in this image. D) Crystal boundaries traced from the thin 

section image in B, imposed onto the same CT slice in C. This reveals 2042 

individual objects in the image. It is clear that the CT data is limited by its 

inability to separate touching crystals of the same mineral type and as such it 

does not provide a suitable dataset from which to analyse 3D crystal textures.  
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3.3   Two-dimensional analysis  

3.3.1  Thin sectioning 

Three thin sections were cut from each xenolith along an artificial X, Y and Z axis to 

sample any crystal orientation and fabric present in the rock (Figure 3.4). Three-

dimensional fabrics can be challenging to sample in 2D, and at least three non-

coplanar sections are required to sample orientation from two-dimensional 

sections (Launeau, 2004). The thin sections are 30 μm thick with a maximum area 

of 5 x 2 cm. The same thin sections were used for qualitative petrographic 

descriptions outlined in Section 3.3.2, the digital image analysis described in Section 

3.3.3 and for supplementary geochemical analyses outlined in Section 3.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B 

Figure 3.4 – Diagram demonstrating the relative orientation of thin sections cut 

from each sample. Because it is challenging to sample three-dimensional fabrics 

in two-dimensional thin sections, 3 thin sections were cut from each sample 

along an artificial X, Y and Z axis. Xenoliths are ex-situ in nature and so the thin 

sections are non-orientated and have no meaningful direction parameters.  
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3.3.2  Optical petrography 

Qualitative descriptions of crystal and glass textures were undertaken using a 

binocular Nikon Microphot-FX microscope with 2, 4, 10 and 20 x objective lenses 

paired with a Nikon DS 5M camera. Descriptions of each thin section were 

generated from optical observations of textural features including grain boundary 

morphologies, glass distribution patterns and crystal shapes, which are challenging 

to quantitatively constrain using digital image analysis techniques.  

Photomicrographs were taken in plane- and cross-polarised light to record these 

features and to supplement the petrographic descriptions.  

3.3.3  Quantitative textural analysis 

The quantitative textural techniques described in this section were specifically used 

to quantify crystal textures. The methods used to constrain glass and vesicle 

textures are described in Section 3.4.  Crystal textures were analysed using two-

dimensional image analysis of digitised thin sections, utilising a combination of 

manual and automated analytical techniques. 

3.3.3.1  Data acquisition 

3.3.3.1.1  Manual digitisation 

High-resolution (6016 x 4016p) whole-slide photographs were taken 

orthographically to the planar thin section surface in both plane and cross polarised 

light. With the aid of a petrographic microscope, crystal boundaries were manually 

traced atop the photographs using a stylus and graphics tablet in the graphic 

drawing software Adobe Illustrator CC2018. Any instances where the photograph 

was unclear (e.g. where minerals are photographed at extinction) were examined 

under a petrographic microscope before being drawn onto the image. All visible 

crystals were drawn, as well as boundaries of gas and liquid phases. However any 
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microlites in the glass were not traced, and examples where a crystal appeared to 

have been sectioned more than once (i.e. more than one optically continuous cross-

section) were excluded from analysis. Each traced object was then classified to 

produce a digital slide map (Figure 3.5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.3.2  Data quantification 

3.3.3.2.1 Phase abundance 

A percentage area fraction of each identified mineral phase was measured by 

importing the digitised slide images into the digital image analysis software ImageJ 

and thresholding each phase by its assigned colour to produce a binary image. The 

percentage area occupied by each of the thresholded phases was used to calculate 

its total area fraction. 

3.3.3.2.2 Crystal size distribution (CSD) 

Crystal size distributions were calculated for essential mineral phases (hornblende 

+ clinopyroxene) in each of the thin sections. Minerals present as accessory phases 

were excluded from the CSD analysis, unless the number density exceeded that of 

a more volumetrically abundant essential mineral phase. To calculate the CSD, 

binary images of the crystal populations were imported into ImageJ and used to 

1. Whole slide photograph 2. Trace outlines 3. Classify objects 

Figure 3.5 – Workflow summarising the manual digitisation process.  
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measure the long axis, short axis, area, perimeter and orientation of each crystal. 

The length and width of a crystal intersection can be defined in several ways; the 

exact definition used is not important but it must be consistent for all samples 

(Higgins, 2000). Here, these parameters were measured according to the best-fit 

ellipse (Figure 3.6).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crystals truncated by the image boundary are not representative of their true size 

or shape and were excluded from the analysis. Although all visible crystals were 

traced and included in the digitised images, it is best practice to define a lower 

measurement limit  based upon the resolution of the slide photograph being traced 

(e.g. Higgins, 2006a). This is because drawing inaccuracies will manifest the most in 

small crystals, leading to measurement artefacts in the CSD data. Following the 

recommendation of Higgins (2006a), 10 pixels was selected as the lower 

measurement threshold (70 μm). Crystals below this threshold are included in the 

CSDs to provide a representation of the whole crystal population, but are 

Horizontal 
axis 

Angle of orientation 
about the 

horizontal axis 

Figure 3.6 – Application of the best-fit ellipse used to measure two-

dimensional crystal size parameters. To ensure a consistent methodology, all 

crystals were measured using this technique. The ellipse is fitted to the crystal 

outline based on its area, centroid and orientation.  
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highlighted on the CSD outputs to indicate potential measurement artefacts within 

particular size bins. 

 

To calculate a three-dimensional CSD, the 2D shape data was imported into 

CSDCorrections v1.50, a programme specifically written for stereological 

conversion of crystal size data (Higgins, 2000).  A CSD can be calculated if the sample 

meets the following criteria: 

 

1. The sample size exceeds 250 crystals 

2. A representative three-dimensional aspect ratio can be determined.  

 

Although there is no universal minimum sample size required to calculate a CSD, 

Morgan and Jerram (2006) recommend that realistic CSDs cannot be produced 

from fewer than 250 crystals. To ensure that all of the CSDs exceeded this 

threshold, they were calculated by amalgamating all of the crystal shape data 

measured from the sample. Therefore, each CSD combines three thin sections, cut 

at different orientations.  Three-dimensional aspect ratio was calculated using the 

Microsoft Excel macro CSDslice v5 (Morgan and Jerram, 2006). CSDslice produces a 

3D aspect ratio (S:I:L) by comparing the 2D data to a database of 703 crystal habits 

to identify the best-fit shape curve. Using a linear regression, CSDslice then outputs 

the five closest-matching crystal habits and an R² value to measure how close the 

2D data compares to the fitted regression line. An R² value >0.8 is considered 

representative of the true 3D crystal habit (Morgan and Jerram, 2006), which is 

then entered into the CSDCorrections interface.   

Prior to calculating the CSD, CSDCorrections requires several pieces of information 

to be input by the user. The fabric and roundness of the crystal population was 
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estimated from the binarised images (block = 0; ellipsoid = 1). Crystal lengths were 

sorted into size bins with five bins per decade; this is considered the optimal 

number to avoid errors associated with having too few crystals in each size bin 

(Higgins, 2000; Higgins, 2006b). The total measured area was calculated as the sum 

of each of the three thin sections that were combined to produce the CSD.  

The CSD output is a histogram, however the classic CSD plot is presented as a line 

graph for ease of interpretation (Higgins, 2000) that plots corrected crystal length 

against the natural logarithm of the population density (Marsh, 1988). There are 

three sources of error associated with the conversion of the 2D data into a three-

dimensional population density. Two of these errors are associated with 

uncertainties in the probability parameters that are calculated for idealised crystal 

shapes and stereological conversion of 2D measurements to true 3D crystal lengths 

(Higgins, 2000). The third source of error is a counting error, which is taken as the 

square root of the number of crystals within each size interval.  The uncertainties 

associated with quantifying the two probability errors mean that CSDCorrections 

only calculates the counting errors (Higgins, 2000). Error bars on the CSD data 

therefore only represent one of the three potential sources of error and should be 

considered as a minimum estimate. A summary of the steps taken to calculate the 

CSDs is provided in Figure 3.7.  
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Figure 3.7 – Workflow summarising the steps taken to calculate a CSD. First, the 

digitised slide images are binarised and imported into ImageJ, which is used to 

calculate the long and short axis, area, perimeter and orientation of each crystal 

according to its best-fit ellipse. The 3D aspect ratio of the crystals are then 

calculated using CSDSlice and alongside estimates for crystal roundness, fabric, 

vesicularity, and desired number of bins per decade, input into CSDCorrections, 

to calculate the CSD. 

1. Digitised slide image 
2. Binarise image, exclude 

truncated crystals 

3. Quantify 2D shape 
parameters in ImageJ 

4. Calculate 3D aspect 
ratio in CSDSlice 

5. Input additional 
parameters (roundness, 

fabric etc) 6. Calculate CSD 
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3.3.3.2.3 Spatial distribution pattern (SDP) 

Spatial distribution provides a measure of how clustered or random the distribution 

of crystals in a thin section are, and whether they form touching or non-touching 

frameworks (Jerram et al., 1996; Jerram et al., 2003; Mock et al., 2003). This 

provides an insight into the nucleation distribution of crystals (Jerram and Cheadle, 

2000) as well as mechanical processes that act to influence the configuration and 

packing of crystals (Jerram et al., 1996; Jerram et al., 2003). The spatial distribution 

of the crystal populations were calculated following the methodology of Jerram et 

al. (1996), using the weighted centre point nearest neighbour method of Clark and 

Evans (1954). The spatial distribution factor is characterised by a parameter R, 

which represents a ratio of the mean nearest neighbour distance of a crystal 

population and the predicted mean nearest neighbour distance for a random 

distribution of points with the same population density (Jerram et al., 1996) and is 

given by: 

                                                  𝑅𝑅 =  𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴
𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸

=  �𝜌𝜌
2 ∑𝑟𝑟
𝑁𝑁

    (1) 

where 𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴 is the mean nearest neighbour distance, 𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸 is the predicted nearest 

neighbour distance for a random distribution of points with the same population 

density, 𝜌𝜌 is the density of crystals in the observed sample, 𝑟𝑟 is the nearest 

neighbour distance of any particular crystal and 𝑁𝑁 is the number of crystals 

measured. For a population of spherical objects, in a random distribution R =1, 

clustered points R <1 and for ordered points R >1 (Jerram et al., 1996) (Figure 3.8).  
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3.2.3.2.4 Shape preferred orientation (SPO) 

In the context of igneous textures, the term orientation typically encompasses two 

parameters:  shape preferred orientation (SPO) and lattice preferred orientation 

(LPO). Here, orientation is used to refer to shape preferred orientation, which is a 

measure of the mean elongation direction of crystals. The software SPO 2003 

(Launeau and Robin, 1996; Launeau and Cruden, 1998; Launeau, 2004) was used to 

calculate the shape preferred orientation of the digitised crystals using the of the 

crystal outline. Whereas ImageJ calculates the angle of orientation from the long 

axis of the best-fit ellipse, the inertia tensor method fits an orientation ellipse that 

has the same area and moment of inertia as the grain shape (Higgins, 1996b) (Figure 

3.9).  This gives an SPO which is weighted by the elongation of the crystal shape. To 

calculate a bulk SPO for the sample, the inertia tensor of all grains is used to 

calculate a bulk orientation ellipse, of which the contribution of each grain to the 

total orientation ellipse is weighted by its area (Launeau and Cruden, 1998) (Figure 

3.10). From this, the coherence of the SPO was quantified by the ratio of the 

orientation ellipse axes (minor axis/major axis) (Higgins, 1996b). A sample with well 

aligned crystals will have an elongated orientation ellipse and hence a low ratio 

Random Clustered Ordered 

Figure 3.8 - Theoretical spatial distribution patterns for a population of 

monodisperse spheres. From: Higgins, 2006a. 
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value, whereas a sample with no preferred orientation will have a circular 

orientation ellipse and an axial ratio of one (Higgins, 1996b). As the xenoliths 

themselves are ex-situ and therefore not orientated, the SPO does not have any 

direction and is here used to quantify the preferred orientation of crystals relative 

to one another.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inertia tensor 
ellipse 

Ellipse of the same 
surface 

Circle of 
the same 
surface 

Long axis of 
orientation 

ellipse 

Short axis of 
orientation ellipse 

Figure 3.9 – Measurement of SPO for different grain shapes. Coloured ellipses 

demonstrate the ellipses used to calculate the SPO according to the shape of 

the crystal outline. 
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3.3.4   Potential limitations of two-dimensional analysis  

It is widely acknowledged that working from 2D sections incurs a number of 

limitations associated with the planar viewing of a three-dimensional object. In 

particular, when a crystal population is intersected the 2D plane rarely dissects the 

centre of each crystal. Even in a homogenous population, the intersection surfaces 

will therefore exhibit a broad range of sizes around the modal value (Higgins, 2000). 

This is known as the cut section effect. In addition, the smallest crystals in a 

Minor axis = 1.31 
Major axis = 1.89 
Coherence = 0.70 

Minor axis = 0.68 
Major axis = 2.60 
Coherence = 0.26 

Minor axis = 1.45 
Major axis = 1.46 
Coherence = 0.98 

Figure 3.10 – Measurement of a bulk SPO for a crystal population. Each crystal 

is divided by its area and the resulting shapes are stacked atop one another. This 

means that all grains have the same weight and their individual contributions to 

the bulk orientation ellipse are weighted by their area. The major and minor axis 

values are relative lengths and have no dimension. These values are used to 

calculate the coherence of the SPO: a coherence of 1 means that there is no 

shape preferred orientation, a value close to 0 means that the crystals are well 

aligned (Higgins, 1996b). Coloured ellipses represent the ellipses used in the SPO 

calculations, as described in Figure 3.9.  
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polydisperse population are less likely to be intersected along any cut line. This acts 

to exaggerate the abundance of larger crystal sizes, distorting the true size 

distribution of the population (Higgins, 2000). This is referred to as the intersection 

probability effect. Potential limitations are also introduced from the assumption 

that all crystals in the sample have the same shape, which is unrealistic for 

magmatic systems (e.g. Lofgren, 1974). CSDCorrections is written to include 

mathematical corrections for the cut section and intersection probability effects, 

described in Higgins (2000), which aim to produce meaningful 3D CSDs from the 

two-dimensional data. All CSDs were calculated using CSDCorrections, and have 

therefore been corrected for these limitations. However, CSDCorrections does not 

account for potential variations in crystal shape, requiring one user determined 3D 

aspect ratio to perform the stereological conversions. To best overcome this 

limitation, CSDSlice was used to determine a 3D aspect ratio that best summarises 

the shape of the crystals within the CSD. Jaret et al. (2008) compared CSD 

methodologies and concluded that a method combining CSDSlice and 

CSDCorrections produces the most accurate estimation of 3D crystal shape and size 

distribution. By following this method, variations in crystal shape are incorporated 

into the 3D aspect ratio value used for the CSD calculations.  

 

The main limitation of this methodology is that it is incredibly time consuming – in 

total over 2000 hours were spent completing the digitisations used in this thesis. 

This in turn limits the total number of samples that can be analysed. An alternative 

methodology is to utilise automatic image segmentation techniques (e.g. Bell et al., 

2020). At present, there is no widely used automated technique that is appropriate 

for digitising polymineralic igneous rocks. Cone et al. (2020) undertook a 

comparison of automatic segmentation techniques versus manual tracing to 
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extract plagioclase crystal lengths and concluded that manual methods provide the 

most accurate assessment of crystal length, regardless of texture. Bell et al. (2020) 

utilised geochemical mapping as a semi-automated technique for crystal size 

distribution analysis, but found that this produced an upwards shift in CSD 

diagrams, caused by the inability to accurately separate touching grains of the same 

mineral phase. They concluded that manual methods remain superior for 

accurately segmenting polycrystalline igneous samples. It was therefore decided 

that the pay off between the number of samples that can be analysed versus the 

inaccuracies introduced with automated techniques was worthwhile, and a manual 

approach was utilised in this study. 

 

3.4  Three-dimensional analysis  

3.4.1  X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a non-destructive technique that can be used 

to visualise the internal structures of opaque geological samples. The sample is 

placed between an X-ray source and detector, and X-rays are variably attenuated 

as they pass through materials of differing atomic composition and density (Figure 

3.11). Two-dimensional radiographs are acquired from different positions as the 

sample is rotated about its Z-axis, which are then stacked in a direction 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation to produce a three-dimensional image. The 

output is composed of three-dimensional pixels (voxels) which represent a 3D 

matrix of linear X-ray coefficient values (μ). The value of μ is a measure of X-ray 

absorption, and is a function of a material’s atomic number, density and the X-ray 

energy used in the study. μ is represented as a greyscale value on the final 

tomographic output. Different greyscale values correspond to different rock 
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phases, permitting visualisation, classification and measurement of the 3D output 

and its constituents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.1.1  Sample preparation 

The only essential sample preparation for CT scanning is to ensure that the sample 

will fit within the field of view and that it will remain stationary. Although it is not 

essential to sub-sample the rock volume, a cylindrical geometry will ensure equal 

penetration of the X-ray beam and reduce the influence of scan artefacts (e.g. 

Figure 3.11 – Schematic representation of a typical CT setup. The sample is 

illuminated by a fan shaped beam of coplanar X-rays which are variably 

attenuated as they pass through the sample.  The transmitted X-rays are 

measured and recorded by a detector system and recorded as a 2D radiograph. 

Redrawn and modified from Withers et al. (2021).   

X-ray source 

Sample 

Axis of 
rotation 
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Ketcham and Carlson, 2001). Additionally, although the CT resolution is controlled 

by the intensity of the X-ray source and the size of the detector, it is ultimately 

constrained by the sample volume: smaller volumes yield higher voxel resolutions 

(Pamukcu and Gualda, 2010). This requires that the sub-volume size is large enough 

to be texturally representative of the sample, but small enough to achieve a voxel 

resolution that will include the smallest objects. Figure 3.12 shows the dimensions 

of the cored sub-volumes used in the CT analysis.  

3.4.1.2  Data acquisition  

CT images were obtained at the London Natural History Museum Imaging and 

Analysis Centre, using a Nikon Metrology HMX ST 225 micro-CT scanner. The 

scanner utilises polychromatic X-rays with a maximum accelerating voltage of 250 

kV. A voltage of 140 kV was selected for these samples, chosen as sufficient to 

penetrate the sample volume and be recorded by the transmission target. This 

generated a voxel resolution of 10.27 μm3. One image stack was produced for each 

sample, comprised of between 1012 and 1014 16-bit tiff images.  
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Figure 3.12 – Photographs of the cored xenolith sub-volumes. 
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3.4.1.3  Data processing 

Data processing and quantitative analysis was predominantly undertaken using the 

commercial software package PerGeos version 1.7.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 

designed specifically for digital rock analysis from CT data. Analysis was undertaken 

on a cuboidal sub-volume that was extracted from the centre of each sample. This 

removed exterior voxels and upper and lower slices that exhibited significant CT 

artefacts (e.g. beam-hardening).  

3.4.1.3.1 Beam hardening 

In samples M2 and M6 it was clear that the data output showed significant beam 

hardening – a common artefact that occurs as a consequence of using a 

polychromatic X-ray beam. This manifests on the CT output as an artificial 

darkening in the centre of the image. Beam hardening acts to make CT processing 

and segmentation more challenging by changing the greyscale value of a material 

depending on its position within an image. To minimise this effect, a beam 

hardening correction algorithm was applied within PerGeos. This correction applies 

a simple filter that computes the average radial greyscale intensity profile of the 

image stack, which is then smoothed with a Gaussian filter and normalised. All grey 

scale intensities in the image stack are then divided by the smoothed profile to 

perform a radial greyscale averaging.  

3.4.1.3.2 Noise reduction 

CT image noise manifests as an artificial change in pixel values in an otherwise 

homogenous region, resulting in the degradation of the visual information. This 

generates a grainy image texture and reduces image contrast. To reduce this effect, 

an anisotropic diffusion filter was first used to smooth pixels in the CT volume, 
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whilst preserving object edges. Using the default PerGeos parameters, the 

anisotropic diffusion filter reduces noise by comparing the value of each voxel with 

the value of its 6 neighbouring voxels. If the difference between the current voxel 

and the neighbour voxels is below the diffusion threshold then there is diffusion 

and pixel smoothing. Secondly, an iterative median filter was used to further 

attenuate noise by setting the pixel value to the median of the three-dimensional 

neighbourhood. This process was iterated 3 times within each sample. Figure 3.13 

shows the outcome of this filtering process, resulting in an enhanced image quality 

and increased phase contrast. A summary of the data acquisition and processing 

parameters is provided in Table 3.2.  

3.4.1.3.3 Segmentation 

The CT image stacks were manually segmented according to the greyscale 

intensities of the sample components. Manual segmentation involves identifying 

the greyscale range that represents each phase. The assigned greyscale threshold 

is used to segment the image through each 2D slice, generating a 3D labelled 

volume. Three phases were segmented from the sub-volumes: glass, holes and 

crystals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.13 (overleaf) – Results of the image filtering process. Zoomed 

images show the enhanced image quality produced by applying the anisotropic 

diffusion and iterative median filters. The grainy texture in the raw image is 

significantly reduced, meaning that the segmentation process is simplified. 
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 Raw image 
Window levelling and 

beam hardening 
correction 

Anisotropic 
diffusion filter 

Iterative median filter 

1 mm 1 mm 1 mm 1 mm 

500 μm 500 μm 

Figure 3.13 -  Caption overleaf 
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Sample 
Core dimensions 

(mm) 

Cuboidal sub-volume 

dimensions (μm) 

Voxel resolution 

(μm3) 

Filtering 

Beam hardening 

correction 

Anisotropic 

diffusion filter 

Iterative median 

filter 

 

M2 

 

11 x 11.5 

 

5135 x 5135 x 8216 

 

10. 27 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M4 11 x 12 5340 x 5340 x 8216 10.27     

M6 11 x 11 5340 x 5340 x 8216 10.27    

M8 11 x 11.5 5340 x 5340 x 8216  10.27    

Table 3.2 – Summary of CT parameters used for the acquisition and processing of the xenolith sub-volumes 
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3.4.1.4  Data analysis 

3.4.1.4.1 Porosity calculations 

Porosity here refers to the fraction of the xenolith samples that was not solidified 

prior to entrainment and eruption, representing the melt fraction. As such, any 

segmented voxels labelled as glass or hole are considered to represent porosity.  

The PerGeos ‘porosity’ tool was used to calculate the total volume of porosity 

according to the sum of the segmented hole and glass phases. This establishes a 

binary segmentation, where any voxels assigned to the crystal phase were assumed 

to be impervious and any assigned to the glass and hole phases constitute porosity. 

It is important to remember that the resolution of the images defines a minimum 

threshold for identifiable porosity, meaning that any porosity below the resolution 

of the images is excluded (e.g. Thomson et al., 2019). To define the proportion of 

connected porosity, the PerGeos ‘axis connectivity’ tool was used to remove 

disconnected pore-phase voxels that do not belong to a connected pathway in any 

defined direction. Connected voxels were defined according to the most strict 

definition, specifying connectivity as six voxels with a shared face. This strict 

definition was selected to avoid an overestimation of connectivity. This tool was 

applied along the X, Y and Z orientations to identify a fully connected pore network 

in all directions, producing one value of connected porosity for each sample.   

3.4.1.4.2  Pore network modelling 

Pore network models (PNM) were constructed using the PNM extension in 

PerGeos, following a methodology described by Youssef et al. (2007) and utilised in 

a number of porosity studies (e.g. Thomson et al., 2018; 2019; 2020; Payton et al., 

2021). This process is broken down into several steps (Figure 3.14). Firstly, a 

distance map of the pore space volume is created. Distances are measured inwards 
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from the solid crystal boundaries. Secondly, this distance map is eroded to form a 

one voxel thick skeleton that retains the original geometry of the pore network. 

Next, this skeleton is expanded to identify pores and throats. Regions of the 

skeleton that are one voxel thick are classified as throats, whereas a pore is 

identified as a point where two or more throats intersect to define a void space 

(Thomson et al., 2020). A number of geometric parameters can then be obtained 

from the PNM, described in Table 3.3. To provide a visual supplement to this 

quantitative data, the pore network models are also presented as ball and stick 

models, where the pores are scaled according to diameter and throats are scaled 

constantly.  

 

 

  

 Figure 3.14 (overleaf) – Steps taken in the process of generating a pore 

network model in PerGeos. This network model is visualised as a ball and stick 

model. Balls (red spheres) represent pores, scaled according to the maximum 

radius of a sphere that would fit within the pore volume. Throats are represented 

by the sticks, which visualise the connectivity between pore spaces. See Thomson 

et al. 2018; 2019; 2020 and Payton et al. (2021) for more detailed descriptions of 

the PerGeos methodology. 
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1. Generation of distance map 2. Skeletonisation 

3. Separation of pore spaces  4. Visualisation as ball and stick 
model 

Figure 3.14 -  Caption overleaf 
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Parameter How it is calculated 

Coordination number 

The number of throats that intersect each pore. 

Coordination number defines the connectivity of 

the sample. 

Equivalent radius (pores) 

The one voxel thick skeleton is expanded to fit the 

boundary of the pore. From this, the equivalent 

radius is calculated as the maximum radius of a 

sphere that can fit within each pore. 

Equivalent radius 

(throats) 

The skeletonised throat is expanded to calculate the 

maximum radius of sphere that would fit within the 

throat. 

Number density (pores 

and throats) 

The number of pores or throats divided by the 

volume of the CT sub-volume.  

Tortuosity 

Geometrical tortuosity calculated as the ratio 

between the true length of a path and the straight 

line distance between the start and end points (see 

Fu et al., 2021). Computed using a pore centroid 

method integrated into PerGeos. A tortuosity value 

of 1 indicates a perfectly straight path, increasing 

values indicate more tortuous pathways. 

 

 

 

3.4.2  Potential limitations of three-dimensional analysis 

The main limitation of the three-dimensional methodology is that X-ray attenuation 

occurs independently of crystallographic attenuation, meaning that CT images do 

not show grain boundaries and that individual crystals belonging to the same phase 

cannot be separated as discrete objects. Whilst the technique can provide a 

valuable insight into the three-dimensional relationship between phases with 

Table 3.3 – Parameters that describe geometry of the pore network model and 

how they are calculated. 
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contrasting chemistries and/or densities, it is not possible to use it to analyse the 

textural properties of individual mineral phases. Specifically, crystal size 

distributions cannot be measured accurately if a cluster of touching crystals cannot 

be correctly divided into separate crystals. The porosity fraction did not necessitate 

any object separation and could be analysed with this methodology, but the crystal 

fraction was unsuited for this technique. This therefore limited its application 

within these samples.   

Another potential limitation of the CT data is that the voxel resolution is 

constrained by the volume of the material being analysed. This requires that the 

sub volume size is large enough to be texturally representative of the sample, but 

small enough to achieve a voxel resolution that will include the smallest objects. 

Because the CT core is essentially taken blindly from the sample, it was necessary 

to core a large enough volume to  account for the largest crystals (in some instances 

exceeding 2 cm in length) being included within the core and occupying the 

majority of the volume. However, by increasing the field of view the resolution also 

decreases, meaning that small scale features may be present which are 

unresolvable at the necessary field of view. Consequently, regions of possible 

microporosity and pore connectivity may have been lost as they are smaller than 

the voxel resolution achieved for the necessary volume of material to be imaged. 

This has the potential to have significant impact on the overall measured 

connectivity of a particular study volume. 
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3.5  Geochemical analysis  

Geochemical analysis was undertaken to supplement the textural observations and 

data, utilising Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-

ICP-MS). Major and trace element compositions in clinopyroxene, hornblende, 

phlogopite and glass were analysed in situ from thin sections using the LA-ICP-MS 

system at Royal Holloway University. The system couples a Resonetics 193nm ArF 

excimer laser coupled to an Agilent 8900 ICP-QQQ ICPMS. The LA-ICP-MS is tuned 

prior to analysis using a synthetic glass standard NIST612 to maximise the peak to 

background ratio across the mass range and achieve a 232ThO/232Th ratio of <0.2% 

and a 232Th/238U ratio >0.9. All minerals were analysed using the ablation 

parameters outlined in Table 3.4 and the acquisition parameters outlined in Table 

3.5. Data was normalised using the chromium augite (NHM 164905) for major 

elements and NIST glass 612 (Jarosewich, 2002) for trace element concentrations. 

NIST 610 was also run as an external standard to check for short and long term drift. 

Data processing was undertaken using the method of Thirlwall et al. (unpublished) 

which utilises stoichiometric relationships to determine major element 

concentrations assuming totals of 100% for clinopyroxene and glass and 94% for 

hornblende and phlogopite to allow for water content. 
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ICPMS – Agilent 8900  

RF power 1280-1320 (optimised during tuning) 

Carrier gas flow ~0.5 ml/min (optimised during tuning) 

Coolant gas flow  15 l/min 

Aux gas flow 1 l/min 

Sampler/skimmer cones Ni 

Laser ablation system  

Energy density (fluence) on target 27 mj/cm2 

ThO+/Th+ <0.2% 

He gas flow 850 ml/min 

N2 gas flow 6 ml/min 

Laser repetition rate 5Hz 

Spot size 57 μm 

Standards NIST610 and 612, Cr Augite Cpx 

standard 

 

 

 

  

Table 3.4 – ICPMS tuning and ablation parameters for mineral analysis 
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Isotope  Dwell time  
7Li  0.02  

23Na  0.01  
25Mg  0.01  
27Al  0.01  
29Si  0.01  
39K  0.02  

44Ca  0.01  
45Sc  0.01  
49Ti  0.01  
51V  0.01  

53Cr  0.01  
55Mn  0.01  
57Fe  0.01  
60Ni  0.01  
85Rb  0.02  
88Sr  0.02  
89Y  0.02  

90Zr  0.02  
93Nb  0.05  
137Ba  0.03  
139La  0.03  
140Ce  0.02  
146Nd  0.02  
149Sm  0.02  
153Eu  0.02  
157Gd  0.02  
163Dy  0.02  
166Er  0.02  
172Yb  0.02  
178Hf  0.05  
208Pb  0.02  
232Th  0.02  
238U  0.02  Table 3.5 – Data acquisition parameters 

for LA-ICP-MS mineral analysis. 
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3.6  Summary 

A summary of the methodologies used in this thesis is provided in the following: 

• Owing to the textural complexity of these samples, a combination of two- 

and three-dimensional techniques were used to quantify the crystal and 

melt textures. The crystal textures are most appropriately studied in thin 

section, utilising stereological corrections to derive 3D datasets. Because 

the melt textures did not necessitate any object separation, they were 

suited for 3D analysis using X-ray computed tomography (CT).  

• Crystal textures were analysed qualitatively using a petrographic 

microscope, and then quantified by manually digitising thin sections for the 

application of digital image analysis techniques. 

• Crystal size distributions were calculated using the software 

CSDCorrections, incorporating information about 3D crystal habit from the 

Excel macro CSDSlice. CSDs were calculated by amalgamating the crystal 

size data from three thin sections cut at different orientations within each 

sample, ensuring the sample size exceeded the recommended minimum of 

250. 

• Spatial distribution patterns were calculated using the methodology of 

Jerram et al. (1996), measured as the ratio of the mean nearest neighbour 

distance of a crystal population and the predicted mean nearest neighbour 

distance for a random distribution of points with the same population 

density. 

• Shape preferred orientations were calculated using the software SPO 2003, 

which uses the inertia tensor of the crystal outline to give a directionless 

orientation parameter, weighted by the elongation of the crystal shape. 
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• The porosity fraction of the samples (glass + holes) was measured in three-

dimensions using CT. The data was analysed by constructing pore network 

models in PerGeos, providing quantitative measures of connectivity and 

pore geometries.  
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Optical Petrography and 
Mineralogy 

 

 
This chapter presents the results of the qualitative thin section analysis, focusing 

on textural characteristics and relationships that cannot be quantified with CSD, 

SDP or SPO analysis. These observations are supplemented by geochemical data, 

obtained through LA-ICP-MS. Together, these results describe the array of 

amphibole, clinopyroxene, accessory mineral and glass textures that characterise 

the xenolith samples.  

 

 

 

 

4 
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4  Optical Petrography and Mineralogy 

4.1  Hand specimen observations 

The xenoliths comprise part of a larger sample suite, consisting of xenoliths that 

range in size between ~5-20 cm, and vary from sub-angular to rounded (Figure 

4.1A). Rounding of the xenoliths likely reflects some degree of transport and 

erosion. The basaltic host material is sometimes preserved as a rim (~1 cm thick) 

around the xenolith material (Figure 4.1 B). In thin section, this host predominantly 

contains phenocrysts of rounded olivine and green-cored clinopyroxene, similar to 

those documented by Duda and Schmincke (1985).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Hand specimen photographs of sample M2. A) Photograph of the 

xenolith taken before any thin sectioning or coring. B) Photograph of the cut 

thin section, revealing the rim of host basalt that mantles the sample. C) 

Photomicrograph of the host basalt in thin section, taken in plane polarised 

light. Phenocrysts are rounded olivine and green, sieve cored clinopyroxene.  
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4.2  Thin section analysis 

The four samples share the same general mineral assemblage (amphibole + 

clinopyroxene + phlogopite ± apatite ± olivine), and are characterised by the 

presence of interstitial glass. They have previously been termed clinopyroxenites 

and hornblendites and described as cumulates by Becker (1977) and Downes et al. 

(2004). Textural observations are supplemented with in situ geochemical data  

which is presented in Appendix 3.  

4.2.1   Amphibole 

Amphibole constitutes an essential mineral phase in all of the samples. The major 

element compositions of the amphiboles show that they are calcic amphiboles 

according to the criteria of Leake et al. (1997) (CaB ≥ 1; (Na+K)A ≥ 0.5). When 

categorised according to this classification, they plot as titanium rich pargasites 

with Mg#s from 65.6-77.1 and titanium contents between 3.1-4.7 wt% TiO2 (Figure 

4.2). To fit with the nomenclature applied to the amphibole rich assemblages 

represented by these xenoliths, commonly referred to as ‘hornblendites’, the 

amphibole is more broadly referred to as hornblende throughout this study.  
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Figure 4.2 – Classification of amphiboles according to Leake et al. (1997). 

Formula units obtained according to Putirka (2016). Fe3+ calculated using an 

Excel spreadsheet from Putirka (2008), using the Fe3+/Fetotal calculation of King 

et al. (2000). 

              

  

Figure 4.3 – Variation in amphibole Mg# between different samples. Red circles 

indicate core analyses, yellow circles are rim analyses. Mg#s show a range 

within samples, but overlap between samples. Error bar represents 2 standard 

deviations.  
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The hornblende exhibits a wide array of textures, both within and between 

samples. Significantly, the hornblendes do not appear to have a constant 

crystallisation sequence; textural differences identify early (non-poikilitic) (Figure 

4.4A-B) and later (poikilitic) (Figure 4.4C-D) appearing hornblendes, but their 

compositions have overlapping Mg#s and major and trace element compositions 

(Figures 4.5 and 4.6). Representative mineral chemistries are provided in Tables 4.1 

and 4.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 – Photomicrographs of non-poikilitic and poikilitic hornblende 

textures, taken in plane polarised light. A and B) Early forming (non-poikilitic) 

hornblende textures. The crystals are subhedral in habit and do not contain 

inclusions of other minerals. C and D) Later forming hornblende textures, 

characterised by poikilitic hornblende enclosing clinopyroxene and phlogopite 

chadocrysts.  
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Figure 4.5 – Hornblende major element compositions, plotted according to 

textural classification. Major element compositions show an overlap despite 

the textural discrepancy between poikilitic and non-poikilitic crystals. The 

exception to this is highlighted by the yellow boxes, which represent the non-

poikilitic hornblendes measured in sample M4. These crystals are enriched in 

K2O and depleted in SiO2 relative to hornblendes measured from the other 

samples. Error bars represent 2 standard deviations. Error bars for SiO2, K2O and 

TiO2 are smaller than the data markers. 
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Figure 4.6 – Hornblende trace element ratios, plotted according to textural 

classification. Error bars represent 2 standard deviations.  
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 M2 M4 
 Non-poikilitic Non-poikilitic Poikilitic Poikilitic Non-poikilitic Non-poikilitic Poikilitic Poikilitic 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim 

SiO2 37.00 37.50 37.00 37.00 37.20 37.00 37.70 37.50 35.50 35.50 35.50 35.00 37.00 37.70 38.00 38.00 
TiO2 3.69 3.86 3.48 3.76 3.52 4.12 3.37 3.77 3.79 3.88 3.81 3.66 3.90 3.79 3.59 3.50 
Al2O3 13.99 13.67 13.78 13.96 14.02 14.06 13.47 13.81 13.28 13.67 13.23 13.18 13.59 13.43 13.08 12.80 
FeO 9.16 7.81 9.83 8.19 8.85 7.92 9.12 7.19 8.79 7.13 8.53 9.36 9.26 7.68 8.33 8.44 

MnO 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.09 
MgO 12.01 13.06 12.07 13.04 12.46 13.01 12.28 13.44 12.20 12.98 12.34 11.56 12.15 13.05 12.82 12.93 
CaO 11.45 11.78 11.65 11.96 11.59 11.84 11.40 11.73 11.15 11.43 11.15 11.20 11.60 11.94 12.00 11.70 

Na2O 1.82 1.78 1.86 1.84 1.84 1.73 2.04 1.92 1.98 1.75 1.98 1.81 2.21 1.97 2.12 2.14 
K2O 4.13 3.94 4.78 4.43 4.11 3.80 4.41 4.40 7.29 8.00 7.51 8.06 4.08 4.60 4.00 4.26 

Total 93.35 93.48 94.56 94.26 93.69 93.56 93.90 93.83 94.08 94.41 94.14 93.93 93.89 94.23 94.03 93.86 
Mg# 70.04 74.88 68.64 73.95 71.50 74.54 70.59 76.91 71.21 76.44 72.06 68.77 70.06 75.17 73.29 73.21 

 M6 M8 
 Non-poikilitic Non-poikilitic Non-poikilitic Poikilitic Poikilitic 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim 

SiO2 36.10 36.00 36.70 37.20 37.40 38.50 37.50 38.00 37.00 37.20 37.30 37.20 37.50 37.00 37.20 
TiO2 4.41 4.35 4.36 3.47 3.60 3.29 3.50 3.63 3.84 3.83 3.93 3.98 3.59 3.89 3.77 
Al2O3 14.54 14.51 14.24 13.45 13.75 13.01 13.43 12.98 13.80 13.95 14.29 13.76 13.91 13.82 14.09 
FeO 7.79 8.93 7.61 9.69 8.96 7.73 8.60 9.71 9.34 8.95 7.03 8.63 7.80 9.59 7.66 
MnO 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.09 
MgO 13.03 12.39 13.16 12.12 12.81 13.59 13.12 12.27 12.21 12.57 13.27 12.72 12.91 12.12 13.22 
CaO 11.92 11.67 11.75 11.44 11.59 11.61 11.71 11.52 11.56 11.61 12.20 11.61 11.84 11.50 12.02 

Na2O 1.81 2.14 1.87 2.04 2.25 2.24 2.24 2.14 2.05 2.06 1.79 2.11 1.95 1.99 1.76 
K2O 4.48 4.10 4.56 4.61 3.86 4.00 3.90 3.82 3.95 3.96 4.09 3.97 4.22 4.15 4.22 

Total 94.15 94.18 94.33 94.15 94.32 94.07 94.1 94.18 93.85 94.23 93.98 94.07 93.82 94.17 94.03 
Mg# 74.88 71.20 75.52 69.03 71.81 75.80 73.11 69.25 69.96 71.47 77.09 72.44 74.21 69.26 75.46 

Table 4.1 – Representative major element analyses (wt%) in poikilitic and non-poikilitic hornblende crystals measured by LA-ICP-MS. 

Results are reported to 2 decimal places. Raw data is presented in Digital Appendix 3. 
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 M2 
 Non-poikilitic Non-poikilitic Poikilitic Poikilitic 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim 
Sr 827.53 959.17 834.83 953.39 939.43 1053.06 791.82 879.45 
Y 13.90 15.59 14.02 14.64 15.65 17.09 14.36 14.71 
Zr 113.70 137.86 113.82 118.07 124.41 153.63 136.52 123.91 
Nb 30.79 40.57 38.39 36.65 39.56 38.56 43.85 33.35 
Ba 747.63 973.44 763.44 879.24 778.80 1189.78 746.45 850.17 
La 13.19 13.28 13.72 13.80 15.62 21.11 15.44 14.76 
Ce 40.49 39.69 42.08 41.27 47.43 60.31 46.05 43.03 
Nd 29.04 29.18 30.43 29.65 33.40 42.18 31.88 41.42 
Sm 6.35 6.78 6.60 6.59 7.06 9.37 6.94 6.82 
Eu 2.02 2.16 2.02 2.07 2.20 2.86 2.14 2.12 
Gd 5.20 5.76 5.36 5.53 5.96 7.74 5.53 5.80 
Dy 3.57 3.89 3.45 3.67 3.90 5.17 3.67 3.77 
Er 1.30 1.52 1.32 1.37 1.47 1.92 1.39 1.33 
Yb 0.86 0.99 0.88 0.90 1.01 1.28 0.92 0.91 
Hf 4.08 5.44 3.91 4.46 4.20 7.81 4.66 5.12 

 M4 
 Non-poikilitic Non-poikilitic Poikilitic Poikilitic 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim 
Sr 778.54 870.46 762.99 802.48 816.37 868.58 785.15 798.63 
Y 13.04 13.65 12.94 13.22 13.37 12.97 13.38 13.24 
Zr 143.74 114.95 139.18 135.15 133.38 106.70 144.35 125.47 
Nb 38.98 32.54 37.88 38.55 37.57 35.44 40.21 41.10 
Ba 812.39 944.62 820.23 1030.81 749.93 958.82 740.56 790.59 
La 14.37 13.92 14.18 14.71 13.40 13.03 12.23 13.62 
Ce 42.64 41.32 41.90 44.00 39.98 39.30 37.30 40.64 
Nd 29.21 29.29 28.60 30.38 28.27 28.82 26.93 28.81 
Sm 6.43 6.71 6.27 6.48 6.30 6.45 6.16 6.47 
Eu 1.98 2.03 1.93 2.02 1.89 1.98 1.91 1.95 
Gd 5.26 5.64 5.02 5.29 5.31 5.23 5.17 5.28 
Dy 3.38 3.55 3.27 3.40 3.39 3.38 3.49 3.41 
Er 1.25 1.25 1.18 1.21 1.27 1.22 1.25 1.23 
Yb 0.80 0.80 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.77 0.84 0.82 
Hf 4.71 4.55 4.65 4.50 4.27 4.54 5.61 4.69 

Table 4.2 (continued overleaf)  
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 M6 
 Non-poikilitic 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core  
Sr 861.25 887.92 880.23 954.09 814.55 829.25 866.23  
Y 14.34 16.48 14.70 16.32 16.24 16.29 16.62  
Zr 129.04 163.57 129.29 148.25 164.05 142.80 164.64  
Nb 33.14 45.09 37.73 60.21 50.20 68.04 54.47  
Ba 850.81 602.77 828.36 861.92 450.73 684.48 498.04  
La 14.27 18.73 15.95 18.86 19.73 18.47 20.95  
Ce 41.73 54.19 45.71 55.61 57.40 53.96 59.30  
Nd 29.71 36.75 31.82 36.86 37.71 35.51 38.36  
Sm 6.82 7.80 6.96 7.58 7.82 7.53 8.11  
Eu 2.05 2.38 2.12 2.30 2.33 2.28 2.37  
Gd 5.60 6.48 5.66 6.09 6.36 6.08 6.39  
Dy 3.63 4.32 3.83 3.98 4.18 4.15 4.20  
Er 1.34 1.59 1.38 1.56 1.50 1.56 1.62  
Yb 0.91 1.08 0.91 1.11 1.02 1.09 1.06  
Hf 4.82 5.33 4.84 4.59 4.87 4.62 5.08  

 M8 
 Non-poikilitic Non-poikilitic Poikilitic Poikilitic 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim Core Rim 
Sr 798.97 832.46 820.31 1542.19 878.57 1165.96 819.42 1505.93 
Y 14.63 14.38 14.25 19.52 14.19 17.15 13.81 20.03 
Zr 196.86 161.24 153.51 115.22 173.56 130.40 150.50 134.03 
Nb 56.67 41.16 38.62 61.27 41.11 54.87 41.78 66.65 
Ba 729.98 893.91 894.53 913.02 931.51 957.07 897.59 994.97 
La 13.90 18.20 17.50 22.56 20.20 21.17 15.44 25.77 
Ce 41.84 51.52 49.84 65.63 55.23 61.46 45.42 73.43 
Nd 29.95 34.35 33.60 42.86 35.45 40.45 31.38 46.41 
Sm 6.80 7.05 7.15 9.00 7.36 8.13 6.71 9.40 
Eu 2.10 2.16 2.15 2.75 2.21 2.47 2.04 2.82 
Gd 5.53 5.70 5.84 7.31 5.60 6.57 5.49 7.51 
Dy 3.73 3.67 3.63 4.68 3.72 4.36 3.49 4.92 
Er 1.39 1.33 1.37 1.85 1.34 1.61 1.29 1.90 
Yb 1.01 0.89 0.87 1.24 0.89 1.08 0.86 1.31 
Hf 6.78 5.59 5.60 3.99 6.47 4.42 4.92 4.55 

Table 4.2 – Representative trace element compositions (ppm) in poikilitic and 

non-poikilitic hornblende crystals measured by LA-ICP-MS. Results are 

reported to 2 decimal places. Raw data is presented in Digital Appendix 3. 
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The non-poikilitic hornblendes are generally well-formed with a subhedral habit, 

but may exhibit irregular skeletal and finger like overgrowth rims when in contact 

with glass (Figure 4.7). In sample M2 they exhibit significant resorption textures 

including embayed outlines and glass-bearing cores (Figure 4.7C). The poikilitic 

hornblendes form an interlocking framework of oikocrysts that enclose anhedral 

rounded chadocrysts of clinopyroxene and phlogopite. Both types of texture yield 

crystals with a mixture of normal and reverse zoning trends, and frequently have 

rims with a higher Mg# than the respective core.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 – Photomicrographs of overgrowth rims and resorption textures in 

hornblende crystals, taken in plane and cross polarised light. A and B) Skeletal 

and finger like overgrowths in contact with glass. C and D) Strongly resorbed 

hornblendes in sample M2.  
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Sample M6 provides an exception to this textural trend. The hornblende textures 

are relatively homogenous in size, forming a loosely-packed interlocking framework 

of subhedral-euhedral crystals (Figure 4.8). These crystals do not constitute the 

type of poikilitic texture described for the other samples, but often contain fine 

(<200 μm) inclusions of clinopyroxene. A few larger, anhedral hornblendes contrast 

to the fine-medium grained crystals that comprise the majority of the sample. 

These crystals exhibit disequilibrium textures and contain a greater number of 

mineral inclusions. Unlike the other samples, there is no clear textural sequence 

defined by poikilitic and non-poikilitic textures.  
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Figure 4.8 – Photomicrographs of hornblende textures in sample M6, taken in 

plane polarised light. A and B) Generally, the hornblendes form a loosely 

packed, interlocking framework of subhedral-euhedral grains, that are all 

similar in size. Crystal faces in contact with glass are euhedral, whilst HBL:HBL 

contacts are more irregular. The hornblendes do not form a poikilitic texture as 

in the other samples, but often contain fine inclusions of clinopyroxene. There 

is no clear textural sequence that would indicate the presence of earlier and 

later forming hornblendes. C and D) The hornblende framework is occasionally 

interrupted by the presence of coarse (>5 mm) hornblende crystals, that are 

subhedral-anhedral in shape with holey cores and inclusions of other mineral 

grains.  
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4.2.2  Clinopyroxene 

As with hornblende, clinopyroxene is present as an essential mineral phase in all of 

the samples, at proportions ranging between 12.88% in sample M6 and 46.13% in 

sample M2. Clinopyroxenes are diopsides according to the wollastonite-enstatite-

ferrosilite ternary classification scheme (Rock, 1990) (Figure 4.9). Because they 

have relatively high aluminium and titanium contents (~7.3 and ~2.5 wt%, 

respectively) they plot slightly above the diopside field, which is a typical pattern 

for pyroxenes in highly alkaline magmas (Bardintzeff et al., 2012). They yield Mg#s 

between 71.0-86.3 (Figure 4.10), which are generally higher than hornblendes 

within the same sample.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.9 – Wo-En-Fs ternary plot, showing geochemical classification of 

clinopyroxenes. The clinopyroxenes plot as diopsides, but trend upwards above 

the diopside field, a phenomenon commonly reported in alkaline magmas.   
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Clinopyroxenes are either present as chadocrysts within poikilitic hornblende, or 

form high porosity frameworks within regions of glass. The former exhibit anhedral, 

rounded outlines, whereas the latter are well formed with euhedral crystal faces in 

contact with glass and anhedral mineral: mineral contacts (Figure 4.11A-B). The 

impingement of these crystals form planar sided pores that are occupied by glass 

and void spaces, constituting a diktytaxitic texture. In sample M2, the 

clinopyroxenes that are hosted in glass exhibit a wide array of crystal sizes (Figure 

4.12). Coarser crystals (up to 15 mm in length) have corroded cores with a variety 

of visible zoning patterns. Finer crystals (<500 μm) occur in bands throughout the 

sample. 
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Figure 4.10 - Variation in clinopyroxene Mg# between different samples. Red 

circles indicate core analyses, yellow circles are rim analyses. Mg#s show a 

range within samples, but overlap between samples. However, the 

clinopyroxenes in sample M6 tend towards higher Mg#s than the other 

samples. Error bar represents 2 standard deviations.  
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Figure 4.11 – Photomicrographs of clinopyroxene textures taken in plane 

polarised light. Gl = glass; V = vesicle. Clinopyroxenes can be divided into two 

textural groups. A and B) High porosity frameworks of clinopyroxene, with 

angular pore spaces infilled by black interstitial glass and void spaces. Crystal 

faces protruding into glass are planar and euhedral, whereas mineral: mineral 

faces are anhedral, frequently containing small pockets of glass. Clinopyroxene 

frameworks are mostly monomineralic in nature, but may yield small numbers 

of accessory phlogopite and apatite within glass filled pore spaces. C and D) 

Anhedral, rounded chadocrysts of clinopyroxene enclosed within hornblende 

oikocrysts. In some instances the chadocrysts appear to preserve a touching 

framework with angular pore spaces that are similar to those outside the 

oikocrysts. More commonly they are dispersed in clusters throughout the 

oikocrysts, with a clear textural difference to the framework forming crystals. 

These clinopyroxenes can be identified within samples M2, 4 and 8. 
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In sample M6, fine inclusions (<200 μm) of clinopyroxene are present within 

hornblende grains, but contrast to the poikilitic texture that characterises the other 

samples. If not enclosed, clinopyroxenes are dispersed throughout the hornblende 

framework, frequently exhibiting disequilibrium textures such as corroded cores 

and embayed outlines (Figure 4.13).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 – Photomicrograph of clinopyroxene crystal textures in sample M2, 

taken in plane polarised light. Crystals that are not enclosed within hornblende 

oikocrysts form high porosity frameworks characterised by a juxtaposition of 

coarse (up to 15 mm) and fine (<500 μm) crystals. The coarser crystals 

frequently exhibit corroded cores and complex zoning patterns, but have 

euhedral crystal faces in contact with glass. The finer crystals occur in bands that  

form high porosity regions through the sample.  
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Texturally distinct clinopyroxenes (chadocrysts and non-chadocrysts) exhibit 

overlapping major element compositions and similar Mg#s (Figure 4.14), and 

therefore cannot be divided based upon their compositions. Normal and reverse 

zoning trends can be identified, and rims commonly have higher Mg#s than the 

respective core. Trace element compositions show a wide range within the same 

sample, with no particular trend between texturally distinct groups. There are no 

exsolution textures in chadocryst or non-chadocryst clinopyroxenes. 

Representative mineral chemistries are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 

  

Figure 4.13 – Photomicrographs of clinopyroxene textures in sample M6, taken 

in plane and cross polarised light. A) Inclusions of clinopyroxene within 

hornblende grains contrast to the poikilitic textures observed within the other 

samples. B and C) Coarser ( >1 mm) clinopyroxene crystals that are not included 

within hornblende grains frequently exhibit disequilibrium textures including 

rounded embayed outlines and sieve textured cores.  
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Figure 4.14 – Major element compositions of clinopyroxene crystals. Texturally 

distinct clinopyroxenes cannot be distinguished from their major element 

compositions. Major element compositions broadly overlap between samples, 

with similar Mg#s. Error bars represent 2 standard deviations. Errors for SiO2, 

TiO2 and Al2O3 are smaller than the data markers.  
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 M2 M4 
 Non-chadocryst Chadocryst Non-chadocryst Non-chadocryst Chadocryst 
 Core Core Core Core Core Core Core Core Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core Core 

SiO2 46.70 46.50 47.50 49.00 47.80 50.00 50.00 50.00 47.00 48.50 49.00 48.50 44.00 45.50 47.50 50.00 
TiO2 2.54 2.43 2.25 1.62 2.19 1.56 1.42 1.29 2.18 1.85 1.74 1.84 3.92 3.02 2.15 1.62 
Al2O3 8.12 8.48 7.64 5.38 7.25 5.06 4.78 4.52 7.46 6.40 5.26 5.91 9.67 9.26 7.51 5.13 
FeO 7.71 7.00 6.50 5.85 6.60 5.47 6.23 5.78 7.17 5.89 6.10 6.22 7.56 7.21 7.09 6.20 
MnO 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.33 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.12 
MgO 11.38 11.74 12.25 13.68 12.45 14.06 13.52 13.69 11.53 13.04 13.61 13.22 10.76 11.26 11.90 13.33 
CaO 22.82 23.31 23.31 23.15 23.25 22.64 22.81 22.89 22.94 22.47 22.88 23.29 22.72 22.91 22.93 22.93 

Na2O 0.81 0.68 0.66 0.55 0.70 0.49 0.68 0.65 0.84 0.63 0.53 0.58 0.85 0.76 0.84 0.59 
K2O 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.17 0.00 

Total 100.22 100.25 100.22 99.34 100.36 99.40 99.60 98.97 99.30 99.12 99.24 99.66 99.58 100.04 100.22 99.91 
Mg# 72.47 74.94 77.05 80.66 77.07 82.10 79.46 80.84 74.15 79.79 79.91 79.11 71.72 73.56 74.94 79.29 

 M6 M8 
 Non-chadocryst Non-chadocryst Non-chadocryst Chadocryst 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core Core 

SiO2 47.00 47.50 48.50 49.50 49.00 48.00 50.00 47.20 47.00 46.00 46.30 44.50 49.50 46.40 45.50 
TiO2 2.10 1.70 2.51 1.61 1.50 2.02 1.34 2.46 2.36 2.80 2.74 3.64 1.67 2.61 2.90 
Al2O3 9.28 6.04 8.67 5.76 5.87 6.65 5.11 7.85 8.70 8.89 8.55 9.85 5.14 8.12 8.49 
FeO 4.95 5.71 8.32 5.60 6.38 5.21 4.21 6.07 5.45 7.18 6.35 7.78 6.44 6.99 7.28 

MnO 0.07 0.11 0.15 0.11 0.14 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.11 
MgO 12.88 13.08 11.58 13.62 12.99 13.56 14.83 12.71 12.87 11.47 12.33 10.71 13.63 12.12 11.45 
CaO 22.50 22.60 24.26 23.08 23.23 23.38 22.81 23.01 22.95 22.71 23.01 22.69 22.68 23.00 23.20 

Na2O 0.63 0.62 0.88 0.63 0.75 0.46 0.45 0.59 0.45 0.76 0.59 0.86 0.60 0.66 0.73 
K2O 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 99.43 97.36 104.88 99.92 99.86 99.37 98.83 99.97 99.87 99.93 99.97 100.15 99.79 99.98 99.66 
Mg# 82.25 80.34 71.29 81.25 78.40 82.27 86.28 78.88 80.81 74.01 77.57 71.03 79.04 75.56 73.72 

Table 4.3 - Representative major element analyses (wt%) in chadocryst and non-chadocryst clinopyroxene crystals measured by LA-ICP-MS. Results 

are reported to 2 decimal places. Raw data is presented in Digital Appendix 3. 
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 M2 
 Non-chadocrysts Chadocrysts 
 Core Core Core Core Core Core Core Core 
Sr 262.68 248.27 238.12 220.81 232.54 164.54 238.06 248.15 
Y 18.13 17.93 16.87 17.73 15.10 18.24 20.63 14.41 
Zr 300.21 196.16 189.93 177.67 190.48 147.60 240.74 162.86 
Nb 5.75 2.73 2.83 1.74 3.00 1.23 2.44 2.01 
Ba 0.88 0.11 0.38 0.12 0.19 0.10 0.08 0.10 
La 15.31 13.44 13.74 12.22 11.88 10.00 13.71 11.23 
Ce 48.79 44.44 45.28 40.14 38.18 33.41 44.08 36.12 
Nd 34.83 34.44 34.37 30.82 28.70 27.73 33.58 26.62 
Sm 7.86 7.78 8.08 7.35 6.70 7.07 7.72 6.13 
Eu 2.36 2.40 2.47 2.25 1.98 2.17 2.38 1.87 
Gd 6.31 6.57 6.86 6.34 5.57 6.42 6.82 5.01 
Dy 4.48 4.49 4.94 4.47 3.86 4.72 5.01 3.63 
Er 1.80 1.78 1.99 1.76 1.47 1.84 2.10 1.45 
Yb 1.41 1.24 1.33 1.21 1.07 1.25 1.66 1.11 
Hf 9.05 7.21 8.49 6.83 7.06 6.49 8.60 5.47 

 M4 
 Non-chadocrysts Chadocrysts 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core Core 
Sr 422.21 428.57 168.86 187.22 229.31 219.46 337.75 187.14 
Y 18.35 26.70 19.31 12.51 26.35 20.93 18.31 17.93 
Zr 218.96 127.94 210.57 150.34 374.96 283.11 234.71 197.62 
Nb 5.94 3.19 1.69 1.59 18.69 5.89 8.99 1.50 
Ba 14.49 2.90 0.46 1.47 0.25 0.84 30.53 0.27 
La 19.46 21.12 10.88 8.83 24.60 17.42 20.16 10.71 
Ce 58.98 68.40 35.85 29.19 75.16 54.98 57.96 35.65 
Nd 38.74 49.45 29.55 23.26 53.52 40.79 37.90 29.03 
Sm 8.26 10.95 7.70 5.80 11.94 9.37 7.99 7.28 
Eu 2.43 3.19 2.32 1.75 3.51 2.83 2.41 2.24 
Gd 6.47 8.93 6.68 4.83 10.13 7.88 6.60 6.36 
Dy 4.54 6.38 4.96 3.36 6.72 5.32 4.55 4.58 
Er 1.80 2.69 1.94 1.25 2.62 2.13 1.80 1.80 
Yb 1.44 2.09 1.37 0.86 1.89 1.49 1.42 1.22 
Hf 7.29 5.11 8.59 5.61 11.86 10.03 7.56 7.74 

Table 4.4  (continued overleaf)  
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 M8 
 Non-chadocryst Non-chadocryst Chadocryst 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core Core 
Sr 211.92 244.89 213.40 220.86 252.69 179.75 211.43 230.55 
Y 17.01 22.36 20.99 16.44 21.82 20.65 14.84 20.39 
Zr 193.78 165.24 258.48 194.17 385.31 229.04 197.72 265.04 
Nb 2.67 3.15 5.11 2.76 12.53 1.76 2.49 3.27 
Ba 0.15 0.43 0.57 0.92 0.27 0.46 0.15 0.40 
La 13.62 18.77 17.02 13.23 19.72 11.40 11.94 14.94 
Ce 43.67 58.13 53.21 42.78 62.02 37.86 39.07 49.22 
Nd 32.74 41.49 40.23 32.21 45.85 30.98 29.56 38.78 
Sm 7.73 9.46 9.29 7.61 10.46 7.84 6.94 9.16 
Eu 2.29 2.85 2.80 2.29 3.08 2.45 2.07 2.73 
Gd 6.38 8.11 7.95 6.29 8.27 7.13 5.65 7.73 
Dy 4.40 5.61 5.39 4.31 5.71 5.11 3.81 5.21 
Er 1.67 2.14 2.01 1.59 2.15 2.06 1.44 2.02 
Yb 1.09 1.54 1.42 1.07 1.54 1.46 1.01 1.41 
Hf 7.77 6.51 9.14 7.95 12.50 9.12 7.88 9.67 

 M6 
 Non-chadocryst 
 Core Rim Core Rim Core Core Core  
Sr 129.04 220.75 357.20 223.24 333.53 147.65 107.09  
Y 13.57 16.11 18.29 14.80 17.19 14.07 11.17  
Zr 86.37 159.10 250.10 146.42 171.32 131.27 65.57  
Nb 1.19 2.00 4.18 1.92 2.55 1.27 0.61  
Ba 1.18 0.42 0.41 1.59 0.98 0.14 0.30  
La 7.22 12.18 16.47 12.21 16.19 8.54 5.25  
Ce 23.72 39.14 52.32 39.02 51.30 28.43 17.83  
Nd 20.13 29.10 36.56 28.53 34.90 23.46 15.80  
Sm 5.37 6.67 8.10 6.54 7.63 5.92 4.49  
Eu 1.66 1.99 2.37 1.97 2.29 1.77 1.33  
Gd 4.82 5.84 6.53 5.33 6.12 5.15 4.01  
Dy 3.51 4.06 4.55 3.78 4.26 3.74 2.95  
Er 1.37 1.62 1.84 1.47 1.72 1.38 1.10  
Yb 0.88 1.11 1.43 1.06 1.36 0.94 0.72  
Hf 4.58 5.98 7.64 5.29 5.66 6.11 3.44  

Table 4.4 – Representative trace element compositions (ppm) in chadocryst 

and non-chadocryst clinopyroxene crystals measured by LA-ICP-MS. Results 

are reported to 2 decimal places. Raw data is presented in Digital Appendix 3. 
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4.2.3  Accessory minerals 

4.2.3.1  Phlogopite 

Phlogopite comprises an accessory phase in all of the samples, with proportions 

ranging between 2.16% and 6.88% in samples M8 and M4, but with a very limited 

presence in samples M2 and 6 (0.37% and 0.16% respectively). The phlogopites are 

highly aluminous (14.3-15.2 wt% Al2O3), with Mg#s between 73.6 and 80.8. 

Phlogopite occurs as anhedral chadocrysts within hornblende oikocrysts, or as 

subhedral crystals hosted in glass (Figure 4.15).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 – Photomicrographs of phlogopite textures, taken in plane polarised 

light. Phlogopite crystals may be divided into two textural groups. Left – 

rounded, anhedral chadocrysts enclosed with hornblende. Right – Coarser (>3 

mm) subhedral crystals hosted in glass.  
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4.2.3.2  Apatite 

Apatite occurs as a minor accessory phase in all of the samples, excluding sample 

M2. Apatite crystals are hosted in glass, measuring up to 600 μm in length.  

4.2.3.3  Olivine 

Olivine is a minor accessory phase, contributing one or two crystals per sample. 

When identified in thin section, coarse (up to 5 mm) anhedral crystals are mantled 

by a reaction corona of phlogopite and pyroxene (Figure 4.16).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 – Photomicrographs of accessory olivine, taken in plane and cross 

polarised light. Only one or two olivine crystals are identified within each 

sample, but consistently are mantled by reaction coronas of anhedral 

clinopyroxene and phlogopite. The olivine crystals are up to 5 mm in length, 

with anhedral habits.   
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4.2.4  Glass 

A characteristic feature of these samples is that they contain interstitial glass that 

occupies the pore spaces between impinging crystals, and frequently forms films 

and pockets along grain boundaries. The glasses are foidite in composition (Figure 

4.17); glass compositions do not vary much within a sample, but vary between 

samples. Mg#s range between 33.6 and 61.4. Compared to bulk rock 

measurements of the host basalt (obtained from Downes et al. (2004)), the glass 

within the xenoliths has greater Al2O3  and alkali contents, but are lower in MgO 

and CaO. Representative glass chemistries are presented in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17 - Total alkali silica diagram showing the composition of interstitial 

glasses. Fields defined according to Le Maitre et al. (2002). B = Basalt; O1 = 

Basaltic andesite; O2 = Andesite; O3 = Dacite; R = rhyolite; T = Trachyte; Ph = 

Phonolite; S1 = Trachybasalt; S2 = Basaltic trachyandesite; S3 = Trachyandesite; 

Pc = Picrobasalt; U1 = Basanite; U2 = Phonotephrite; U3 = Tephriphonolite; F = 

Foidite. The glass from the xenoliths is foidite in composition, with high alkali 

contents. Glass composition are relatively homogenous within the same sample, 

but vary between samples.  
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The glass is vesiculated, representing the exsolution of a gas phase during eruption 

(Figure 4.18A). Quench microlites within the glass are distinguishable from the pre-

eruptive mineral assemblage (Figure 4.18B). The brown-black glass is optically 

distinct from that of the host basalt, which forms a sharp contact with the xenolith 

(Figure 4.18C). Clinopyroxenes in contact with glass exhibit euhedral crystal faces, 

defining angular pore spaces with interstitial glass (Figure 4.18D).  
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  M2   M4   M6   M8  
SiO2 44.50 46.00 46.00 40.50 41.00 42.00 43.00 45.00 44.50 42.90 44.20 43.00 
TiO2 1.92 2.05 1.95 2.21 2.25 2.45 1.78 1.52 2.12 2.18 2.22 1.97 
Al2O3 17.73 17.28 18.16 17.44 17.59 17.52 17.08 18.25 16.98 18.21 16.96 18.72 
FeO 10.59 8.92 8.65 10.17 8.81 8.77 9.46 7.81 8.94 9.53 9.18 9.35 
MnO 0.27 0.21 0.20 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.32 0.24 0.25 0.33 0.29 0.33 
MgO 3.02 2.78 2.95 3.32 3.31 4.14 3.49 3.32 6.25 3.55 4.51 3.15 
CaO 7.77 6.94 6.90 8.90 8.86 9.92 8.51 8.11 11.23 11.51 12.68 12.18 

Na2O 6.03 6.50 6.09 6.54 6.78 5.73 6.51 6.94 6.83 7.65 6.15 6.70 
K2O 7.67 8.49 9.18 10.41 10.43 8.87 9.07 9.40 3.32 4.07 3.62 4.43 

Total 99.50 99.17 100.09 99.82 99.35 99.68 99.22 100.59 100.44 99.93 99.80 99.83 

  M2   M4   M6   M8  
Sr 2249.97 1885.63 1958.30 2976.47 2851.68 2406.92 3310.85 2428.29 2458.40 3566.05 2730.77 3798.43 
Y 27.53 25.48 24.29 35.81 32.99 30.79 34.42 27.22 33.77 43.57 42.72 49.84 
Zr 241.85 251.34 253.21 263.18 262.11 266.71 262.53 253.59 238.57 298.01 328.99 279.66 
Nb 215.90 176.42 189.45 234.80 218.46 199.88 206.32 193.16 207.33 323.72 270.27 339.95 
Ba 1872.73 1725.86 1804.78 1752.80 1923.86 1120.17 2220.48 1916.87 1143.06 1662.04 1281.76 1979.83 
La 169.87 151.33 155.44 1594.26 1742.74 1015.89 2015.17 1721.91 1035.41 1476.21 1139.66 1771.22 
Ce 279.13 246.34 251.21 195.62 178.08 154.06 178.91 140.36 164.66 238.76 193.56 295.84 
Nd 84.91 75.53 75.56 290.30 260.26 230.08 269.59 205.52 246.27 353.45 291.04 439.11 
Sm 11.47 10.98 10.29 29.51 26.98 23.97 27.52 20.57 25.25 36.04 30.39 45.33 
Eu 3.42 2.94 2.89 93.36 86.31 78.15 89.95 66.14 81.44 116.72 101.64 148.56 
Gd 8.01 7.34 7.02 12.84 12.36 11.51 13.27 9.81 12.47 16.04 15.39 20.11 
Dy 5.74 5.29 4.98 3.91 3.64 3.44 3.60 2.97 3.60 4.89 4.63 5.98 
Er 2.68 2.49 2.41 10.09 9.66 9.04 9.75 7.22 8.81 13.00 11.99 15.58 
Yb 2.54 2.17 2.21 7.76 7.12 6.93 6.92 5.27 6.72 9.58 9.74 11.32 
Hf 4.17 4.98 4.82 3.66 3.36 3.04 2.90 2.37 3.01 4.44 4.28 4.84 

Table 4.5 - Representative 
major element analyses of 
interstitial glass measured 
by LA-ICP-MS (wt%). Results 
are reported to 2 decimal 
places. Raw data is 
presented in Digital 
Appendix 3. 

Table 4.6– Representative 
trace element compositions 
(ppm) of interstitial glass 
measured by LA-ICP-MS. 
Results are reported to 2 
decimal places. Raw data is 
presented in Digital 
Appendix 3. 
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Figure 4.18 – Photomicrographs of glass textures, taken in plane and cross 

polarised light. A) The glass is widely vesiculated, photomicrograph shows a 

large (~3.5 mm), lobate vesicle within  a crystal-poor pool of glass. B) Quench 

Microlites within the glass include apatite, sodalite and clinopyroxene (Downes 

et al., 2004). They can be clearly identified from the crystals that formed prior 

to quenching, exhibiting acicular and radial textures. C) Contact between the 

host basalt and the xenolith assemblage. The glass of the host basalt can be 

distinguished from that within the xenoliths and there is no evidence of mixing 

between the two. D) Angular pore formed by the impingement of planar sided 

clinopyroxene crystals. Glass occupies the acutely angled interstices within 

these pores, which together form concentrated regions of glass throughout the 

clinopyroxene frameworks.  
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Regions of vesiculated glass may be relatively crystal poor, or be occupied by 

clinopyroxene and accessory phlogopite and apatite. The glass is distributed 

throughout the sample, but is often concentrated around the clinopyroxene 

frameworks. 

Many of the grain boundaries yield glass, either within isolated cusps or along the 

length of the boundary (Figure 4.19A-C). In sample M2 there are a few examples of 

serrated grain boundaries, in which recrystallisation appears to have occurred 

within trapped pockets of glass (Figure 4.19D-E). Glass-bearing grain boundaries are 

mostly un-vesiculated, but there are a few examples where the grain boundaries 

appear to have been pushed apart (Figure 4.19F). Such grain boundaries are 

limited, but are associated with broken crystals. Because of this it is likely that they 

are decompression features. A couple of arcuate, glass-free fractures traverse 

sample M8, which are also likely to be related to eruption. 
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Figure 4.19 – Photomicrographs of glass-bearing grain boundaries, taken in 

plane and cross polarised light. A and B) Anhedral mineral: mineral boundaries, 

with cuspate pockets of glass, highlighted by white arrows C) Continuous film of 

glass between adjacent clinopyroxene crystals. D and E) Irregular, serrated grain 

boundaries; white arrows indicate recrystallisation within the glass. F) 

Vesiculated glass occupying a hornblende: hornblende boundary, and 

traversing a fractured hornblende crystal. The grain boundary looks as though 

it has been pushed apart, and therefore likely represents a decompression 

feature.  
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4.3  Summary 

A summary of the key findings of this chapter are provided below: 

• Amphiboles are titanium rich pargasites. In samples M2, 4 and 8 the 

hornblende has a discontinuous crystallisation sequence, defined by non-

poikilitic and poikilitic crystals. 

• In sample M6, homogenous hornblendes form an interlocking framework 

that contrasts to the poikilitic textures seen in the other samples. 

• Clinopyroxenes are aluminium and titanium rich diopsides. In samples M2, 

4 and 8 they can be divided into two textural groups: anhedral rounded 

chadocrysts within hornblende oikocrysts, and subhedral-euhedral crystals 

that form loosely packed frameworks in regions of glass. 

• In sample M6, clinopyroxenes occur as fine inclusions within hornblende 

grains or as coarser, resorbed crystals dispersed throughout the 

hornblende framework. 

• Accessory phlogopite, olivine and apatite occur throughout the samples. 

Phlogopite occurs as anhedral chadocrysts and as subhedral crystals hosted 

in glass. Olivine crystals are scarce, but exhibit reaction coronas of 

phlogopite and clinopyroxene. 

• The samples are characterised by vesicular interstitial glass, which is foiditic 

in composition. This glass occupies the pore spaces between impinging 

clinopyroxenes and is present along grain boundaries.  
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Two-dimensional quantitative 
textural analysis 

 
 
 
This Chapter presents the quantitative two-dimensional data, providing numerical 

constraints to the textural observations described in Chapter 4. Using digital image 

analysis of digitised thin sections, four textural parameters are presented to 

constrain information pertaining to both the solid crystalline and porosity fractions 

recorded within these samples. These results include phase abundances, crystal 

size distributions (CSD) (including 3D shape estimates), spatial distribution patterns 

(SDP) and shape preferred orientation (SPO).   
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5 Two-dimensional quantitative textural 
analysis 

 
5.1  Phase abundance 

Phase abundances measured in thin section yield varying abundances of 

hornblende (26.7-61.6%) and clinopyroxene (10.5-57.9%), with lesser amounts of 

accessory phlogopite (0.2-9.3%), apatite (0-0.2%) and olivine (0.1-3.1%) (Figure 

5.1). The samples are mostly crystalline (74-88%) with lesser amounts of glass (3-

14%) and holes (5-17%) that together comprise a porosity fraction. Differences in 

phase abundances measured between thin sections cut at different orientations 

indicate significant textural heterogeneity within each sample. 
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Figure 5.1 – Phase abundances calculated by area fraction analysis of the 

digitised slide images. OR refers to the reaction rims that mantle the olivine 

crystals. Left – Whole slide phase abundance for each thin section, along with 

an average calculated for each sample as the mean of the three sections. Right 

– Accessory phases zoomed in from the black box on the left hand figure.  
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Accessory phases exhibit greater variability between samples, most notably with 

the presence or absence of olivine. M6 exhibits the greatest olivine abundance by 

volume, but a low population density of just 1-2 crystals per thin section. M2 is the 

only sample devoid of accessory apatite, and compared to samples M4 and 8 

contains only very minor quantities of PHL (<0.5%).  

The relative proportions of crystalline and non-crystalline material are presented in 

Figure 5.2. Following Holness and Bunbury (2006), the different regions on this 

ternary plot can be used to describe the properties of the porosity fraction. The 

shaded regions can be used to constrain the three-dimensional connectivity and 

mobility of the gas and liquid phases through the crystal network. The white region 

denotes the crystallinity fraction at which the integrity of the crystal framework is 

sufficiently strong to survive eruption. In particular, the vesicles that occur 

throughout the glass phase can be described according to the gas percolation 

threshold (which marks the volume of gas bubbles at which there is sufficient 

connectivity to permit gas loss) and the bubble connectivity fraction (where the gas 

bubbles form a touching framework within the melt). Together, these parameters 

can be used to constrain the behaviour of the gas phase during decompression. 

Here, the proportions of gas bubbles preserved within the samples suggest that 

although the gas bubbles touch in in the melt, they do not exceed the critical 

percolation threshold (at approximately 30 vol% vesicles; Candela, 1991).  
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Figure 5.2 – Ternary plot showing the relative proportions of crystalline and 

non-crystalline (holes and glass) phases, after Holness and Bunbury (2006). 

Shaded regions indicate phase proportions that should result in disaggregation 

of the xenoliths during entrainment. These regions are marked by the gas 

percolation threshold (30 vol% holes – Candela, 1991), where spherical bubbles 

form a touching framework (when they occupy 60-65 vol% interstitial porosity 

– Eichelberger et al., 1986) and when crystalline frameworks have no strength 

(<50 vol% solids). These regions can be used to describe the properties of the 

porosity fraction; here the gas phase formed a touching framework, but was 

not sufficiently mobile to migrate through the crystal framework. To compare 

the 2D and 3D methodologies used in this thesis, this data is presented again in 

Chapter 6, alongside the phase abundances measured from the three-

dimensional CT dataset.  
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5.2  Crystal size distribution analysis 

Although crystal size distribution analysis aims to produce a three-dimensional 

estimate of crystal size using stereology techniques (e.g. Higgins, 2006a), it is 

included within this chapter as the input data is derived from 2D measurements. 

CSDs were calculated for clinopyroxene, hornblende and phlogopite, and are 

presented in the following sections.  

 

5.2.1  Binarisation 

The results of the digitisation and binarisation of the thin section photographs are 

provided in Figures 5.3-5.6. Each of the binarised slide images were then combined 

to produce one CSD per sample, hence amalgamating size data from three 

differently orientated section planes. 

 

5.2.2  Three-dimensional crystal habit 

Estimations of 3D crystal habit calculated by CSDSlice are presented in Table 5.1. 

The 3D crystal habit estimations for the HBL population in sample M2 and the PHL 

population in M8 are below the accepted R2 value of 0.8. As both these populations 

exceed the minimum sample value, the low R2 value likely indicates that there is 

some shape variability within the population that reduces the goodness of fit. The 

majority of the mineral populations are estimated as rectangular prisms, however 

populations with R2 < 0.8 are estimated as acicular. Figure 5.7 shows the estimated 

three-dimensional aspect ratios for each of the amalgamated CSDs on a I/L versus 

S/I diagram (Zingg, 1935), which plot between equant and prolate. 
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Figure 5.3 – Binarised images used to construct the CSDs for sample M2. All scale bars are 1 cm. Left-most column shows the original high resolution slide 

photograph. Coloured images are the complete digitised thin section. Binarised images show the mineral analysed for CSD in black, grey indicates crystals 

that were truncated from the image margin and excluded from the CSD.  
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Thin section photograph Digitised slide image Binarised clinopyroxene Binarised hornblende Binarised phlogopite 
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Figure 5.4 – Binarised images used to construct the CSDs for sample M4. All scale bars are 1 cm. Left-most column shows the original high resolution slide 

photograph. Coloured images are the complete digitised thin section. Binarised images show the mineral analysed for CSD in black, grey indicates crystals 

that were truncated from the image margin and excluded from the CSD.  
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Thin section photograph Digitised slide image Binarised clinopyroxene Binarised hornblende 
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Figure 5.5 – Binarised images used to construct the CSDs for sample M6. All scale bars are 1 cm. Left-most column shows the original high resolution slide 

photograph. Coloured images are the complete digitised thin section. Binarised images show the mineral analysed for CSD in black, grey indicates crystals 

that were truncated from the image margin and excluded from the CSD.  
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Figure 5.6 – Binarised images used to construct the CSDs for sample M8. All scale bars are 1 cm. Left-most column shows the original high resolution slide 

photograph. Coloured images are the complete digitised thin section. Binarised images show the mineral analysed for CSD in black, grey indicates crystals 

that were truncated from the image margin and excluded from the CSD.  
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Sample Mineral N Estimated 3D aspect ratio R2 Shape 
estimate S I L 

M2 

CPX 5397 1 1.25 2.1 0.88 
Rectangular 

prism 

HBL 186 1 1.1 1.9 0.71 
Rectangular 

prism 

M4 

CPX 6208 1 1.4 2.3 0.87 
Rectangular 

prism 

HBL 459 1 1.25 1.8 0.92 
Rectangular 

prism 

PHL 1337 1 1.6 3.6 0.84 
Rectangular 

prism 

 

M6 
CPX 3690 1 1.25 1.9 0.9 

Rectangular 

prism 

HBL 6777 1 1.2 1.7 0.9 
Rectangular 

prism 

M8 

CPX 10121 1 1.4 2.3 0.85 
Rectangular 

prism 

HBL 803 1 1.25 2.1 0.88 
Rectangular 

prism 

PHL 1001 1 1.4 5 0.75 Acicular 

Table 5.1 – Estimates of 3D aspect ratio, calculated using CSDSlice. Bold font 

denotes R2 values below 0.8, or sample sizes below 250. Amalgamating the 

three thin sections into one CSD increases the sample size to above 250, 

excluding hornblende in sample M2. R2 values below 0.8 likely indicate shape 

variability within the population that reduces the goodness of fit, rather than a 

function of small population sizes. Shape estimates are predominantly 

rectangular prism; populations estimated to be acicular in shape have R2 values 

below 0.8.   
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5.2.3  Crystal size distribution 

5.2.3.1  Clinopyroxene 

Clinopyroxene CSDs show a negative slope, with a concave upwards curvature 

(Figure 5.8). All traced crystals are included in the CSD, however grey markers 

indicate size bins occupied by crystals that fall below the recommended 10 pixel 

size threshold (<0.07 mm). It is common practice to exclude these crystals from 

analysis, however they  have been included in the CSD as they represent a 

significant proportion of the total population (up to 8%) and to exclude them 

completely would obscure information about the nucleation and growth histories 

of the smallest crystal size fraction. However, interpretation of bins plotted in grey 

Figure 5.7 – I/L versus S/I diagram (after Zingg, 1935) of best fitting 3D aspect 

ratio estimates determined from CSDSlice. Filled markers indicate an R2 value 

above 0.8, unfilled markers indicate an R2 value below 0.8.  
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should be undertaken with consideration that measurement artefacts may 

contribute towards the calculated population density. 

 

  

Figure 5.8 – Crystal size distribution graphs for clinopyroxene crystals. Inset is a 

magnification of the smallest crystals at the left hand side of the CSD. Grey 

dashed lines indicate the linear regression of the CSD, visualising their curvature 

and deviation from log-linear. Grey markers indicate size bins containing crystals 

that are smaller than ten pixels in length, which generate a downturn at the left 

hand of the CSD and causes positive regions of the CSD slope. Otherwise, all of 

the CSDs have a negative slope that forms a concave upwards curvature. Sample 

M2 exhibits a discontinuous CSD, however only one crystal occupies the 

discontinuous size bin. Error bars are a measure of counting errors, calculated 

according to the number of crystals within each size bin. 
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It is recommended that any future textural studies of these samples should utilise 

photographs taken at higher resolutions, to better resolve the population trend of 

these smallest crystals. Here, these crystals exhibit population densities that are 

lower than expected for a log-normal CSD, generating a downturn on the left hand 

side of the CSD. This downturn is greatest in samples M2 and M4, and produces 

more of a flattened peak in samples M6 and M8.  

All CSDs fail the test for linearity (Q<0.1; Higgins, 2006b), however the upwards 

concavity of the CSDs can be approximated by two log-linear segments that 

describe the distribution of smaller crystals (represented by a steeper slope) and 

larger crystals (represented by a shallower slope). The size bin that marks the break 

in slope between these linear sections is consistent for samples M2, 4 and 8 (~2.09 

mm), with similar slopes and Y-intercepts on the left hand side of this break (Figure 

5.9). Larger crystals to the right hand side of this break exhibit a shallower slope 

that extends to the termination of the CSD. Together with the downturns observed 

for the smallest crystals, these CSDs can each be divided into three segments. M6 

exhibits two clear kinks, as well as a flattened peak in the smallest size bin, and is 

better divided into four segments.  
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Figure 5.9 – Regression of log-linear segments of clinopyroxene CSDs, divided 

according to changes in slope. Dashed lines indicate the size bins that mark the 

breaks in slope that divide the CSD. For samples M2, 4 and 8 the CSD can be 

divided as follows. Firstly, the smallest crystals exhibit a downward trend in 

population density that cause the left hand portion of the CSD (<0.2 mm) to 

exhibit a positive slope (highlighted in inset image, shown in yellow). This region 

of the CSD is identified as a possible measurement artefact. Secondly, the 

steepest portions of the CSDs extend to an intermediate size fraction (red). 

Lastly, a change in slope occurs in the 2.09 mm size bin, from which the slopes 

diverge to form a fanned pattern (green). Sample M6 is better divided into four 

segments. The slope breaks (marked by the dashed line) do not correspond with 

that of the other samples and together produce a significant curvature. 
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To quantify the degree of curvature exhibited by these CSDs, Table 5.2 displays the 

regression statistics for the linear CSD portions that describe the steeper (S1) and 

shallower (S2) slope sections. Following Witter et al. (2016), curvature is calculated 

as the difference between slope values S1 and S2, where higher numbers indicate 

increased concavity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The crystals span a continuous size range in samples M4, M6 and M8 (maximum 

size bin = ~5 mm), whereas sample M2 has a discontinuous CSD. The continuous 

proportion of the CSD spans a wider size range than the other samples, occupying 

size bins up to 13.46 mm. Only one crystal occupies the largest, discontinuous size 

bin (33.8 mm). Discontinuous CSDs can appear from a scarcity of data and can be 

improved by acquiring more data or widening the size bin widths until each bin has 

Sample 
Number of 

crystals 

Intercept 

S1 

Slope 

S1 

Intercept 

S2 

Slope 

S2 

Curvature 

(S2-S1) 

M2 5447 2.57 -3.35 -2.87 -0.76 2.59 

M4 6219 2.69 -3.17 -0.17 -1.77 1.4 

M6 3688 3.55 -4.33 -2.50 -1.51 2.82 

M8 10121 3.11 -3.26 -0.59 -1.45 1.81 

Table 5.2 – Regression statistics for log-linear portions of the CPX CSDs, 

summarised by a curvature value that describes the linear deviation of the CSD. 

S1 refers to the steepest portion of the CSD slope (drawn in red in Figure 5.9), 

S2 refers to the shallowest slope segment (shown in green). In samples M2, M4 

and M8 this division occurs at 2.09 mm. Curvature is calculated as the difference 

between the slope values of S1 and S2. For Sample M6, which is comprised of 

three segments, curvature is calculated as the difference between the 

shallowest and steepest segments. The higher the number, the greater the 

degree of curvature. From this, samples M2 and M6 exhibit the greatest degree 

of concavity.   
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an adequate number of crystals in it (Higgins, 2006a). However, there is no reason 

why a CSD must be continuous, and in this instance it was considered best practice 

to maintain a constant recommended value of 5 bins per decade for all samples.  

5.2.3.2  Hornblende 

Hornblende CSDs exhibit a negative slope with a concave upwards curvature that is 

perturbed by variations in population density amongst the smallest crystal size bins 

(Figure 5.10). This results in portions of the CSD with a positive slope at crystal sizes 

<0.5 mm. Unlike the CPX data, these perturbations do not just occur within the size 

bins containing crystals below ten pixels in length. This reduces the likelihood that 

these trends represent a measurement artefact. These perturbations define one 

region of the CSD. In addition to this, the upwards curvature of the HBL CSDs can 

be divided into log-linear sections, approximated by a kink that marks a change in 

the slope. Each CSD can thus be divided into three segments (Figure 5.11). Firstly, 

crystals smaller than 0.5 mm show variations in population density that generate a 

positive slope. Secondly, the steepest portion of the CSD slope incorporates crystals 

up to the penultimate size bin. Thirdly, a kink in the largest size bin causes a 

decrease in slope. M2 is an exception to this; the shallowest slope segment 

incorporates multiple size bins. Unlike the CPX data, the size bins that mark the 

breaks in slope between these segments are different for every sample, with varied 

slope and intercept values (Table 5.3). The continuous portion of the CSDs each 

span a different crystal size range, and samples M4 and M6 produce discontinuous 

CSDs. The concavity of the CSDs is quantified by the curvature value, which also 

varies between the samples.  
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Figure 5.10 - Crystal size distribution graphs for hornblende crystals. Inset is a 

magnification of the smallest crystals at the left hand side of the CSD. Grey 

dashed lines indicate the linear regression of the CSD, visualising their curvature 

and deviation from log-linear. Grey markers indicate size bins containing crystals 

that are smaller than ten pixels in length. The population density of the smallest 

crystals fluctuates to generate portions of the CSD with a positive slope. 

Otherwise, the CSDs exhibit negative slopes that in their entirety form an 

upwards curvature. Samples M4 and M6 exhibit discontinuous CSDs; only one 

crystal occupies this size bin.  Error bars are a measure of counting errors, 

calculated according to the number of crystals within each size bin. 
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Figure 5.11 – Regression of log-linear segments of hornblende CSDs, divided 

according to changes in slope. Inset images show magnification of the smallest 

occupied size bins; to visualise the irregularity of sample M4 it has not been 

summarised by a linear regression model. Each CSD can be divided into three 

segments according to variations in slope. The smallest crystals (yellow) exhibit 

fluctuations in population density that generate regions of the CSD with a 

positive slope. The red section denotes the portion of the CSD that exhibits the 

steepest slope. The green section represents the shallowest slope. Excluding 

sample M2, the break in slope between these portions occurs at the largest 

occupied size bin.  
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5.2.3.3  Phlogopite 

By its volumetric abundance (~<5%), phlogopite is categorised as an accessory 

phase within these samples. However, the number density of PHL crystals in 

samples M4 and M8 exceeds that of the essential HBL phase and a PHL CSD was 

therefore calculated for these samples. The resultant CSDs have a negative slope, 

with a concave curvature and downturn in the smallest occupied size bin (Figure 

5.12). As with the CPX data, this downturn only occurs within the size bin that 

contains crystals below the measurement threshold, and it is possible that this 

represents a measurement artefact. The curvature of these CSDs can be divided 

into log-linear segments that approximate smaller and larger crystals. Together 

with the downturn that causes a positive slope, each PHL CSD can therefore be 

divided into three segments (Figure 5.13). The curvature of the CSDs is summarised 

in Table 5.4.  

Sample 
Number of 

crystals 

Intercept 

S1 

Slope 

S1 

Intercept 

S2 

Slope 

S2 

Curvature 

(S2-S1) 

M2 186 -2.95 -0.61 -7.16 -0.22 0.39 

M4 457 -2.24 -1.08 -4.59 -0.54 0.54 

M6 6773 3.05 -3.56 -2.50 -1.51 2.05 

M8 803 -1.34 -0.71 -6.07 -0.32 0.39 

Table 5.3 – Regression statistics for log-linear portions of hornblende CSDs, 

summarised by a curvature value that describes the linear deviation of the CSD. 

S1 refers to the steepest portion of the CSD slope (shown in red in Figure 5.11), 

S2 refers to the shallowest slope (shown in green). Curvature is calculated as 

the difference between the slope values of S1 and S2.The higher the number, 

the greater the degree of curvature. All of the samples indicate some degree of 

concavity, although this varies between samples. Each of the concavity values 

are lower than for the correspondent CPX CSD.  
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Figure 5.12 - Crystal size distribution graphs for phlogopite crystals. PHL crystals 

in samples M2 and 6 did not exceed the minimum required sample size of 250 

and so realistic CSDs could not be calculated. Grey dashed lines indicate the 

linear regression of the CSD, visualising their curvature and deviation from log-

linear. Inset graphs are a magnification of the smallest crystals at the left hand 

side of the CSD. Grey markers indicate size bins containing crystals that are 

smaller than ten pixels in length, which form a positive slope at the left hand of 

the CSD. Otherwise, both CSDs exhibit a negative slope with a concave upwards 

curvature. Error bars are a measure of counting errors, according to the number 

of crystals within each size bin. 
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Sample 
Number of 

crystals 

Intercept 

S1 

Slope 

S1 

Intercept 

S2 

Slope 

S2 

Curvature 

(S2-S1) 

M4 1330 1.91 -3.29 -2.77 -0.81 2.48 

M8 1008 0.31 -1.98 -2.40 -1.04 0.94 
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Figure 5.13 – Regression of log-linear segments of phlogopite CSDs, divided 

according to changes in slope. Inset images show magnification of the smallest 

occupied size bins. Each CSD can be divided into three segments according to 

variations in slope. The smallest crystals (yellow) exhibit a decrease in 

population density that generates a downward  deflection at the left hand side 

of the CSD. The red section denotes the portion of the CSD that exhibits the 

steepest slope and the green section represents the shallowest slope portion. 

Although each CSD exhibits a variable size range, both can be divided according 

to these criteria.  

Table 5.4 – Regression statistics for log-linear portions of phlogopite CSDs, 

summarised by a curvature value that describes the linear deviation of the CSD. 

S1 refers to the steepest portion of the CSD slope (shown in red in Figure 5.13), 

S2 refers to the shallowest (shown in green). Curvature is calculated as the 

difference between the slope values of S1 and S2. The higher the number, the 

greater the degree of curvature. Here, the phlogopite crystals in sample M4 

exhibit a greater concavity than those in sample M8.  
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5.2.3.4  Comagmatic CSDs 

CSD studies generally focus on one mineral phase, providing an insight in to one 

component of the multiphase rock. This is a valuable approach when the samples 

are collected in-situ; CSDs of one mineral phase can be analysed to identify spatial 

variations that correspond to thermal or chemical trends in the igneous system (e.g. 

Cashman, 1993; Resmini and Marsh, 1995). There are comparatively few studies 

that analyse multiple comagmatic phases (e.g. Armienti et al., 1994; Higgins and 

Roberge, 2003). As the xenoliths are ex-situ in nature, they cannot be used in the 

aforementioned context and it is therefore valuable to compare multiple phases 

from the same rock in order to constrain the crystallisation history. To compare 

CSDs of different minerals, the crystal size is normalised to the maximum crystal 

size measured for each phase. This approach was utilised by Simakin and Bindeman 

(2008), and further investigated by Rannou and Caroff (2010). Recalculating the 

CSDs in this way does not significantly change the shape of the CSD, but allows the 

population distribution to be investigated between differently sized mineral phases 

(Simakin and Bindeman, 2008). This data can be visualised as a frequency plot of 

normalised crystal length (Figure 5.14). Comagmatic CSDs exhibit variations in 

population distribution that attest to varied crystallisation dynamics affecting each 

mineral phase. However all crystal populations are skewed towards the smallest 

crystal sizes, and the modal size class frequently overlaps for comagmatic CSDs. In 

sample M2 the HBL mode is shifted towards intermediate crystal sizes, and the 

population distribution does not overlap with comagmatic clinopyroxene.  
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Figure 5.14 – Frequency plots of normalised crystal length, derived from the 

CSD data. Population distributions are compared in the right hand column, 

visualising the population differences between comagmatic mineral phases.  
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5.2.3.5  CSD summary 

The results of the CSD analysis can be summarised as follows: 

- The CSDs are characterised by a negative slope with a concave upwards 

curvature. 

- The CSDs can be divided into three segments that represent breaks in the 

slope. Sample M6 provides an exception to this, because the clinopyroxene 

CSD is more appropriately divided into four segments.  

- The smallest crystals exhibit population densities that are lower than 

expected for a log-normal CSD distribution, which generates positive 

regions of the CSD slope. It is possible that these downward deflections 

reflect the resolution limits of the methodology (10 pixels) as the smallest 

crystals are most likely to introduce measurement errors into the data set. 

- The steepest portion of the CSD slope represents a continuous decrease in 

population density with increasing crystal size. This produces a log-linear 

segment of the CSD; the size range of crystals included in this segment vary 

between samples and mineral phase.  

- A change in the slope defines a third segment of the CSD that is 

characterised by a shallower log-linear slope that extends to the largest 

measured crystal size. Combined with the steeper portion of the CSD, this 

generates the curvature that characterises all of the CSDs. 
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5.3  Shape preferred orientation (SPO) 

Figure 5.15 shows a plot of the coherence of SPO against the average aspect ratio 

of the crystal populations. A coherence value of 1 indicates that there is no shape 

preferred orientation, whilst a value close to 0 means that the crystals are well 

aligned (Higgins, 1996b). Whereas the CSD data amalgamates the three sections 

cut from each sample, here they are plotted separately to ensure that any identified 

SPO trends are not obscured. Aspect ratios show little variation between samples, 

but are plotted to provide a shape context to the SPO data. All crystal populations 

in all samples have a coherence value close to 1, suggesting little to no shape 

preferred orientation. Coherence values vary between sections cut at different 

orientations, but do not indicate that any of the samples exhibit a preferred SPO on 

any particular sectioning plane. From this, it is considered unlikely that the crystal 

textures exhibit any significant fabric.  
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Figure 5.15 – Plot of coherence of shape preferred orientation versus the 

average aspect ratio measured in 2D. Coherence of SPO is a measure of the 

degree of alignment within a population, with no associated orientation 

direction. A value of 1 means there is no alignment, a value close to 0 means 

that there is a well-defined alignment. Aspect ratio is measured as the average 

ratio of the long and short axis of 2D crystal cross sections, as appropriated by 

the best fit ellipse.  
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5.4  Spatial distribution pattern (SDP) 

Figure 5.16 shows a plot of the R-value (the ratio between the mean and predicted 

nearest neighbour distances) versus porosity (area% occupied by other phases), 

which defines the spatial distribution pattern (SDP). Shaded and non-shaded 

regions of the graph indicate touching and non-touching crystal frameworks, which 

can be further divided into clustered or ordered packing patterns by the random 

sphere distribution line (RDSL) (Jerram et al., 2003). Whereas the ternary plot in 

Figure 5.2 can be used to constrain three-dimensional connectivity of the porosity 

fraction, the SDP analysis can be used here to constrain the 3D packing of the solid 

crystalline framework, which in turn reflects the distribution of porosity (Jerram et 

al., 2003). Additionally SDP analysis can be used to indicate the occurrence of a 

number of magmatic processes. Trends for compaction, overgrowth, sorting and 

vesiculation (Jerram et al., 2003; Martin et al., 2006b) are shown by the labelled 

vectors. For all of the samples, both the CPX and HBL crystals each constitute a 

touching crystal framework, with a clustered packing trend. CPX crystals lie closer 

to the non-touching region, and show more packing variability between the 

different samples than is observed for the HBL crystals. 
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Figure 5.16 – Plot of porosity versus R-value to visualise the spatial distribution 

pattern of CPX and HBL crystals. The R-value is a parameter that quantifies the 

spatial distribution of a crystal population, quantified as the ratio of the mean 

nearest neighbour distance and the predicted nearest neighbour distance for 

a random population with the same population density. Percentage porosity 

describes the sum of all other phases excluded from the R-value calculation. 

The line separating ordered and clustered crystal represents the Random 

Sphere Distribution Line (RDSL) (Jerram et al., 2003). Trends for compaction, 

overgrowth and sorting are from Jerram et al. (2003), Vesiculation trend is from 

Martin et al. (2006b). In all samples, CPX and HBL crystals form a touching 

framework with a clustered, non-random packing trend.  
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5.5  Summary 

All of the data used in this chapter is provided in Appendix 1. A summary of the 

main findings of this chapter are provided in the following: 

- The crystalline contents of the samples are predominantly hornblende 

(26.7-61.6%) and clinopyroxene (10.5-57.9%), with accessory phlogopite 

(0.2-9.3%), olivine (0.1-3.1%) and apatite (0-0.2%). Thin sections cut 

through the same sample yield broad ranges in mineral abundance values, 

indicating that the samples are texturally heterogeneous.   

- The porosity fraction of each sample can be quantified as the sum of the 

area occupied by glass and holes. This comprises between 12 and 26% of 

the samples.  

- The connectivity of the gas phase is insufficient to exceed the critical 

percolation threshold, but the 2D data suggests that the gas bubbles form 

a touching framework. The total porosity fraction does not reach the 

threshold that exceeds the integrity of the crystal framework.  

- The 3D crystal habit is consistently estimated as a rectangular prism, 

however some uncertainty in these estimates (R2 < 0.8) suggests that there 

is some shape variability within crystal populations.   

- Crystal size distributions for CPX, HBL and PHL crystals exhibit negative 

slopes characterised by a concave upwards curvature. 

- These CSDs can be divided into three sections according to breaks in slope 

that separate log-linear segments.  

- Downwards deflections at the smallest size fractions may indicate 

measurement artefacts rather than true population trends. 
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- There is no identifiable shape preferred orientation in any of the crystal 

populations.  

- Spatial distribution patterns indicate that the 3D packing of clinopyroxene 

and hornblende crystals constitute a touching, clustered framework. 
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Three-dimensional X-ray 
Computed Tomography 

 
Chapter 6 presents the results of the computed tomography (CT) data, with focus 

on the visualisation and quantification of the pore spaces that record melt 

distribution in the semi-solidified crystal framework. Pores (expressed as the sum 

of the non-crystalline components) are categorised into connected and 

disconnected networks using the commercial software PerGeos v 1.7.0. The 

geometries of these networks are analysed to constrain the distribution of the 

moveable and trapped melt fractions in these xenolith samples.   

6 
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6 Three-dimensional X-ray Computed 

Tomography 

 

6.1  Volume fraction 

Following the filtering and segmentation processes outlined in Chapter 3, three 

phases were identified and segmented for each sample (Figure 6.1). The different 

mineralogies that comprise the total crystalline population (CPX + HBL + PHL ± AP± 

OL) cannot reliably be distinguished by their greyscale intensities and are combined 

into one segmented phase, referred to as ‘crystalline solids’. Void spaces are easily 

discernible as the darkest greyscale phase and glass can be identified as an 

intermediate greyscale intensity. The volume fractions of crystalline solids, void 

spaces and glass are recorded in Table 6.1.  

 

 Sample 

 M2 M4 M6 M8 

Crystalline solids 80.37 82.21 73.14 85.59 

Void 8.93 7.57 15.13 8.70 

Glass 10.70 10.22 11.73 5.71 

 

  
Table 6.1 – Volume fractions of segmented phases in the CT data. 
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Figure 6.1 – Segmentation of CT images. A) Greyscale tiff image from sample 

M6, after filtering to reduce noise and image artefacts. The darkest areas 

represent void spaces, the darker grey represents glass and the lighter grey 

represents the crystal phase. The different mineralogies known to be present 

within this sample (essential CPX and HBL, accessory PHL, AP and OL) are 

indistinguishable from their greyscale values, however an accessory phase is 

more attenuating and appears as the brighter white patches. B) Same image as 

in A, showing segmentation of voids (blue) and glass (yellow). All crystals are 

combined into one phase: ‘crystalline solids’. C) CT slices in the X, Y and Z planes, 

configured to show the internal structure of the sample. Right is unsegmented 

as in A, left is segmented as in B.   
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Figure 6.2 shows a ternary plot of the sum of the relative proportions of crystalline 

solids, holes and glass measured for each sample. Grey icons represent the same 

measurements obtained from the 2D area fraction analysis in Chapter 5, black icons 

are the measurements obtained from the 3D CT. The three-dimensional volume 

fractions plot in close proximity to those obtained from the 2D thin sections, 

however exhibit a greater fraction of glass than measured in 2D. This acts to shift 

the samples to the right hand side of the line that marks the bubble fraction that 

forms a connected framework (60-65 vol.% of interstitial porosity), suggesting that 

the bubbles are actually disconnected.  
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Figure 6.2 – Ternary plot showing the relative proportions of crystalline and 

non-crystalline (holes and glass) phases, after Holness and Bunbury (2006). 

Shaded regions indicate phase proportions that should result in disaggregation 

of the xenoliths during entrainment. These regions are marked by the gas 

percolation threshold (30 vol% holes – Candela, 1991), where spherical bubbles 

form a touching framework (when they occupy 60-65 vol% interstitial porosity 

– Eichelberger et al., 1986) and when crystalline frameworks have no strength 

(<50 vol% solids). Grey icons represent the measurements obtained from the 

2D thin sections, black icons are the measurements obtained from 3D. The 3D 

data plots closely to the 2D data, but appears to shift towards a greater glass 

fraction. This results in the samples all plotting to the right hand side of the line 

that marks the bubble fraction at which bubbles form a connected framework, 

contrasting to the 2D data.  
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6.2  Porosity 

As in Chapter 5 and following the work of Holness and Bunbury (2006), porosity 

herein refers to the sum of non-crystalline material (glass + holes), and is used as 

an analogue for melt distribution. Although the term porosity conventionally refers 

to just the void spaces, it is here used to refer to the fraction of the sub volumes 

that have not yet crystallised and are therefore occupied by potentially 

transportable melt.  Figure 6.3 shows a graph of the total porosity measured for 

each sample, divided into connected and disconnected porosity.  
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Figure 6.3 – Measurements of total porosity in each sample, divided into 

connected and disconnected porosity. Connected porosity is calculated 

through the X, Y and Z orientations to identify a fully connected pore network 

in all directions. This indicates that despite the high crystallinities measured in 

these samples (>73%), the melt fraction comprises a connected network with 

lesser volumes of trapped melt.  
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The samples show a range in the total measured porosity (14.4 – 26.9%), but are all 

characterised by a greater proportion of connected porosity which ranges between 

70.9% of total porosity in M8 to 97.1% in M6. This indicates that the majority of 

pore spaces in these samples comprise a connected network, and that the melt 

phase is therefore well-connected through the crystal framework.  

 

6.2.1  Pore geometries 

The generation of pore network models provides a number of parameters that 

characterise pore geometries, derived from measurements of the pores and 

throats that constitute the model. Figure 6.4 shows a series of plots that depict the 

percentage of connected porosity versus measured geometries of the PNMs. It is 

clear that there is geometric variation between samples, however there is no 

significant correlation between the plotted parameters and the percentage of 

connected porosity. The greatest difference between samples manifests in the pore 

number density, which varies between 132.7 mm-3 in sample M8 and 354.7 mm-3 

in sample M2. There is less variation in the throat number density, however M2 has 

a far greater density of throats than the other samples. This corresponds to the 

smallest average pore and throat radii of all of the samples. From this, the porosity 

in M2 can be described as consisting of a high-density network of volumetrically 

small pores with narrow throats. The sample also records the largest average 

coordination number and tortuosity values, however there is little variation 

between the samples. This indicates that the clear differences between pore and 

throat radius and number density do not significantly manifest in the connectivity 

and tortuosity of the samples, which vary between 2.05-3.34 and 1.83-2.78 

respectively. This observation is of particular interest for sample M6, which exhibits 

the greatest proportion of connected porosity (26.07%) but no notable geometric 
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Figure 6.4 – Geometric properties of pores and throats versus the percentage 

of connected porosity in the CT volumes. From these plots it appears that there 

is no correlation between any of these geometric parameters and connected 

porosity, however it is clear that there is significant geometric variation 

between samples. Mean pore and throat radii and pore number density are 

calculated from disconnected + connected porosity. Throat number density and  

mean coordination number are calculated from only connected porosity.  
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 characteristics that would attest to this. The pore and throat number densities in 

M6 lie between those of samples M4 and 8, and the average pore and throat radii 

are not significantly greater than that of the other samples. The pore geometries 

are further explored in Figure 6.5, which shows a series of histograms that display 

pore radii for disconnected and connected pore spaces.  

Figure 6.5 – Histograms showing the log distribution of connected and 

disconnected pore radii measured from the pore network models. 

Disconnected pores are characteristically smaller than the connected pores, 

however there is a significant overlap between the histogram peaks. 

Disconnected pores exhibit narrower peaks that are unimodal, whereas the 

connected pores show broader, frequently bimodal peaks. 
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For all samples, the disconnected pore spaces exhibit a peak at a smaller pore radius 

than the connected pores. These peaks are unimodal and are also narrower and 

characterised by a right hand skew towards smaller pore radii. This suggests that 

the disconnected pore spaces tend to be smaller than the connected pores, 

however there is a significant overlap between them caused by a high frequency of 

small connected pores with low coordination numbers (Figure 6.6).  

 

  

 Figure 6.6 (overleaf) – Histograms showing the distribution of coordination 

numbers. A coordination number of zero indicates a pore with no throats 

connected to it that is therefore disconnected (shown in yellow). Blue bars 

indicate pores with at least one throat to connect it to another pore. For all 

samples, it is clear that there is a dominance of poorly connected pores with 

low coordination numbers.  In sample M2 38.6% of connected pores have a 

coordination value of 1, M4 = 70.6%, M6 = 40.1% and M8 = 49.4%. The inset 

scatter plots show the average coordination number as a function of the log 

pore radius. For all samples there is a clear relationship between the size of the 

pore and the number of throats connected to it. This indicates that smaller 

pores are more likely to have fewer connections and therefore become 

disconnected. The high frequency of poorly connected pores, which 

characteristically exhibit small radii, explains the overlap between disconnected 

and connected histogram peaks in Figure 6.5.  
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Figure 6.6 –  Caption overleaf   
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6.2.2  Pore distribution 

Quantitative measurements of pores and throats present an insight into the 

geometries of the segmented pore phase, but do not provide any spatial 

information. However, volume renderings of the segmented pore phase present 

the opportunity to visualise where this porosity is distributed relative to the crystal 

phase. Figure 6.7 shows a volume rendering for each sample, where everything 

rendered in 3D is porosity, and what appears as empty space is where a crystal 

would be. Blue indicates connected porosity, yellow indicates disconnected 

porosity. Porosity rendered in blue can therefore be considered to represent the 

melt fraction that is theoretically removable from the partially solidified mush, 

whereas porosity rendered in yellow represents the trapped melt fraction. From 

these visualisations, it is clear that the differences in pore geometries outlined in 

Section 6.2.1 translate into the spatial distribution of porosity within the samples. 

These differences most clearly manifest in the connected melt, which exhibits a 

range of distribution patterns including linear channels that mantle crystal 

boundaries and angular pools that reveal negative crystal shapes. These 

distributions are further explored in Section 6.2.2.2. Figure 6.8 depicts a slice-by-

slice profile of porosity measured down the Z-axis of each sample. For all samples, 

porosity is heterogeneously distributed within the sub-volume, with peaks that 

define regions of greater or lesser porosity volumes. The relative proportions of 

connected and disconnected porosity also vary through the sub-volumes. The 

proportion of disconnected porosity is typically lower when there is a peak in the 

total porosity, and increases when the total porosity decreases. The proportion of 

connected porosity exceeds that of disconnected porosity in all samples, excluding 

the uppermost 2000 μm of sample M8. M6 exhibits the most homogenous porosity 

profile, characterised by a greater frequency of fluctuations but a lesser volume  
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Figure 6.7 – Three-dimensional volume renderings of porosity. Everything 

rendered in 3D represents porosity (holes + glass), what looks like empty space 

is where the crystals would be. Blue indicates connected porosity, yellow 

indicates disconnected. It is clear that the porosity structures vary between 

samples, concordant with the geometric measurements displayed in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.8 - Caption overleaf  
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decrease between the peaks and troughs. Notably, the crystals in this sample are 

also the most texturally homogenous with a dominant hornblende framework and 

lesser volumes of clinopyroxene than is present in the other samples. 

 

6.2.2.1  Disconnected porosity 

Regions of disconnected porosity represent melt that is trapped within the crystal 

framework, significant for understanding the evolution of the crystallising mush 

system. From the three-dimensional renderings, 2 main observations can be made 

about the 3D distribution of disconnected melt relative to the solid crystalline 

material that dominates these samples.  

 

6.2.2.1.1 Intracrystalline porosity 

A significant proportion of the disconnected porosity observed in the 3D models is 

intracrystalline (Figure 5.9). This likely pertains to the resorption textures, 

specifically the glass-bearing and corroded crystal cores that are frequently 

observed in thin section. It is not possible to accurately segment and remove this 

disconnected intracrystalline porosity from the data set and it is possible that this  

 

 Figure 6.8 (overleaf) – Porosity profiles measured down the Z-axis of each CT 

volume. Blue represents connected porosity, yellow represents disconnected. 

Porosity is calculated by the segmented area percentage of each CT image slice. 

From this, it is clear that porosity is heterogeneously distributed within the sub-

volumes. However, the proportion of connected porosity continuously exceeds 

the proportion of disconnected porosity, excluding the top 2000 μm of sample 

M8. The proportion of disconnected porosity tends to increase in regions where 

the total porosity decreases. Sample M6 is the most homogenous, but still 

exhibits peaks and troughs of porosity along the Z-axis.  
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provides a slight overestimation of the melt-bearing porosity network. This may 

provide one explanation for why the disconnected pore spaces are 

characteristically smaller than the connected pores. However, not all of the 

intracrystalline porosity is disconnected. In some instances it is possible to manually 

identify and segment individual crystals from the stacked CT slices. When 

configured within the sub-volume PNM, several examples of these individually 

segmented crystals contain connected porosity that contributes to the overall 

connected porosity of the sample (Figure 6.10). However, it is likely that not all of 

Figure 6.9 – Example of intracrystalline disconnected porosity. On the volume 

renderings it is possible to identify regions of disconnected porosity that occupy 

the negative spaces where crystals would be. The white line on the inset image 

(right) indicates the crystal boundary. Disconnected pores within this boundary 

are small and rounded, concordant with the observations of holey resorption 

textures observed in thin section (see Chapter 4).  
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this intracrystalline porosity traverses through the entire crystal and it is plausible 

that the high number of pores with low coordination numbers is attributable to 

dead end porosity channels within these resorbed, holey crystals.  
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Figure 6.10 – Three-dimensional rendering of one segmented crystal, showing 

connected and disconnected intracrystalline porosity. The shape and size of the 

crystal suggests it is likely a clinopyroxene. There are a few examples of crystals 

in regions of low crystallinity that have traceable outlines on the CT images. By 

undertaking a manual slice-by-slice segmentation of these crystals, it is possible 

to render the individual crystal and configure it within the pore network model. 

Alongside the disconnected porosity identified in Figure 6.9, there is significant 

connected porosity within the crystal that contributes to the overall connected 

network of the sample. However, it is likely that not all of this connected 

intracrystalline porosity traverses through the entire crystal. This provides one 

explanation for the high frequency of dead end pores with coordination values 

of 1.  
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6.2.2.1.2 Intercrystalline porosity 

Whilst it is apparent from the 3D renderings that a significant proportion of the 

disconnected porosity resides within crystal volumes, there are examples of 

disconnected porosity that attest to an intercrystalline distribution. In particular, 

elongate pockets of disconnected porosity form sheet-like structures that define 

crystal outlines (Figure 6.11).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 6.11 – Disconnected porosity confined to crystal boundaries. Left shows 

the solid crystalline material superimposed onto the 3D renderings of porosity, 

right shows the same image without the crystal material. From these images, 

the disconnected porosity appears to define crystal outlines that would 

otherwise be undeterminable from the CT data (highlighted by the pink arrows). 

Removing the crystal material from the rendering reveals the geometry of this 

disconnected porosity, which forms a sheet like structure around the negative 

crystal space. In conjunction with observations of glass bearing grain boundaries 

in thin section, these disconnected pores are interpreted to represent melt that 

is trapped along the boundary between touching crystals.  
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These structures yield greyscale values in the range assigned to glass, consistent 

with the pockets and films of glass that are identifiable along grain boundaries in 

thin section. In conjunction with these observations, these disconnected structures 

are therefore interpreted to represent trapped melt within the grain boundaries 

between adjacent crystals. The CT data therefore enhances the thin section 

observations by confirming that this melt is disconnected, and therefore trapped 

within the crystal framework. It is challenging to quantify how much of the 

disconnected porosity fraction is confined to grain boundaries, but examples of 

these structures are identifiable throughout the sub-volumes of each sample. 

Conversely, there are limited examples of disconnected pore spaces that represent 

interstitial porosity, which is identifiable by straight edged pores that record the 

angular interstices between impinging crystals. This suggests that the disconnected 

porosity fraction does not significantly contribute to the interstitial porosity that 

can be identified within these samples.  

 

6.2.2.1.3  Influence of fracturing 

It is important to comment on the apparent abundance of disconnected porosity 

presented in sample M8. Interpretation of this sample is complicated by the 

presence of two fractures that traverse the width of the sub volume (Figure 6.12). 

The majority of the connected porosity in this sample is in close spatial proximity 

to these fractures, whereas the majority of the disconnected porosity occurs 

around them, distinguishing them clearly on the 3D renderings. The PerGeos ‘axis 

connectivity’ tool is unable to ignore specified pathways and therefore the three-

dimensional porosity in this sample is highly influenced by these fracture planes. As 

such, sample M8 is included in this chapter to provide some insight into the pore 

structure of each sample, but is described in less detail than the other samples.  
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Figure 6.12 – Three-dimensional renderings and pore network model showing 

fractures in sample M8. Yellow shows disconnected and blue shows connected 

porosity. Red balls indicate pores and grey sticks indicate throats. Two crossing 

fracture planes can be clearly identified on the 3D renderings (highlighted by 

the pink arrows) that comprise the majority of the connected porosity network 

within the sample. Disconnected porosity dominates the spaces around these 

fracture planes, indicating that the connectivity measurements have been 

influenced by the presence of these fractures. As such, this sample is described 

in less detail, with acknowledgement of the limitations created by the fractures. 
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There are also two fine fractures in sample M6, however as the pattern of 

connected and disconnected porosity does not differ in regions close to the fracture 

planes it appears that they have not significantly influenced the connectivity 

calculations (Figure 6.13). Sample M6 is therefore examined in greater detail than 

sample M8, but with acknowledgment of the presence of these fractures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.13 – Three-dimensional renderings highlighting fractures in sample 

M6. Dashed green lines and arrows indicate the location of the fractures 

through the sub-sample volume. Unlike the larger fractures that are present in 

sample M8, these fractures do not appear to influence the connectivity 

calculations. As such, this sample is analysed in greater detail than M8 but with 

consideration that the fractures may still exert an influence upon the data.   
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6.2.2.2  Connected porosity  

Identifying the distribution of the connected porosity constrains the dispersal of 

potentially extractable melt from the crystal framework. From the three-

dimensional renderings and pore network models, four main observations can be 

made about the 3D distribution of connected melt within these samples. 

 

6.2.2.2.1 Grain boundaries 

Planar sheets of melt are particularly prominent in sample M2, forming networks 

that outline crystal edges (Figure 6.14). In some instances, euhedral crystal faces 

can be clearly identified by the positioning of these sheet like structures (Figure 

6.14B), which are obliquely orientated through the sample and sometimes show a 

curvature around rounded negative crystal spaces (Figure 6.14C). In conjunction 

with observations from thin section, these sheets are interpreted to represent 

continuous melt films along grain boundaries (Figure 6.15). This is consistent with 

the greyscale values of the voxels that comprise these structures, which measure 

within the range assigned to glass.  Similar structures are observable to a lesser 

extent in sample M4, but are challenging to identify amongst the more prominent 

angular melt volumes. These grain boundary films clearly contrast to the pockets of 

disconnected grain boundary porosity described in Section 6.2.3.1.2, and are 

distinguishable from the fractures described in Section 6.2.3.1.3. Interestingly, the 

presence of these melt films does not appear to influence the overall connectivity 

of the sample. Although sample M2 exhibits the greatest tortuosity, indicative of a 

more sinuous and complex internal porosity structure, it has a mean coordination 

value close to that of the other samples. The geometry of these structures is clearly 

visualised by the pore network models, which show a sheet-like structure consisting 
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of a high density network of small pores and throats (Figure 6.16). This provides a 

likely explanation for the high number densities of pores and throats within this 

sample, alongside the small average radii of pores and throats measured in Figure 

6.4. 
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Figure 6.14 - Caption overleaf  
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 Figure 6.14 (overleaf) – Three-dimensional renderings showing connected 

melt structures in sample M2. A) Pink arrows indicate linear, sheet-like 

structures that appear to outline crystal edges. B) In some instances these linear 

structures outline euhedral crystal faces, as marked by the pink dashed line. C) 

Alongside the linear structures, examples of curved structures outline rounded 

crystal spaces. D) Example of linear structures (arrows) in close proximity to a 

more rounded structure that appears to entirely surround the negative space 

that indicates a crystal. In conjunction with observations from thin section, 

these structures are interpreted to represent melt films along grain boundaries. 

They are distinguishable from the fractures described in Section 6.2.3.1.3 

because they yield greyscale values in the range assigned to glass and outline 

crystal faces.  

Figure 6.15 – Three-dimensional rendering of connected melt structures in 

sample M2 with a comparable structure photographed in thin section. Thin 

section observations of linear melt films between adjacent crystals aid the 

interpretation of the 3D structures, highlighted by the pink arrows.  
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Figure 6.16 – Pore network models highlighting connected grain boundary 

structures in sample M2. Green arrows indicate the portions of the PNM that 

correspond to the features described in Section 6.2.2.2.1 and shown on the 3D 

renderings in Figure 6.13. Red balls represent pores, grey sticks represent 

throats. Solid grey material represents the crystalline material, which is 

included in the left hand figure to simplify the visualisation of the dense pore 

network. The structures consist of a high density network of well connected 

small pores and throats, that together form a flat, linear structure. These 

structures contrast to other regions of the PNM and likely contribute to the high 

number densities and small radii of pores and throats that characterise this 

sample.  
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6.2.2.2.2 Concentrated porosity pathways 

The porosity profiles in Figure 6.8 show a clear heterogeneity in the distribution of 

connected porosity down the vertical axis of each sub-volume. In sample M4, this 

heterogeneity can be visualised in the PNM as a high porosity structure that 

traverses the diagonal of the sub-volume Z-axis (Figure 6.17). This channel of 

connected porosity occurs in a region of the sample characterised by loosely packed 

crystals that resemble the clinopyroxene frameworks identified in thin section 

(Figure 6.18). This melt therefore represents that contained within the interstitial 

pore spaces between these crystals, which in 3D is revealed to be connected and 

potentially extractable. Larger pools of melt comprise significant proportions of this 

connected region. These pools have angular boundaries that follow the planar 

crystal edges in contact with the melt and record the vertices at crystal-melt 

junctions (Figure 6.19). There are no comparable structures within the 

disconnected porosity fraction.  
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Figure 6.17 – Three-dimensional rendering and pore network model highlighting 

a concentrated region of porosity traversing the diagonal of the Z-axis in sample 

M4. Red balls indicate pores, grey sticks represent throats. Dashed green lines 

outline the trend of this high porosity region that is characterised by large pores 

of connected porosity that define negative crystal spaces.  
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Figure 6.18 – Three-dimensional visualisations of a concentrated high-porosity 

region in sample M4, with a comparable region photographed in thin section. 

A) Pore network model extruded from the solid grey crystal phase, visualising 

the porosity network structure without any crystal context. B) Same as in A, but 

shown as a three-dimensional rendering of connected and disconnected 

porosity. Connected pore spaces reveal negative crystals. C) Pore network 

model shown in A, with the grey crystal phase superimposed over the top. This 

reveals the positioning of crystals relative to the pore spaces, visualising a 

three-dimensional texture comparable to the loosely packed crystal 

frameworks identifiable in thin section. D) Photomicrograph of aforementioned 

CPX framework taken in PPL. Of the varied crystal textures that can be identified 

in thin section, these loosely packed crystals yield a high-porosity framework 

that best fits the three-dimensional texture observed in C. From this, the 

concentrated porosity pathway that characterises sample M4 is attributed to 

the interstitial pore spaces between these CPX crystals.  
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6.2.2.2.3 Heterogeneous melt structures 

As already observed in Figure 6.8, the volume fraction of porosity varies through 

each of the sub-volumes. However, the 3D renderings and PNMs provide a further 

visual insight into the regions of greater and lesser porosity that are recorded in the 

Z-axis profiles. From these visualisations, it is clear that the structure and 

morphology of the pore spaces is itself heterogeneous within each sample. For 

example, the connected porosity in sample M2 consists of grain boundary films, 

angular melt in interstitial pore spaces and larger, well connected pools. The 

distribution of porosity is ultimately constrained by the crystal framework, and as 

Figure 6.19 – Three-dimensional renderings of large, angular pore spaces in 

sample M4. White lines outline the cross-section of connected melt, which is 

characterised by angular boundaries that represent crystal faces in contact with 

the melt. Pink arrows show examples of vertices that record crystal-melt 

junctions, most of which yield acute angles in the melt fraction.  
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recorded in Chapters 4 and 5, the xenoliths are characterised by heterogeneous 

crystal textures. This appears to manifest in the pore spaces, resulting in the 

heterogeneity observed within each sample.  

 

6.2.2.2.4 Connectivity 

The graphs in Figure 6.6 show that a large proportion of the connected porosity is 

characterised by pores with low coordination numbers. A pore with a coordination 

number of one is considered to represent the dead end of a pathway whilst a 

coordination number of two represents a singular, non-branching pathway. In each 

sample, between 54.7 and 78.9% of connected pores have a coordination number 

lower than 2, of which between 38.6 and 70.6% have a coordination number of 1 

and represent a dead end. This indicates that despite the high proportions of 

connected porosity within these samples (10.2 - 26.1%), the pore networks that 

comprise this porosity are relatively poorly connected. An abundance of dead ends 

and single pathways is significant for considering the permeability of the crystal 

framework and the ease at which melt could potentially be transported.  

 

6.3  Potential limitations of 3D analysis 

This three-dimensional dataset significantly contributes to the interpretation of the 

non-crystalline components of these samples. However, it is important to 

acknowledge the potential limitations associated with this data. Firstly, the 

resolution of the CT images provides a consistent threshold as to the minimum 

volume of an identifiable object. As such, any porosity below the image resolution 

(<5 voxels) is absent from the 3D data. Furthermore, in sample M2 there are regions 

of the three-dimensional rendering that show noise on the CT image has been 
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rendered as part of the porosity phase (Figure 6.20). These regions are clearly 

discernible and have not been described as a porosity feature in any of the previous 

sections.  

 

  

Figure 6.20 – Three-dimensional rendering of sample M2, highlighting regions 

of CT noise that have been incorporated into the 3D porosity fraction. This noise 

manifests as a pixelated region at the sub-volume margins, of which there is no 

correspondent feature in thin section. This noise may result in an 

overestimation of porosity in this sample, however it is clearly identifiable on 

the 3D renderings and so it has been ignored in the interpretation of porosity 

geometry and distribution.  
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Additionally, because of the known limitations of CT scanning it is not possible to 

identify individual touching crystals. Therefore, the only way to identify grain 

boundaries is instances where porosity clearly mantles crystal outlines (e.g. Figure 

6.11). However, in some examples, linear porosity structures appear to traverse 

through the centre of crystals, constituting structures that appear to intersect one 

another at the cleavage angle of the minerals known to be present within these 

samples. Figure 6.21 demonstrates such an example, where linear porosity 

structures intersect at an approximate 120° angle and may therefore reflect the 

cleavage planes of a hornblende crystal. In this sample (M2), there are several 

example of strongly resorbed hornblende crystals and it is possible that these 

structures identified on the 3D data visualise melt that has percolated along the 

cleavage planes of a resorbed hornblende. However, without the capacity to 

identify grain boundaries, it is up to interpretation whether porosity structures 

represent grain boundary films (as suggested in Figure 6.14) or traverse through a 

crystal (Figure 6.21). This introduces some limitations into the CT data set, because 

it influences the interpretations of where melt is distributed relative to the crystal 

phase. To minimise this limitation, no attempt was made to quantify the relative 

proportions of the porosity pertaining to grain boundary structures versus 

interstitial melt versus intracrystalline porosity. Interpretations are instead made 

on a case-by-case basis, using information about crystal shapes and internal 

features observed in thin section.  
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Figure 6.21 – Three-dimensional rendering of sample M2, highlighting porosity 

structures that are challenging to discriminate as grain boundary structures or 

intracrystalline porosity. Because the limitations of CT scanning mean that it is 

not possible to identify individual touching crystals, the only way to identify 

grain boundaries is instances where porosity clearly mantles crystal outlines. 

However there are several examples where porosity appear to traverse through 

a crystal, with a structure comparable to the melt films identified as grain 

boundary structures. Without the capacity to identify grain boundaries it is up 

to case-by-case interpretation as to whether porosity structures represent 

grain boundary films or are intracrystalline in nature.  
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6.4  Summary 

A summary of the main points in this chapter are provided in the following: 

• The CT data identifies a range in the total measured porosity between 

different samples (14.4-26.9%), of which between 70.9-97.1% is connected 

and potentially extractable. 

• There is no correlation between geometric properties of the pore spaces 

and the total connected porosity. 

• Disconnected porosity is concentrated along grain boundaries and also 

within the cores of resorbed crystals. 

• Connected porosity is particularly heterogeneous; fine films along grain 

boundaries contrast to concentrated, channel like regions within 

clinopyroxene frameworks.   

• Fractures in samples M6 and M8, and some CT noise introduce limitations 

into the CT dataset, but are easily discernible on the three-dimensional 

renderings. 
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Discussion and critical 
evaluation 

 
This chapter provides a discussion of the results presented in Chapters 4-6, utilising 

the array of two- and three-dimensional textural data to interrogate the research 

aims outlined in Chapter 1. This discussion is structured into four sections. Firstly, 

the two-dimensional textures are scrutinised to evaluate whether eruption of the 

xenoliths may have modified the crystal and melt textures to a point rendering 

them unrepresentative of an in-situ crystal mush. Secondly, the two-dimensional 

data, with supplementary geochemistry, is analysed to determine the textural 

sequence and magmatic processes recorded in the xenoliths. From this, the 

magmatic environment is constrained, with wider consideration to the magmatic 

regime of the West Eifel. Finally, using the textural interpretations, the three-

dimensional CT data is used to investigate the spatial relationship between the melt 

and crystal phases. Following this discussion, a critical evaluation of the methods 

and samples highlights potential limitations and points for future work. 

7 
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7  Discussion and critical evaluation 

 

This discussion aims to interrogate four main research questions, using the array of 

textural data provided in Chapters 4-6. Firstly, it is important to ascertain whether 

the entrainment and eruption of these xenoliths may alter their textures to mislead 

where the melt was distributed in situ. Secondly, if the melt distribution is deemed 

to be representative of that at depth, the textures must be scrutinised to constrain 

the dynamics of the magmatic environment in which they formed. This will provide 

a magmatic context to the samples, providing a better understanding of the 

processes affecting melt distribution within the mush. Finally, the physical 

relationship between melt and crystals will be discussed, with consideration to how 

the distribution of melt within the crystal framework is significant for the evolution 

and eruptability of the melt.   

7.1 To what extent can the textures recorded in the 

xenoliths be considered representative of an in situ 

crystal mush?  

The utility of these samples as representations of an in situ mush is largely 

dependent on whether the textures preserved within them are magmatic in nature; 

that is, whether the crystal and melt textures are representative of those formed 

prior to entrainment in the host magma. This section therefore aims to evaluate 

whether the textures recorded in the xenolith samples have been influenced by 

external (relating to entrainment and transport within the host magma) or internal 

(related to decompression driven vesiculation) forces that would modify their 

textures and render them unrepresentative of the in-situ mush.   
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7.1.1  Entrainment  

Xenoliths are ex-situ in nature and it is therefore challenging to study the processes 

that lead to the incorporation of mush fragments within eruptible magmas. As such, 

the entrainment of cognate xenoliths is poorly understood (e.g. Holness et al., 

2007d). From a thermodynamic perspective, the preservation of larger mush 

fragments, particularly those which maintain interstitial glass, requires that the 

density, temperature and viscosity contrasts between the crystal mush and 

replenishing magma were of sufficient magnitude to prevent significant 

deformation and break-up (Huppert et al., 1982; Sparks and Marshall, 1986; Snyder 

and Tait, 1995). In such a case, the crystal mush must have been sufficiently 

coherent, meaning that fracturing and fragmentation are favoured explanations for 

xenolith entrainment (Gurenko and Sobolev, 2006; Holness and Bunbury, 2006; 

Holness et al., 2007d; Holness et al., 2019). An absence of viscous or plastic 

deformation features in these study samples suggests that the mush was 

sufficiently rigid to resist shear by the surrounding magma (e.g. Blake and Fink, 

2000).  Because the xenoliths have a rounded shape (Figure 4.1), it is likely that 

some of the marginal material was lost after their initial entrainment. Martin et al. 

(2006b) suggest that mechanical processes can cause the attrition of peripheral 

crystals, resulting in a decrease in xenolith angularity.  If the xenoliths are assumed 

to have behaved as a rigid solid, then this process will result in the gradual loss of 

material but should not alter the internal crystal textures.  
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7.1.1.1  Origin of interstitial glass 

There are several ways in which the entrainment process could render the glass 

distribution unrepresentative of the melt at depth. Firstly, if the host magma that 

brought the xenoliths to the surface was sufficiently hot to trigger partial melting 

within the xenolith then the distribution of glass will no longer reflect pre-

entrainment processes. However, the pore spaces occupied by the glass maintain 

angular interstices bounded by planar sided crystals, as observed in Figure 4.11. 

Because partial melting initiates within such interstitial pockets (Holness et al., 

2013a), it is unlikely that the glass formed from melting of the minerals. Secondly, 

the host magma may enter into the xenolith during crystallisation and transport, 

potentially altering the melt-crystal textures. This scenario is rejected because 

contacts with the host magma are sharp (Figure 4.18) and the glass of the host is 

optically and chemically distinct from that of the xenolith (Section 4.2.4). 

Additionally, internal pressures exerted by gas bubbles expanding within the 

xenolith (recorded as vesicles in the glass), would likely prevent liquid from entering 

into the xenoliths at the same time (Holness et al., 2007d). Finally, the crystal 

framework may be disrupted by shear of the surrounding magma during 

entrainment, which can release the interstitial melt into the host magma (Martin 

et al., 2006b).  However, because there is no evidence of viscous or plastic 

deformation the xenoliths are not considered to have been significantly disrupted 

by shear.  

By excluding these alternative scenarios, the glass in these samples is interpreted 

to represent an in-situ melt that was quenched by rapid eruption.  This is consistent 

with the conclusions of Downes et al. (2004) and Becker (1977), who have 

previously conducted chemical studies of these samples. This suggests that external 
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forces related to entrainment (melt infiltration, partial melting, deformation) have 

not acted to influence the distribution of glass preserved in these samples.  

7.1.2  Decompression 

7.1.2.1  Vesiculation 

The abundance of vesicles within the glass (5.71 – 15.13 vol%) suggests that the 

melt exsolved a gas phase during ascent. During decompression of high-crystallinity 

magmas, gas bubbles that form within the crystal framework cause an increase in 

overpressure. If this overpressure exceeds the yield strength of the crystal 

framework then it will disrupt the framework through brittle failure (e.g. Okumura 

et al., 2019) and modify the porosity distribution by pushing apart the crystal 

framework (Holness et al., 2019). This will result in ‘jigsaw fit’ boundaries (e.g. 

Smith et al., 2008; Holness et al., 2019) where parallel-sided, vesicular melt films 

separate crystals that would otherwise fit together (Figure 7.1A). These features 

contrast to the geometries of pore spaces that represent pre-entrainment features, 

where non-parallel crystal margins prevent complete closure of the grain boundary, 

observed in Figure 7.1B (Holness et al., 2019).  

‘Jigsaw fit’ type boundaries are only present along a few HBL:HBL boundaries in 

sample M8 (Figure 7.1A). Here, vesicular glass separates adjacent HBL crystals and 

occupies the regions between broken crystal fragments. This sample contains a few 

glass-free fractures (Figure 6.12), which likely represent a more extreme response 

to decompression. These grain boundaries are clearly distinguishable in thin section 

(e.g. Figure 7.1), and so should be disregarded when examining melt distribution.  

Otherwise, grain boundaries are non-parallel in nature, containing pockets of 

interstitial glass that reflect pre-entrainment porosity (Figure 7.1B). This suggests 

that the crystal framework was sufficiently strong to accommodate for vesicle 
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expansion, either by loss of gas, or by loss of interstitial melt (Holness and Bunbury, 

2006). The former requires the formation of interconnected bubble chains, the 

latter results in glass-rich rinds at the xenolith-host contact (e.g. Bacon, 1986). It is 

likely that a combination of gas and melt loss occurred, because the CT analysis 

suggests that the vesicles do not exceed the gas percolation threshold of 30 vol% 

(Candela, 1991) (Figure 6.2), and the samples lack a substantial glassy margin 

(where the xenolith-host contact is preserved) (e.g. Figure 4.18). Although this 

suggests that some of the melt has been lost from the crystal framework, the 

preservation of pre-entrainment pore spaces means that melt distribution can be 

studied by analysing vesicles and glass together as a porosity fraction. The jigsaw-

fit boundaries identified in sample M8 (Figure 7.1) are an exception to this, clearly 

representing a decompression feature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 – Photomicrographs of grain boundary morphologies, taken in plane 

polarised light. A) Example of a ‘jigsaw fit’ boundary dividing adjacent 

hornblende crystals in sample M8. The boundary is parallel and occupied by 

vesicular glass that appears to have pushed the crystals apart from one 

another. This type of boundary is clearly distinguishable as a decompression 

feature. B) Example of a grain boundary preserving pre-entrainment porosity. 

The boundary is not parallel, a small pocket of unvesiculated glass (yellow 

arrow) prevents complete closure of the boundary.  
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7.1.2.2  Crystallisation 

Crystallisation related to decompression is clearly distinguishable from earlier, pre-

entrainment crystallisation. The impingement of CPX crystals forms straight-sided 

triangular pores that maintain acutely angled interstices, seen clearly in Figure 4.11. 

This suggests that crystallisation continued until entrainment and eruption. At this 

point, an absence of quench overgrowths across the study samples suggests that 

crystallisation of the pre-eruptive assemblage ceased, in favour of decompression 

driven nucleation and growth of microlite crystals in the glass (Figure 4.18). These 

microlites are clearly discernible from the crystals formed prior to decompression 

and have been excluded from any of the textural analysis. There is no relationship 

between crystal size and proximity to the contact with the host magma, precluding 

any influence of the host in governing the analysed crystal textures.  

7.1.3 Do the xenoliths provide a representative sample of the crystal 

mush? 

It is likely that the xenoliths studied here represent a region of mush with physical 

characteristics particularly conducive for survival. That is, the regions of the mush 

that were most easily fragmented to become entrained into the host magma, and 

sufficiently strong to avoid disaggregation during ascent (Holness and Bunbury, 

2006; Holness et al., 2007d). Consequently, the xenoliths in this study are likely to 

be over-representative of particular mush regions that may comprise part of a more 

texturally heterogeneous system. The four samples analysed here do not provide a 

large enough sample size to constrain the properties that make these xenoliths 

particularly eruptible. However, it is likely that a combination of the high 

crystallinity fraction (>70%), relatively low interstitial melt content (<14%) and 

vesicularity (<15.1%) of these samples all contribute to their survival (Section 6.1). 
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Significantly, the samples all plot within the white region of the ternary diagram in 

Figure 6.2 (<20% glass; <30% holes; >50% crystals). This bears similarity with the 

results of Holness and Bunbury (2006) and Coombs et al. (2002), who analysed glass 

bearing xenoliths from the Kula Volcanic Province in Turkey and the Southwest 

Trident volcano in Alaska, respectively. All of their samples plotted within the same 

region of the ternary diagram, supporting the idea that mush samples, inclusive of 

those studied here, with these proportions of glass, voids and crystals are 

significantly more likely to survive eruption.  

7.1.4  Implications for interpretation of the xenolith textures 

The discussion presented above can be summarised as follows: 

- The glass preserved within the study samples represents an in-situ melt 

that was quenched by rapid eruption. 

- External forces such as melt infiltration and shear have not influenced the 

distribution of melt, however internal forces exerted by the expansion of a 

gas phase have modified the porosity along several HBL:HBL grain 

boundaries in sample M8.  

- Some melt may have been lost from the xenoliths in order to accommodate 

for vesicle expansion. Because the majority of grain boundaries do not 

appear to have been affected by decompression, pre-entrainment melt 

distribution is recorded in the porosity fraction (glass + vesicles).    

- Decompression induced nucleation and growth of microlites in the glass is 

distinguishable from earlier crystallisation of the pre-eruptive assemblage, 

which appears to have continued up until entrainment and eruption.   
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- The textures of these xenoliths are likely to be particularly conducive for 

xenolith survival, and it is likely that the samples comprise part of a more 

heterogeneous mush.  

These interpretations suggest that the xenolith textures studied here 

predominantly provide a sample of in-situ, semi-solidified crystal mush. The 

exception to this is the jigsaw-fit boundaries identified in sample M8, and the 

associated glass-free fractures. Otherwise, the textures are interpreted to be 

magmatic in nature, pertaining to pre-entrainment processes. From this, these 

samples provide a valuable opportunity to investigate crystal and melt textures in 

a semi-solidified mush.  

7.2  What is the textural petrogenesis of the xenoliths? 

Chapter 1 introduces the classification of igneous textures into three categories, 

grouped according to the processes that govern their formation. Kinetic textures 

result from nucleation and growth processes, mechanically modified textures result 

from sorting and compaction, and equilibrium textures are driven by the 

minimisation of interfacial energy (Higgins, 2006a). Furthermore, a texture may be 

considered primary if it is formed by kinetic processes, and secondary if it has been 

modified by non-kinetic processes. This section therefore aims to interrogate the 

array of two-dimensional textural data reported in Chapter 5 to determine the 

crystallisation sequence recorded in these xenoliths. From this, the textures will be 

analysed to evaluate the extent to which they record primary textures that are 

often obscured in solidified plutonic rocks (e.g. Higgins, 1991; McBirney and Hunter, 

1995; McBirney, 2009).   
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7.2.1  Establishing the textural sequence 

The CSD results presented in Chapter 5 demonstrate that each of the CSDs exhibit 

a curvature that is best divided into 3 log-linear segments. According to the steady-

state CSD model, this indicates that the crystal textures cannot be summarised by 

a single kinetic event. A persistent challenge in textural analyses is the ambiguity 

surrounding the completeness of the final texture recorded in the sample. That is, 

whether the final texture provides a full or partial record of textural evolution. 

However, because these samples are characterised by poikilitic textures they 

provide the opportunity to determine a textural sequence (e.g. Figure 4.4). Crystals 

inside and outside the oikocrysts can be considered a series of textural samples, 

linked by some combination of kinetic, mechanic or equilibration processes (Higgins 

and Roberge, 2003). This therefore provides the opportunity to scrutinise the 

textural evolution of the sample, constraining the sequence of magmatic processes 

recorded in the CSDs. 

7.2.1.1  Early textures – chadocryst growth and dissolution 

Chadocrysts of clinopyroxene and phlogopite are assumed to have formed prior to 

the hornblende crystals in which they are hosted, and are therefore interpreted to 

have crystallised early within the textural sequence. Poikilitic textures are most 

prevalent in samples M4 and M8, are less abundant in sample M2 and absent in 

sample M6. Therefore, interpretation of the earliest forming textures is undertaken 

using the abundant chadocrysts preserved in samples M4 and M8. These 

chadocrysts encompass a narrower range of crystal sizes (0.03- 1.50 mm) than the 

clinopyroxenes and phlogopites outside of the chadocrysts (0.03- 4.04 mm), but are 

characterised by rounded and embayed outlines indicative of disequilibrium and 

dissolution, as observed in Figure 4.11. Because of this, they only provide a partial 
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record of the earliest texture, but give an insight into magmatic processes occurring 

early in the crystallisation sequence. The simplest interpretation of the chadocryst 

clinopyroxene textures is as follows:  

Firstly, the nucleation and growth of clinopyroxene formed the earliest crystal 

texture, now partially preserved within the hornblende oikocrysts. Because an 

unknown volume of crystal material has been lost, it is not possible to quantify the 

degree of crystallinity reached in this initial period of CPX nucleation and growth 

(e.g. Higgins, 1998). However, in some areas the chadocrysts preserve the remnants 

of triangular pore structures that reflect the impingement textures observed 

outside of the oikocrysts in samples M2, M4 and M8 (Figure 7.2). This suggests that 

the crystallinity was sufficiently high to form a touching crystal framework, which 

typically occurs at crystallinities in excess of 20% (Jerram et al., 2003). The 

chadocrysts do not exhibit any preferred orientation, suggesting that processes 

such as compaction or flow of magmatic currents were not active at this time (e.g. 

Higgins, 1998). The chadocrysts then became unstable and experienced a period of 

dissolution. The shape of the CSD produced by the chadocrysts (Figure 7.3 A) 

suggests that there was likely only one dissolution event, because repeated cycles 

of dissolution and growth produce a strongly humped CSD (Simakin and 

Bindemann, 2008) (e.g. Figure 7.3 ). This dissolution event was captured by the 

growth of the hornblende oikocrysts, which inhibited any further dissolution and 

preserved the remaining CPX.  
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Figure 7.2 – Photomicrograph of clinopyroxene chadocrysts, demonstrating the 

earliest forming crystal textures. Photomicrograph is taken from sample M8 in 

plane polarised light. The chadocrysts are anhedral, with rounded outlines that 

attest to disequilibrium and dissolution. Dashed lines demonstrate remnants of 

a triangular pore structure. This suggests that these clinopyroxenes may have 

reached crystallinities that formed a touching crystal framework. It is plausible 

that growth of the oikocrysts may have pushed the clinopyroxenes out of their 

initial position, in which case these triangular pore spaces may be deceptive of 

the original texture. However, if this were the case then the margins of the 

oikocrysts would be particularly chadocryst-rich (e.g. Higgins and Roberge, 

2003), which is not the case. Therefore, the chadocrysts are considered to 

preserve the remnants of the earliest texture.  
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Because of the low number of phlogopite chadocrysts within any of the samples, it 

is not possible to derive as much information about their original textures. From 

the information that is preserved within the oikocrysts, it is likely that there were 

fewer phlogopite crystals and that they crystallised after the clinopyroxene. 

Because resorbed phlogopites are enclosed within the same oikocrysts as the 

clinopyroxene chadocrysts (e.g. Figure 4.15), they likely became unstable alongside 

the clinopyroxene.  

Figure 7.3 – Crystal size distribution calculated from clinopyroxene 

chadocrysts. A) Plot showing crystal size distribution of clinopyroxene 

chadocrysts in sample M4. For consistency, a chadocryst was considered as a 

crystal entirely enclosed by one optically continuous oikocryst. The CSD 

exhibits several kinks but maintains a negative slope across all size fractions. B) 

Theoretical crystal size distribution for a crystal population experiencing 

multiple dissolution/ reprecipitation events, following Simakin and Bindemann 

(2008). Because the chadocryst CSD does not exhibit this humped profile it is 

interpreted that the chadocrysts only experienced one period of dissolution 

prior to being captured by the oikocrysts.  
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Resorption textures are a common feature in pyroxenes from a multitude of 

igneous rocks (e.g. Humphreys et al., 2006; Streck, 2008; Neumann, 2019; Lormand 

et al., 2021), are typical of disequilibrium conditions and are commonly cited to 

indicate open system processes such as magma recharge and mixing (e.g. Svetov et 

al., 2020; Palummo et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022). It is likely that the resorption 

textures exhibited by the chadocrysts (Figure 4.11) record an influx of melt, driving 

the dissolution of early forming clinopyroxenes and phlogopites. Following the 

steady-state CSD model, this would affect the original CSD by modifying the slope. 

Because dissolution rate is inversely proportional to crystal size (Simakin and 

Bindemann, 2008; Noiriel et al., 2020), the smallest crystals will be lost more readily 

and the CSD slope will become less steep (Figure 7.3) (e.g. Higgins, 2002; Zieg and 

Lofgren, 2006; Magee et al., 2010; Neal et al., 2015). Alternatively, it is plausible 

that crystal dissolution was driven by textural coarsening (e.g. Higgins and Roberge, 

2003). However, CSDs produced from the clinopyroxene chadocrysts (Figure 7.3) 

do not exhibit the humped profile that is characteristic of coarsened crystal 

populations (e.g. Higgins 2006a, Higgins, 2011). Additionally, crystals outside of the 

oikocrysts are frequently mantled by rims with higher Mg#s (reported in Section 

4.2). This provides chemical evidence for open system processes (albeit later in the 

textural sequence) which appear to have been significant throughout 

crystallisation.   
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7.2.1.2  Oikocryst textures – a product of crystal-melt reaction? 

The textural affinity between hornblende oikocrysts and resorbed clinopyroxene 

chadocrysts raises the question of whether the chadocrysts may have been 

consumed at the expense of the poikilitic hornblende as described by Higgins and 

Roberge (2003), Barnes et al. (2016), Kaufmann et al. (2018) and Barnes et al. 

(2021). The textural relationship between chadocrysts and oikocrysts is similar to a 

texture documented by Cooper et al. (2016), who proposed that the oikocrysts 

formed according to the reaction: clinopyroxene (± phlogopite) + melt = peritectic 

hornblende (Blatter et al., 2017). The formation of amphibole by melt-

clinopyroxene reaction is well documented in the literature (e.g. Coltorti et al., 

2004; Smith, 2014; Cooper et al., 2016), and may form an important mechanism for 

the generation of such amphibole rich assemblages as are observed in the study 

samples investigated here (e.g. Debari et al., 1987; Neal, 1988; Coltorti et al., 2004; 

Beard et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2014). Across the study samples, oikocrysts with 

Mg#s that overlap with the chadocrysts (Figures 4.3 and 4.10), relatively low trace 

element contents and wide ranges of incompatible element concentrations 

(documented in Appendix 3) may provide chemical evidence for this reaction as 

stated by Cooper et al. (2016) and Klaver et al. (2016). From a textural perspective, 

it is conceivable that the early formed clinopyroxene and phlogopite was partially 

replaced by a reaction with infiltrating melts, resulting in the oikocryst rich texture 

observed in samples M4 and M8. From a chemical perspective, whole rock 

geochemistry would better constrain this relationship (e.g. Davidson, 2007; Zhou et 

al., 2020).  

Sample M6 provides the most amphibole rich assemblage and is lacking in poikilitic 

textures that characterise the other samples. Therefore it is plausible that this 
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sample may represent a more complete example of this clinopyroxene 

replacement. The texture of this sample is characterised by an interlocking 

hornblende framework, comprised of subhedral-euhedral crystals with a narrow 

size distribution, similar to that reported by Daczko et al. (2016). Clinopyroxenes 

associated with these textures are anhedral and frequently exhibit disequilibrium 

textures, or are contained as fine (<500 μm) anhedral inclusions (Figure 4.13). This 

texture may be attributed to near complete reaction-replacement of pre-existing 

pyroxenes, which would establish the rock as an ‘imposter cumulate’ (Daczko et al., 

2016). Alternative explanations for such an amphibole rich assemblage include the 

possibility that amphibole was simply the dominant phase on the liquidus (e.g. 

Holness and Bunbury, 2006), oscillatory nucleation about a binary eutectic (e.g. 

Hort et al., 1993) or via mechanical sorting processes (Zhou et al., 2020). However, 

because the Cr contents of the clinopyroxenes analysed in this sample are as much 

as ten times higher than in the other samples, coupled with higher Mg#s (> 80) 

(reported in Appendix 3), this sample may simply represent a deeper region that 

was more prone to reaction with an infiltrating melt.  

7.2.1.3   Addition of exogenous crystals  

The textural sequence defined by the poikilitic relationship between clinopyroxene, 

phlogopite and hornblende is complicated by the presence of well-formed, 

subhedral hornblende crystals that do not contain any chadocrysts (Figure 4.4). 

From an entirely textural perspective, the non-poikilitic hornblendes appear to 

have formed prior to the poikilitic hornblendes. Chemically, in sample M4 the non-

poikilitic hornblendes are characterised by greater concentrations of potassium (~7 

wt% K2O) and lower concentrations of SiO2 (~35 wt%) than the poikilitic 

hornblendes (~4 wt% K2O; ~38 wt% SiO2). Further examination of the major 
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element compositions reveals a variation in the pressure sensitive components of 

the two hornblende populations, potentially indicating that textural discrepancies 

could be attributable to crystallisation at different pressures (e.g. Kiss et al., 2014; 

Cooper et al., 2016; Mandler and Grove, 2016). Specifically, although the total Al2O3 

content of amphibole is dependent on melt composition and temperature, AlVI 

content is significantly pressure dependent (e.g. Blundy and Holland, 1990; Putirka, 

2016).  The poikilitic hornblendes exhibit greater coordination of AlVI (Figure 7.4), 

which under experimental conditions is typically diagnostic of crystallisation at 

lower pressures (e.g. Pichavant and Macdonald, 2007; Klaver et al., 2017). 

Conversely, the non-poikilitic hornblendes exhibit increased contents of K-, and 

decreased Si- (Figure 7.4), which is characteristic of amphiboles formed under 

higher pressure conditions (e.g. Konzett et al., 1997; Lisboa et al., 2020). Together, 

this suggests that the non-poikilitic hornblendes may have been formed under 

higher pressure conditions than the later-forming oikocrysts.  

This interpretation is made with some caution, because variations in Al-content of 

amphiboles cannot always be attributed to crystallisation at different pressures 

(Kiss et al., 2014). Independent of pressure, variations in oxygen fugacity, melt 

water content and chemistry may also influence this Al-content in hornblende (e.g. 

Scaillet and Evans, 1999; Anderson and Smith, 1995; Kiss et al., 2014). Notably, 

although sample M8 demonstrates the same textural distinction between poikilitic 

and non-poikilitic hornblendes, there is an overlap in their major element 

chemistries. Therefore, the hornblendes can be distinguished texturally, but not 

chemically. From the chemical data alone, they do not give the same evidence as in 

sample M4 for formation at different pressure conditions. 
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Figure 7.4 – Pressure and temperature sensitive hornblende components, 

plotted for poikilitic and non-poikilitic crystals in sample M4. Poikilitic and non-

poikilitic hornblendes exhibit a correlation between AlIV and Ti that indicates the 

role of temperature sensitive Ti-Tschermak exchange. Although they don’t 

exhibit the correlation indicative of pressure sensitive Al-Tschermak exchange, 

relative changes in octahedral and tetrahedral Al coordination can suggest 

formation under different PT conditions (Cooper et al., 2016). Here, the poikilitic 

amphiboles have a greater coordination of AlVI, which under experimental 

conditions is typically diagnostic of crystallisation at lower pressures (e.g. 

Pichavant and MacDonald, 2007; Klaver et al., 2017). Coupled with differences 

in K2O and SiO2 wt%, which may vary with pressure and temperature, the major 

element chemistries suggest that the non-poikilitic amphiboles may have 

formed at higher PTs than the poikilitic amphibole. This interpretation is made 

with some caution, because factors other than pressure and temperature can 

influence the Al-content in hornblendes (e.g. Kiss et al., 2014). Error bars 

represent 2 standard deviations, Y-error bars are smaller than the data marker. 
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However, because of the uncertainties surrounding pressure sensitive hornblende 

components, it is conceivable that other magmatic variables may exert a stronger 

influence over their major element compositions, masking chemical evidence of a 

higher pressure origin.      

Because PT values obtained using amphibole-only barometers have been shown to 

have large uncertainties (e.g. Erdmann et al., 2014; Putirka, 2016; Molina et al., 

2021), absolute PT values have not been calculated for these samples. However, 

the relationship between clinopyroxene composition and pressure is better 

constrained (e.g. Putirka, 2008), and so major element chemistries can provide an 

estimate of crystallisation depth without the need to derive absolute PT values (e.g. 

Shaw and Eyzaguirre, 2000; Ashchepkov and André, 2002; Zhang et al., 2018; Neave 

and Maclennan, 2020). In clinopyroxene, the coordination of Al- is closely related 

to pressure and temperature (Morimoto, 1988): Al- tends to enter into the 

octahedral site at higher pressures, and into the tetrahedral site at higher 

temperatures (Thomson, 1974). From this, relative proportions of tetrahedral and 

octahedral Al- can be used to provide an estimate of crystallisation depth, without 

the need to calculate equilibrium liquid compositions (e.g. Putirka, 2008). On an 

AlVI-AlIV discrimination diagram (Figure 7.5 A) (Aoiki and Shiba, 1964), all of the 

clinopyroxenes measured in each sample (including both chadocrysts and non-

chadocrysts) plot in the granulite facies regime, indicating that they formed under 

high pressure and temperature conditions consistent with the lower crust or upper 

mantle. These results agree with those of Becker (1977) who conducted an earlier 

study on these samples.  The poikilitic relationship with hornblende entails that 

hornblende oikocrysts likely formed under similar pressures.  
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Several clinopyroxenes (all outside the oikocrysts) also appear to have formed 

under higher pressure conditions. These crystals are somewhat enriched in jadeite 

component (XJD = ~0.08) and octahedral Al- (AlVI= 0.16), with high concentrations of 

Cr (Figure 7.5 B). These clinopyroxenes plot closer to the upper pressure field, but 

still yield depth estimates in the lower-crust upper-mantle realm (Figure 7.5 C). 

These crystals are not identified in every sample, however because a spot analysis 

technique was used it is likely that there are more of these crystals than have been 

identified through this geochemical analysis. It is conceivable that the non-poikilitic 

hornblendes crystallised at similar depths, comprising a crystal cargo from deeper 

in the magmatic system. 

 

 Figure 7.5 (Overleaf) – Pressure sensitive clinopyroxene components. A) 

Composition of clinopyroxenes according to the AlVI-AlIV discrimination diagram 

of Aoki and Shiba (1964), indicating that the clinopyroxene formed under lower 

curst or upper mantle conditions. The orange box highlights clinopyroxenes that 

plot further away from the igneous realm of the diagram. B) Plot of Mg# versus 

jadeite component for clinopyroxenes measured in all four samples. The orange 

box highlights the same crystals as in A, suggesting that they are slightly enriched 

in jadeite component compared to clinopyroxenes with similar Mg#s. C) Plot of 

Mg# versus pressure sensitive AlVI for clinopyroxenes measured in all four 

samples. Orange box highlights the same crystals as in A and B. Although there 

is less of a separation than for the jadeite component, the highlighted crystals 

exhibit slightly elevated AlVI coordination than clinopyroxenes with similar Mg#s. 

Together, the major element chemistry suggests that these crystals may have 

formed under higher pressure conditions, suggesting that the samples comprise 

a complex clinopyroxene population containing crystals formed at different 

pressure conditions.  
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According to these findings, clinopyroxene and hornblende crystals comprise varied 

populations that include crystals that likely formed under different pressure 

conditions. This assemblage could therefore potentially contain xenocrysts, 

antecrysts or a mixture of these components ( e.g. Ubide et al., 2014). The crystals 

that are interpreted to have formed under higher pressure conditions have 

subhedral-euhedral crystal habits, are mostly lacking in resorption features and 

have similar REE profiles to the crystals that appear to have formed at shallower 

pressures (Figure 7.6). This indicates that they originated from within the magmatic 

system, and are best described as antecrysts. Additionally these antecrysts exhibit 

greater concentrations of compatible Cr, and lesser concentrations of incompatible 

Zr, Hf and Y than the clinopyroxenes inferred to have formed under shallower 

pressure conditions (both chadocrysts and non-chadocrysts) (Figure 7.6). Coupled 

with higher Mg#s in the high pressure clinopyroxenes, this suggests they formed 

from a more primitive melt. Limited olivine crystals (1-2 per section) mantled by 

reaction coronas of clinopyroxene and phlogopite may represent xenocrysts, 

suggesting further diversity within the crystal cargo. The antecrysts could be 

recycled from earlier accumulation or could have crystallised on ascent as 

precursors to the mush assemblage. Because all of the identified clinopyroxene 

antecrysts are outside of the oikocrysts, it is likely that they were incorporated at a 

point that would negate the latter of these scenarios.  
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The incorporation of antecrysts will result in a kinked CSD, where a break in slope 

signifies different crystal populations (e.g. van der Zwan et al., 2013; Svetov et al., 

2020). The antecrysts that have been identified yield crystal sizes that tend towards 

the right-hand termination of the CSD, and therefore likely contribute to the 

increase in population density seen in the largest size fractions (Section 5.2.3). 

Because the antecrysts are best identified by compositional trends, it is likely that 

there are a greater number of antecrysts in these samples than have been identified 

by using a spot analysis technique. 

7.2.1.4  Late crystallisation – enhanced nucleation of clinopyroxenes 

Clinopyroxenes outside of the oikocrysts are interpreted to represent the latest 

forming textures. Hosted in glass, frameworks of loosely packed clinopyroxene are 

almost monomineralic, with only minor amounts of accessory phlogopite and 

apatite in glass filled pore spaces (Figure 4.11). The crystallisation of one mineral 

phase at high population densities suggests that at this point, nucleation was 

promoted over growth. Enhanced nucleation, producing clinopyroxenes with 

relatively primitive compositions (Mg#s and major element chemistries overlapping 

 Figure 7.6 (Caption overleaf) – Trace element composition of 

clinopyroxenes. The clinopyroxenes interpreted to have formed under higher 

pressures exhibit greater concentrations of compatible Cr, and lesser 

concentrations of incompatible Zr, Hf and Y than the clinopyroxenes inferred to 

have formed under shallower pressure conditions (both chadocrysts and non-

chadocrysts). Coupled with higher Mg#s in the high pressure clinopyroxenes, 

this suggests they formed from a more primitive melt. REE compositions follow 

a similar pattern (normalised mantle values from Sun and McDonough, 1989), 

indicating that they are best described as antecrysts. Error bars represent 2 

standard deviations; Cr and Zr errors are smaller than the data marker.  
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with earlier forming chadocryst populations (Figure 4.14)), coupled with irregular 

hornblende overgrowths in contact with glass (Figure 4.7), suggests that these 

latest textures may also be attributable to open system processes. Enhanced 

crystallisation necessitates an increase in the kinetic driver, which can be facilitated 

by the influx of compositionally distinct melts (e.g. Hort, 1998; Ni et al., 2014).  With 

textural and geochemical evidence that melts were percolating through the system 

up until the latest stages of crystallisation, it is conceivable that these 

clinopyroxenes represent enhanced nucleation in response to the late-stage 

infiltration of a clinopyroxene saturated melt. According to the open system CSD 

model, this enhanced crystallisation of clinopyroxene would increase the intercept 

of the CSD, further modifying the original slope. In sample M2 it appears that this 

late clinopyroxene crystallisation was followed by a period of renewed hornblende 

growth, demonstrated in Figure 7.7. This late reappearance of hornblende is only 

identified within this sample, suggesting that melt percolating through this region 

of the mush was potentially more hydrous than that in samples M4 and M8. This 

demonstrates the heterogeneity of the mush and the melts percolating through it, 

which is captured by the textural variations recorded between each of the samples.  
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7.2.1.5  Quenching and entrainment 

As outlined in Section 7.1, crystallisation associated with decompression is clearly 

distinguishable to pre-entrainment crystallisation. Clinopyroxene crystals in contact 

with glass form straight-sided triangular pores (Figure 4.18) that suggest 

crystallisation continued up until entrainment and eruption. Vesiculation of the 

glass within these pore spaces constitute a diktytaxitic texture (Figure 4.11), 

indicating that solidification occurred in response to quench crystallisation by rapid 

entrainment and eruption (Downes et al., 2004). The chemistry of the glass 

1 mm 

Figure 7.7 – Late reappearance of hornblende in sample M2, taken in plane 

polarised light. In sample M2 there are examples of renewed hornblende 

growth; according to the textural relationship with the late forming 

clinopyroxene frameworks (the hornblende is interstitial to the clinopyroxene) 

this hornblende must have formed after the clinopyroxene. This late forming 

hornblende is only identified in sample M2, suggesting that the melt 

percolating through this region of the mush was sufficiently hydrous to 

facilitate renewed hornblende crystallisation. This not only demonstrates the 

textural heterogeneity of the mush, but also compositional heterogeneity in 

the melts percolating through it.   
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preserved within the xenoliths is compositionally distinct from that of the host 

basalt (Downes et al., 2004). Therefore, the late percolating melts related to 

crystallisation of texturally late forming clinopyroxene are not considered to be 

related to the melt that ultimately transported the xenoliths to the surface.  

7.2.2  Petrogenetic model for the formation of the xenoliths 

From the interpretations discussed above, the following model is proposed to 

describe the textural petrogenesis of the sample suite analysed in this study: 

- The nucleation and growth of clinopyroxene formed the earliest texture, 

followed by phlogopite. Clinopyroxene may have reached sufficient 

crystallinities to form a touching framework. Although some of the textural 

information has been lost, there is no evidence to suggest that mechanical 

processes (that would generate alignment in the chadocrysts) or 

equilibrium processes (that would cause a left-hand downturn in the 

chadocryst CSDs) were significant during the formation of this earliest 

texture. Therefore, it is assumed that the earliest CSDs were straight, 

reflecting a kinetic texture. 

- An influx of melt caused the early clinopyroxenes and phlogopites to 

become unstable and dissolve. The clinopyroxene and phlogopite CSDs 

flatten as resorption reduces the slope. 

- The growth of hornblende oikocrysts (which appear to have formed via a 

peritectic reaction with the clinopyroxene and melt) captured the 

dissolving clinopyroxenes and phlogopites, partially preserving the earliest 

texture. The hornblende CSD starts to develop, rotating about the Y-axis as 

the residence time increases and the oikocrysts continue to grow. The 

clinopyroxene and phlogopite CSDs are temporarily frozen as the crystals 
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are captured in the hornblende oikocrysts. Sample M6 may represent a 

more complete example of this reaction. In order to form hornblende at 

the expense of clinopyroxene, this melt is inferred to have been relatively 

hydrous and more primitive in composition. 

- Hornblende and clinopyroxene antecrysts entrained from deeper regions 

of the magmatic system were incorporated into the crystal assemblage. It 

is challenging to constrain exactly when they were incorporated, but 

because all identified antecrysts are outside of the oikocrysts they were 

likely incorporated after oikocryst growth. The inclusion of these  

antecrysts kinks the slope of those CSDs, flattening the right-hand portion 

of the slope. 

- Enhanced nucleation of clinopyroxene formed high porosity frameworks in 

regions of glass between the hornblende antecrysts and oikocrysts. 

Phlogopite and apatite crystals constitute an accessory phase within these 

frameworks. Because these frameworks are almost entirely comprised of 

clinopyroxene, they may represent the system’s response to the influx of a 

clinopyroxene saturated melt, suggesting open system processes were 

significant throughout crystallisation of the xenoliths. This represents a 

separate nucleation event to that which formed the earliest texture, 

kinking the CSD slope by steepening the left-hand side of the CSD. 

- In samples M4 and M8, hornblende rims in contact with glass exhibit 

irregular overgrowths that further demonstrate the importance of open 

system processes at later stages of crystallisation. In sample M2, interstitial 

hornblende hosted within the late forming clinopyroxene frameworks 

indicates the late crystallisation of hornblende in this sample.  
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- Because the host basalt and xenolith glass are compositionally distinct, the 

latest injection of melt recorded within these samples is not considered to 

be related to the event that ultimately quenched and transported these 

samples.    

- Finally, the xenoliths are rapidly quenched as they are captured and 

erupted at the surface. Because the xenoliths did not disaggregate during 

entrainment, it is likely that there was a significant viscosity, temperature 

and density contrast between the mush comprising the xenolith and the 

melt that finally transported them to the surface. Decompression induces 

vesiculation and the nucleation and growth of microlites. The CSDs of the 

pre-eruptive assemblage are frozen. 

 

This model is summarised in Figures 7.8 and 7.9, detailing the inferred evolution of 

the CSD. The textural history of the xenoliths does not recognise a magmatic 

process that would generate the downturn recognised in the smallest size bins. 

Therefore, regions of positive slope identified in Chapter 5 are assumed to 

represent measurement artefacts, introduced from measurement inaccuracies in 

the smallest crystals.  

 Figure 7.8 (Overleaf) – Model for the petrogenesis of the crystal textures. 

Cartoons illustrate the textural sequence; CSD schematics detail evolution of the 

clinopyroxene, hornblende and phlogopite CSDs.   
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 Figure 7.9 (Overleaf) – Petrogenesis of the crystal textures, with 

photomicrographs demonstrating textural evidence for each stage of the 

petrogenetic model. Digitised thin section is sample M8 A. Early forming 

textures (green) are represented by chadocrysts of clinopyroxene and 

phlogopite within hornblende oikocrysts. Intermediate textures (yellow) are 

crystals inferred to represent antecrysts, incorporated into the assemblage after 

the initial formation of poikilitic hornblende. Late forming textures (red) include 

the frameworks of clinopyroxene hosted in glass and irregular overgrowths on 

hornblendes in contact with glass. Textures related to entrainment and eruption 

(black) include ‘jigsaw fit’ boundaries (only identified in this thin section) and 

vesicles and microlites in glass.  
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7.2.3  Are these textures primary? 

Adopting the criteria outlined in Chapter one of this thesis, a texture produced 

entirely by kinetic processes would be primary, and any modification by non-kinetic 

(mechanical and equilibrium) processes would constitute a secondary texture. 

However, the broad spectrum of textures observed in igneous samples entail that 

there is some ambiguity regarding the extent to which a kinetic texture can be 

modified before it is truly a secondary texture. Holness et al. (2017a) acknowledge 

the wide number of magmatic processes that can impact the textural evolution of 

a sample, and further break down the classification of igneous textures into 

primary, secondary and tertiary according to the following criteria: 

Primary texture:  A kinetic texture formed in-situ during crystal nucleation 

and growth or during the mechanical accumulation of 

crystals by gravitational settling. 

Secondary texture: A texture that forms after initial crystal accumulation, by 

mechanical processes such as slumping or rearrangement 

by magmatic currents. This occurs at crystallinities around 

the transition between suspended flow and a solid state. 

Tertiary texture: A texture formed entirely by the recrystallisation of a low 

porosity mush, through compaction or equilibration 

processes. 

In this context, Holness et al. (2017a) use the term recrystallisation to refer to the 

formation of new crystals through grain boundary generation and migration (e.g. 

Doherty et al., 1997).  
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Using these more detailed criteria, the following evidence suggests that the crystal 

textures are not secondary in nature. Firstly, the crystals show no shape preferred 

orientation (Figure 5.15) (in early or later forming crystals) that would attest to 

mechanical rearrangement ( e.g. Paterson et al., 1998; Holness et al., 2019; Mock 

et al., 2021). The spatial distribution pattern analysis, reported in Section 5.4, 

suggests that all of the samples are poorly sorted, with a clustered packing trend. 

Conversely, in samples reworked by mechanical processes, the SDP plots toward an 

ordered framework with greater degrees of sorting (Jerram et al., 2003). Crystal-

crystal boundaries are ubiquitously irregular, with small pockets of glass between 

touching crystals (e.g. Figure 4.19, Figure 6.11). A similar texture was identified by 

Holness et al. (2007d), attributed to in-situ growth and impingement within a static 

environment. Finally, the wide range of crystal sizes expressed in the CSDs is 

consistent with a static regime, because mechanical reworking of crystals 

commonly results in a uni-modal grain size as a consequence of hydrodynamic 

sorting (e.g. Holness et al., 2019). The curvatures expressed by the CSDs are not 

considered to reflect mechanical rearrangement because it is commonly only the 

largest size bin that breaks the CSD slope. This is atypical of CSDs produced through 

gravitational or hydrodynamic rearrangement (e.g. Marsh, 1998; Higgins, 2002).  

The crystal textures also do not suggest that compaction or equilibration have 

caused recrystallisation to form tertiary textures within the samples. Evidence that 

these samples have not been affected significantly by compaction processes 

include an absence of any shape preferred orientation (Figure 5.15) (e.g. Miranda 

et al., 2016; Holness et al., 2017a; Yao et al., 2019), unimodal crystal size 

distribution (figure 5.14) (e.g. Satsukawa et al., 2013; Vukmanovic and Holness, 

2018), lack of intra-crystalline deformation features (e.g. Holness et al., 2017a) and 

a clustered packing trend characterised by very low R values (Figure 5.16) (Jerram 
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et al., 1996). There are limited examples of recrystallisation occurring in the study 

samples within glass-bearing, serrated grain boundaries that could be considered 

as evidence for some degree of deformation (Figure 4.19) (e.g. Bollinger et al., 

2018; Yao et al., 2019; Fazio et al., 2020). However, serrated grain boundaries may 

also occur in response to open-system processes (e.g. Holness et al., 2011) which, 

considering the strong textural evidence for repeated melt influx and absence of 

any other compaction textures, is considered a better explanation for these 

boundary morphologies. Evidence negating that they have experienced 

recrystallisation through equilibration is visible in the acutely angled interstices 

between impinging clinopyroxenes; the corners of the pore spaces are not 

rounded, and the pores maintain a straight sided morphology (Figure 4.18). 

Together, this suggests that crystallisation processes, rather than equilibration 

processes, were significant up until the sample was quenched and crystallisation 

ceased. It is possible that earlier textures may have been subject to some textural 

equilibration (e.g. Higgins and Roberge, 2003), however the chadocrysts that are 

interpreted to represent the earliest texture do not yield a CSD slope consistent 

with a texturally equilibrated crystal population.  

Together, the textural evidence leads to the conclusion that the xenoliths yield 

primary crystal textures. This means that the distribution of melt and crystals in 

these samples can be considered to record the spatial and textural relationship 

between the solid and melt phases, without any overprinting by sub-solidus 

textural readjustment. This is significant because the fully solidified record provided 

in plutonic rocks is frequently overprinted by significant textural readjustments that 

misrepresent the true melt geometries. Two notable exceptions to this are the 

jigsaw fit boundaries identified in sample M8 (Figure 7.1), and the glass-free 

fractures traversing samples M8 and M6 (Figures 6.12 and 6.13), all formed as 
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decompression features.  Otherwise, these samples provide an example of mush 

material that was abruptly solidified at a point where the melt was able to migrate 

through the pore spaces. Significantly, thermomechanical models indicate that the 

optimal crystallinity for melt extraction occurs in the range of 50-70 vol% crystals 

(Bachmann and Bergantz, 2004; Dufek and Bachmann, 2010; Gelmen et al., 2014). 

Although the average crystallinity of these samples is around 80 vol%, the CT data 

reveals that the melt fraction is highly connected (15.24-26.07% connected 

porosity) and therefore able to permeate through the samples (Section 6.2, Figure 

6.3). Therefore, they provide a valuable contribution towards understanding where 

and how melt is able to move through crystal mushes. 

Although the aforementioned textural criteria classifies the sample textures as 

primary, the interpretations discussed above suggest that open system processes 

including the entrainment of antecrysts and dissolution of early textures have 

together contributed to the curvature that characterises these CSDs. This implies 

that the CSDs provide a record of several nucleation and growth events, which 

manifest in a complex textural sequence. Crystals that have undergone at least one 

cycle of dissolution and overgrowth yield time breaks at the boundary between the 

resorption surface and overgrowth rim (e.g. Cashman, 2020). Therefore, these 

crystals cannot be used to determine a realistic residence time or growth rate from 

the CSD (e.g. Cashman, 2020). This in turn limits the kinetic information that can be 

derived from the CSD. Additionally, conventional CSD theory suggests the largest 

crystals in a CSD should be the oldest because they must have nucleated first and 

grown for the longest time (Eberl et al., 2002). The chadocryst textures preserved 

here challenge this, because they record the earliest clinopyroxene textures but do 

not contribute the largest crystals. Therefore, although the crystals constitute a 
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primary texture, the kinetic information that can be derived from this texture is still 

in part limited by open system dynamics.   

7.3 What do the crystal textures reveal about the 

magmatic environment in which they formed? 

The textures recorded within these xenoliths provide evidence for open system 

processes such as disequilibrium (recorded in resorption textures), the inclusion of 

crystal cargos (evidenced from higher pressure antecrysts) and percolating reactive 

melts (indicated by the textural affinity between resorbed chadocrysts and 

oikocryst amphibole) (Figure 7.10). Percolating melts are inferred to be relatively 

hydrous (facilitating the crystallisation of hornblende at the expense of earlier 

forming clinopyroxene) and relatively primitive in nature (resulting in reverse 

zoning trends and rims with higher Mg#s than cores). They could represent 

accumulated melts percolating upwards through the mush (e.g. Khazan, 2010; 

Petford et al., 2020), or recharge melts added into the system (e.g. Sliwinski et al., 

2017; Sato et al., 2017; Nebel et al., 2020). Determining the origin of these melts 

would require a more complete picture of the wider system, and detailed 

geochemical analyses that are beyond the textural scope of this study. The latter is 

particularly significant because recharges of hotter melt can thermally sustain the 

magmatic system, with implications for the longevity of eruptive potential (e.g. 

Wilcock et al., 2012).  
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Figure 7.10 – Photomicrographs demonstrating textural evidence for an open 

system, taken in plane and cross polarised light. A) Sieve texture in a 

clinopyroxene crystal, partly enclosed by a hornblende oikocryst. B) Olivine 

crystal mantled by a reaction corona of clinopyroxene and phlogopite. Because 

these crystals are so few in number they were not analysed in detail within this 

study, but are inferred to represent exogenous crystals included within the 

assemblage. C) Strongly resorbed hornblende crystal in contact with glass. D) 

Anhedral chadocrysts enclosed in hornblende. E) Hornblende crystal with 

rounded core and irregular overgrowth in contact with glass. F) Region of glass 

occupied almost entirely by small clinopyroxene crystals, indicative of enhanced 

nucleation.  
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Estimates of crystallisation depth derived from Al-in clinopyroxene suggest that 

these samples crystallised at lower-crust to upper-mantle pressures (Figure 7.7). 

The absence of plagioclase in any of these samples further supports a high pressure 

origin (e.g. Green and Hibberson, 1970). Considering the wider magmatic setting of 

the West Eifel, where alkaline magmas are interpreted to be transported within a 

network of dyke-like conduits that traverse the lithosphere (e.g. Duda and 

Schmincke, 1985), it is plausible that these xenoliths represent fragments of mush 

crystallised within these conduits. An alternative scenario is that the xenoliths 

crystallised within a deep melt reservoir. However, an absence of textural features 

diagnostic of a liquid-rich reservoir (e.g. lack of deformation or gravitational sorting 

(Holness et al., 2019)) makes the conduit setting more reasonable. In this case, 

reactive percolating melts may be related to those responsible for the formation of 

metasomatic veins in the Eifel mantle (e.g. Shaw et al., 2018).  

7.4 What is the physical relationship between the 

crystal and melt phases within the xenoliths? 

The study samples examined here are considered to be suitable for the evaluation 

of melt distribution within an incompletely solidified crystal mush for the following 

reasons: 

1. The textural evidence does not suggest that the samples were sufficiently 

impacted by sub-solidus recrystallisation. 

2. The textures indicate that crystallisation was occurring up until the point of 

quenching and eruption, indicating interaction between the melt and 

crystal phases up until this point. 
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3. The melt fraction recorded within the xenoliths is well-connected, and 

therefore records the mush at a point when the melt was potentially 

extractable. 

The samples in this study therefore provide a valuable opportunity to investigate 

melt distribution within a partially solidified crystal mush, contributing towards the 

understanding of where and how melt migrates through a mush system. 

7.4.1  Melt migration 

The migration of melt through a crystal mush occurs on a spectrum between two 

end-member models: porous flow and channelised flow. Porous flow occurs along 

grain boundaries in densely packed regions and is widely recognised as a 

mechanism for redistributing incompatible elements and facilitating the dissolution 

and recrystallisation of secondary mineral phases (e.g. Lissenberg and Dick, 2008; 

Renna and Tribuzio, 2011; Hayes et al., 2015a; 2015b; Lissenberg and MacLeod, 

2016). Examples of porous flow through crystal mushes are widely documented 

within the literature, but largely maintain a geochemical focus (e.g. Lissenberg and 

MacLeod, 2016; Sanfilippo et al., 2020). Where textures are explored within such 

studies, they are mainly analysed from the crystal perspective of providing 

additional evidence for reactive porous flow, rather than for constraining the 

geometries of the melt phase itself (e.g. Sanfilippo and Tribuzio, 2013; Lissenberg 

and MacLeod, 2016; Leuthold et al., 2018; Lissenberg et al., 2019). On the other 

end of the spectrum, channelised flow is caused by the flow of accumulated pore 

melt within focused channels (Sleep, 1974), and may be responsible for the more 

rapid and direct transfer of melts through the crystal mush (e.g. Hepworth et al., 

2018).  
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The main observation that can be made about the porosity distribution within these 

samples is how heterogeneously it is distributed within a relatively small volume 

(Figure 6.8). Fine films follow grain boundaries (e.g. Figure 6.14), forming 

interconnected networks that attest to porous flow. Within the same sample, high 

porosity regions occupy the angular pore spaces between impinged crystals (Figure 

6.18), manifesting in concentrated melt pathways that are more akin to 

channelised flow structures. As well as connected porosity, disconnected pockets 

of melt decorate grain boundaries (Figure 6.11) and the cores of partially resorbed 

crystals (Figures 6.9 and 6.10). Together, the CT data reveals significant 

heterogeneity on a scale less than 1 cubic centimetre. This heterogeneity provides 

the opportunity to compare regions of relatively high porosity with regions of 

relatively low porosity, visualising where the melt may be distributed in mushes 

that have undergone varying degrees of solidification. On the basis of the melt 

geometries observed within these samples, the following interpretations can be 

made about the distribution of melt within the crystal mush.  

7.4.2  Melt-bearing grain boundaries 

Firstly, the widespread occurrence of melt along grain boundaries significantly 

contributes to the overall connectivity of the melt network. From melting 

experiments and computational modelling, the critical melt fraction at which a 

mafic mush forms a connected network is estimated to be around 2 vol% melt (e.g. 

Faul, 1999; Solano et al., 2014). Although the total melt fraction within these 

samples far exceeds 2 vol% (between 14.4 and 19.63 vol%), regions of the pore 

network confined within grain boundaries provide an insight into the melt 

geometries of mushes closer to this critical threshold. Specifically, work from 

solidified mafic intrusions suggests that grain boundaries may yield melt even at 
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late stages of crystallisation (e.g. Morse and Nolan, 1984; Stripp et al., 2006; 

Holness et al., 2007d; Roelosfe et al., 2009; Humphreys, 2009). These studies 

typically adopt a geochemical approach, identifying chemical signatures that allude 

to the presence of a late-stage liquid (e.g. Morse and Nolan, 1984). The dataset 

studied here supports and visualises such grain boundary porosity, which is 

pervasive within all of the CT volumes and clearly constitutes a connected pathway 

(e.g. Figure 6.14), even through tightly packed impinging crystals. This is significant 

because grain boundary transport facilitates reactive melt flow, resulting in re-

crystallisation and metasomatism along grain boundaries (e.g. Hayes et al., 2015a; 

2015b) or promoting late-stage partial melting of the mush (e.g. Jackson et al., 

2018). This in turn may play a significant role in influencing the chemistry of the 

melt fraction, or in rejuvenating and remobilising the crystal mush (e.g. Jackson et 

al., 2018; Spera and Bohrson, 2018) even at relatively low porosities.  

7.4.3  Channelised porosity 

From outcrop observations and numerical modelling, effective melt migration is 

inferred to occur within high-permeability channel-like structures within sub-

volcanic mushes, at scales on the order of tens to hundreds of metres (e.g. Tait and 

Jaupart, 1992; Bouilhol et al., 2015). Meurer and Claeson (2002) and Meurer and 

Meurer (2006) identified concentrated regions of interstitial liquid within fully 

solidified cumulates, which Holness et al. (2007d) suggest may represent 

centimetre scale analogues of these channel features. These features were 

interpreted to have formed in the latest stages of solidification, when compaction 

concentrated the melt into channelised pathways.      

The CT data visualises similar structures, comprised of channel-like regions of 

relatively large, well-connected pore spaces (e.g. Figure 6.17). Whereas Meurer and 
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Claeson (2002) and Meurer and Meurer (2006) rely on apatite distribution and trace 

element mapping to demonstrate these channels, this data contributes a three-

dimensional visualisation of such porosity. However, the crystal textures do not 

indicate that they were significantly influenced by compaction processes, and thus 

it is unlikely that these channels formed in the way postulated by Meurer and 

Meurer (2006). Alternatively, Meurer and Cleason (2002) suggest that melt may 

become increasingly channelised as it is forced around impermeable regions of the 

mush. From the textural sequence inferred in Section 7.2.3, it is plausible that the 

interlocking hornblende oikocrysts may have acted as a region of low permeability, 

focusing the flow of melt around them. This is evidenced by the abundance of small, 

disconnected pore spaces (Figure 6.6) that frequently occur along grain boundaries 

(Figure 6.11). When such grain boundary porosity is viewed in thin section, it 

comprises irregular shaped cusps and pockets of glass  that are akin to the 

impingement structures described by  Holness et al., 2007d. This so-called 

‘impingement porosity’ is interpreted to form via the occlusion of the pore spaces 

between growing crystals, that traps the melt within the grain boundary. The CT 

data in this study visualises these impingement pores (Figure  6.11), which in 3D are 

revealed to  mostly comprise disconnected porosity. In thin section, the oikocrysts 

exhibit an interlocking framework, with only minor amounts of glass between grain 

boundaries. From the CT and thin section data it is suggested that these oikocryst-

rich textures are relatively impermeable, and may have acted to focus the melt 

around them. Coupled with textural evidence that the oikocrysts formed at the 

expense of earlier forming clinopyroxene, this channelisation may have been 

exacerbated by these earlier crystal-melt reactions (e.g. Keleman et al., 1995; 

Daczko et al., 2016) (Figure 7.11).  
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It is conceivable that influxes of melt, leading to mineral dissolution and 

crystallisation, also facilitated extended connectivity of the pore network for 

prolonged periods of time, retaining permeability. This presents a feedback loop 

where percolating melts drive chemical and textural changes to the mush that in 

turn enhance melt migration (e.g. Kelemen et al., 1995). 

From this, the 3D melt geometries are considered to record an organised flow 

regime, where reactive flow processes (resulting in the early crystallisation of 

poikilitic amphibole) ultimately act to concentrate the melt into focused channels. 

The chemical consequences of reactive flow manifest in the early crystallisation of 

hornblende, which may affect the composition of the melt by introducing 

amphibole into the system earlier than through perfect fractional crystallisation. 

However, once these amphiboles are sufficiently impermeable to concentrate melt 

channelised flow structures around them, melt compositions may be largely 

unchanged as melt migrates rapidly through the channel (e.g. Kelemen et al., 1995). 

Indeed, glass compositions measured within these regions are fairly homogenous 

in composition, providing further evidence for high permeability and rapid melt 

migration.  

 Figure 7.11 (Overleaf) – Model for the evolution of melt geometries, with 

evidence from thin section and CT scanning. Digitised thin section drawing is 

sample M4 B. A) Cartoon depicting the evolution of channelised melt flow. After 

the oikocryst hornblende forms, occlusion of grain boundaries concentrates 

melt along the grain boundary, reducing permeability (B). As oikocrysts further 

impinge on one another, they form an impermeable texture that focuses melt 

around the oikocrysts. Melt become increasingly channelised, forming bands of 

high permeability between the oikocrysts (C). Finally, nucleation and growth of 

clinopyroxenes within these channels impinge on one another, trapping melt 

between grain boundaries (C).  
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7.4.4 Do crystal textures influence melt connectivity? 

Previous studies that have aimed to study melt connectivity of crystal mushes 

suggest that permeability is only weakly dependent on crystal texture at porosities 

greater than 20 vol% melt (Cheadle et al., 2004). The results presented here 

demonstrate that the pore and throat geometries (measured by the mean radius), 

pore connectivity (measured by the coordination number) and tortuosity do not 

correlate with the overall volume of connected porosity (Figure 6.4). These factors 

are ultimately controlled by the crystal textures, which at the crystallinities 

recorded in these samples (73.14-85.59%) appear to agree with the results of 

Cheadle et al. (2004). However, these results also appear to indicate that melt 

connectivity is at least in part controlled by crystal textures, because interlocking 

oikocrysts appear to generate regions of low permeability that focus the melt into 

channels. Therefore, the physical relationship between the melt and crystal 

textures can be summarised by the heterogeneity of the melt distribution, which is 

ultimately governed by a feedback loop between melt percolation and textural 

evolution. 

7.4.5  Wider significance and implications 

The main implication of these findings is that melt is heterogeneously stored within 

crystal mushes, on a micro-scale on the order of millimetres-centimetres. 

Heterogeneities at this scale may manifest significantly at the larger scale, providing 

a challenge to those aiming to calculate the melt capacity within sub-volcanic 

crystal mushes (e.g. Paulatto et al., 2012; Flinders et al., 2018; Paulatto et al., 2019). 

For example, Paulatto et al. (2019) estimate eruptible melt fractions stored beneath 

the Souferière Hills Volcano to be in the range of 3-13%, depending on the melt 

geometry. Such uncertainties have significant implications for evaluating the 
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volcanic risk imposed by this system. Holness et al. (2007d) envision a textural 

distinction between samples in which the melt is largely concentrated along grain 

boundaries, and those in which melt is contained within larger interstitial pore 

spaces. Specifically, they suggest that highly porous mushes are formed by the 

impingement of fine-medium crystals, which confines the melt within planar-sided 

tetrahedral pores. On the other hand, low porosity mushes are formed via 

extensive in situ crystallisation of coarse crystals, where porosity is concentrated 

along grain boundaries. The samples discussed here add a level of complexity to 

this interpretation, because high and low porosity textures are found together 

within the same sample. Therefore, it is unlikely that a melt system can be defined 

as either one or the other, giving rise to the need to consider a more complex 

intermediate state. Studies aiming to model permeability within crystal mushes 

(e.g. Cheadle et al., 2004) may therefore benefit from incorporating these findings.  

Channelised flow structures are widely reported as a process by which to rapidly 

extract melt from the mantle (e.g. Peč et al., 2017; Rees Jones and Katz, 2018) 

through channels on the scale of several centimetres to several hundreds of metres 

in width (Spiegelman et al., 2001). Here, the xenoliths appear to record a similar 

structure occurring on a millimetre scale. The recent paradigm shift towards 

vertically extensive mushy zones necessitates that melt is able to effectively 

migrate and accumulate through the mush, forming large volumes of eruptible melt 

(e.g. Lundstrom and Glazner, 2016). These results suggest that the mechanisms for 

melt accumulation may be significant down to the crystal-scale, suggesting that 

micro-scale melt processes may contribute towards the accumulation of eruptible 

melts. 
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In the absence of textural evidence for compaction, coupled with textural evidence 

for melt-crystal reaction, these samples are interpreted to provide an example of 

melt migration related to reactive flow processes. Because it is unknown from 

where in the wider magmatic system these samples originate, it is possible that 

influxes of melt are expelled from compaction at depth and have percolated 

upwards through the mushy zone that is sampled by these xenoliths. At this point, 

where compaction appears to have little influence on the crystal and melt textures, 

reactive flow mechanisms (perhaps exacerbated by changes in the melt chemistry 

during migration) appear to influence melt accumulation and distribution. Without 

wider knowledge of the magmatic system, it is challenging to constrain the relative 

influence of compaction and reactive flow processes in driving melt migration. 

Nevertheless, these xenoliths demonstrate that melt may be accumulated within 

regions of the mush that are not directly undergoing compaction, challenging 

studies that promote compaction as the main driver for melt migration.  

Finally, there is widespread evidence that erupted lavas frequently contain 

fragments of material previously stored within a crystal mush, necessitating that 

crystal mushes may be reactivated and incorporated into eruptions (e.g. Holness et 

al., 2007d; Cooper and Reid, 2008; Salaün et al., 2010; Costa et al., 2010; Schmitt et 

al., 2011; Passmore et al., 2012; Neave et al., 2017). Despite this evidence, the 

physical mush conditions that facilitate remobilisation are relatively poorly 

understood (e.g. Burgisser and Bergantz, 2011; Cooper and Kent, 2014). Because 

these studies typically rely on chemistry to estimate the porosity of the mush prior 

to disaggregation (e.g. Passmore et al., 2012), the melt geometries preserved 

within the samples discussed here may be used to inform dynamical modelling of 

mush rejuvenation. Specifically, mush rejuvenation models cite the importance of 

melt recharge (e.g. Passmore et al., 2012; Neave et al., 2014; 2017). With textural 
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evidence for reactive melt influx, and melt distributions inferred to be at least in 

part controlled by melt-crystal reactions, it is conceivable that these samples 

provide a valuable snapshot of a mush that could be prone to rejuvenation.     

7.5  Critical evaluation  

7.5.1  Spatial context 

The interpretation of the results presented within this thesis demonstrate the value 

of these samples in providing a textural record of crystal-melt dynamics that might 

otherwise be lost or modified in fully solidified plutons that are prone to sub-solidus 

readjustment (e.g. Higgins, 1991; McBirney and Hunter, 1995; McBirney, 2009; 

Glazner and Boudreau, 2011). Nevertheless, there is a trade-off between this 

benefit and limitations imposed by the ex-situ nature of the xenoliths. That is, 

unlike solidified plutons that preserve spatial information, the xenoliths have no 

spatial context and therefore cannot be uniquely associated with a specific position 

in the magmatic system.  

Studies of fully solidified plutons frequently benefit from the ability to scrutinise 

how crystal textures vary with stratigraphic height and distance from the margin of 

the magmatic body (e.g. Holness et al., 2013b; Namur et al., 2013; Leuthold et al., 

2014; Wilson et al., 2017; Holness et al., 2020; Latypov et al., 2020; Berthod et al., 

2020; Pedersen et al., 2021). There is a clear advantage to studying magmatic 

textures in-situ. For example, Magee et al. (2010) utilised crystal size distributions 

to track the solidification history of the Lilloise intrusion, Greenland. By quantifying 

the evolution of the CSDs with stratigraphic height, they were able to constrain the 

spatial extent of post cumulus deformation and pinpoint the timing of these events 

relative to the arrival of each mineral phase. Holness et al. (2007a) studied changes 

in dihedral angle in the lower zones of the Skaergaard layered series, identifying 
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spatial variations in dihedral angle related to convection and cooling rates. Both of 

these studies necessitated analysis on a spatial scale far greater than that provided 

within the individual xenoliths analysed in this study. The main implication of this 

is that the samples analysed in this study each provide a snapshot of one particular 

region of the magmatic system. Without information about how the samples are 

positioned relative to one another, it is challenging to derive any information about 

the wider dynamics of the system. For example, if the samples originated fairly 

close to one another then it might imply that reactive flow pathways were localised 

in particular regions of the sub-volcanic system. If they originated from different 

regions of the mush then it might imply that reactive flow was a very widespread 

process. Answering these questions would contribute to the current uncertainties 

about the spatial scales of melt migration and accumulation.  

Additionally, the petrogenetic model presented in Section 7.2.3 summarises the key 

textural features observed across each of the samples analysed in this study. 

However, the samples exhibit a greater degree of textural heterogeneity between 

one another than is outlined by this model. For example, some of the hornblende 

crystals in sample M2 exhibit pervasive resorption textures that are not observed 

within any of the other samples (Figure 4.7), and interstitial hornblende has 

crystallised late in the textural sequence. Whilst the model provides a summary of 

the textural sequence presented by the four samples, significant for constraining 

the petrogenetic history, there are more detailed textural variations between each 

xenolith that cannot be summarised in one model. This demonstrates textural 

heterogeneities that represent more localised magmatic processes within the 

system. However, without any spatial information it is challenging to constrain the 

scales at which the crystal and melt textures exhibit these variations.  
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This problem could in part be resolved if the sample size is increased beyond the 

four samples analysed within this study. The incredibly time consuming nature of 

manual textural analysis manifests in a pay off between the number of samples and 

the level of detail at which they can be analysed. By increasing the number of 

samples, there is potential to better constrain the relative positions of the samples. 

For example, Zieg and Marsh (2002) demonstrate that within an intrusion, the slope 

and intercept of a CSD will vary systematically with distance from the margin, 

correspondent with cooling rate (Figure 7.12). The CSDs can therefore be related 

to the position of the sample with respect to the margin. From this, CSDs from a 

suite of comagmatic samples can be used to determine their relative positions 

within the magmatic body. Similarly, Holness (2016) suggests that dihedral angles 

have the potential to constrain the size of a magmatic body from which ex-situ 

plutonic fragments originated. Together, these studies suggest that further 

analyses on a greater number of samples could potentially contribute the spatial 

information that is lacking from these four samples.    
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7.5.2  Eruption bias 

In Section 7.1.3 it is acknowledged that the suite of xenoliths erupted from this 

centre may not be entirely representative of the wider mush system, if the crystal 

and melt textures were particularly conducive to survive entrainment and eruption. 

Although the crystal textures within these samples do not yield any evidence for 

compaction, it cannot be ruled out that compaction was occurring elsewhere within 

the system. The nature of compaction entails that the mush volume is significantly 

Figure 7.12 – Variation of CSD intercept and slope with distance from the 

margin of an intrusion, after Zieg and Marsh (2002). With enough samples, the 

intercept and slope values can be used to relate the position of individual 

samples with respect to the margin. Redrawn and modified from Zieg and 

Marsh (2002).  
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reduced, and it is conceivable that any compacted regions of mush were not in a 

favourable position to be entrained and carried to the surface.  This presents a 

challenge when trying to build a wider picture of the processes governing the 

migration of melt within this system. There is little that can be done to overcome 

this problem, but increasing the number of samples in the way described in Section 

7.5.1 could identify broader trends between groups of samples that may together 

build a picture of variations within the system.  

7.5.3  Methodological limitations 

As previously acknowledged, the main limitation of the methodologies used in this 

study is that they are incredibly time consuming and therefore limit the number of 

samples that can be analysed. Otherwise, the methodology is limited by the image 

resolution obtained in both the 2D and 3D analysis. In the 2D analysis, this 

manifests in a significant proportion of crystals that fall below the recommended 

measurement threshold of 10 pixels. These crystals constitute a downturn in the 

smallest size fractions of the CSD, which is inferred to represent a measurement 

artefact rather than a true population trend (Figure 7.13). To overcome this 

limitation, slide photographs could be taken and traced at multiple resolutions, 

following the methodology of Gualda (2006). By combining higher and lower 

resolution images, they were able to measure the smallest crystals in the sample 

with increased accuracy at high resolution and improve uncertainties on the larger 

size ranges by analysing a greater area at a lower resolution. In adopting this 

methodology, they were able to avoid the trade off between sample area and 

spatial resolution.  A similar approach could be adopted to improve the resolution 

limits of the CT data, where regions of microporosity and pore connectivity might 

be obscured if they are smaller than the voxel resolution. However, it would be 
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Figure 7.13 – Division of CSDs into log-linear sections, recognising 

methodological limitations. When the CSDs are divided according to breaks in 

slope between log-linear segments (as identified in Chapter 5), there is no 

magmatic process identified in the textural model that accounts for the 

downturn at the smallest size bin.  Because these downturns contain size bins 

occupied by crystals smaller than ten pixels in length, they are therefore 

attributed to measurement artefacts. These crystals were initially included in 

the CSDs because as much as 8% of the total number of crystals fell under this 

measurement threshold. However, it is clear that the photographs were taken 

at an insufficient resolution to permit accurate tracing of these crystals. 

Therefore, future work may benefit from utilising a multi-resolution approach 

that would allow the smallest crystals to be traced at higher resolutions, and 

larger crystals to be traced at lower resolutions.   
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more challenging to do so because the CT core volumes are essentially taken blind. 

It is possible that as the core size is decreased to improve the voxel resolution, the 

volume is increasingly occupied by crystals rather than pore spaces.  

7.6  Summary 

The key findings of this discussion are summarised as follows: 

- Entrainment and decompression of the xenoliths has not significantly 

altered their original textures, excluding limited examples of grain 

boundaries and fractures caused by decompression. 

- The textural sequence can be identified by studying the relationship 

between different textures, facilitated by the presence of poikilitic 

hornblende. 

- The crystal textures are primary in nature, recording open system 

magmatic processes that drive crystal dissolution, reactive crystallisation 

and renewed growth. High pressure antecrysts contribute to the crystal 

cargo, further evidencing open system behaviours. Each of these processes 

are recorded by the CSDs, causing them to deviate from log-linear and 

limiting the kinetic information that can be derived from the slope. 

- Melt is heterogeneously distributed throughout the samples, at the 

millimetre scale. Melt is distributed on grain boundaries, visualising the late 

stage porosity that is inferred to be significant for late stage solidification 

of cumulate rocks. Crystal textures also concentrate the melt into regions 

of high permeability, without the need for compaction and deformation. 

- Together, the melt and crystal textures provide evidence that melt 

migration and accumulation processes may be related in a feedback loop, 
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where earlier melt-crystal reactions act to enhance and maintain 

permeability. 

- These results contribute to the current uncertainties surrounding the 

geometry of melt within crystal mushes, and suggest that mechanisms 

controlling melt distribution may be significant down to the scale of 

individual crystals.  
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Points for future work 
 

 

Chapter 8 outlines ideas for future work that could compliment or enhance the 

findings of this study. These include adapting the methodology to answer some of 

the questions that could not be resolved in the scope of this project, and ideas to 

broaden the application of these samples beyond interpretation of this magmatic 

system.  
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8  Points for future work 

The findings of this study demonstrate significant potential for future analyses of 

these samples, extending beyond the scope of this work. To expand upon these 

findings and to further utilise these samples, suggestions for future work are 

provided within this chapter. 

8.1  Compositional CSDs 

A key magmatic process affecting the CSDs in this study is the dissolution of earlier 

forming crystals, driven by periodic influxes of melt, which is interpreted to 

contribute to the curvatures recorded in the CSDs. One limitation of these CSDs is 

that resorption events recorded in crystal cores could be masked by later 

overgrowths, which would then generate a time break between the core-rim 

boundary. This means that individual crystals could record separate nucleation and 

growth histories that are obscured by producing the CSD from the crystal outline. 

Using this methodology, it is challenging to derive information pertaining to 

nucleation and growth kinetics. 

A recent advancement in CSD analysis aims to combine chemical information with 

textural information, utilising compositional imaging techniques to pull apart 

growth events that are better represented as separate CSDs (e.g. Morgan et al., 

2007; Cashman, 2020). For example, Cashman (2020) used compositional maps 

made from BSE images to separate cores and rims of plagioclase crystals in a lava 

sample from Mt St Helens. From this they were able to calculate separate CSDs 

from core and rim thicknesses, better constraining variations in growth rate that 

would otherwise be obscured using conventional CSD methods (Figure 8.1). 
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In the Eifel xenoliths, the earliest texture has been partially preserved by the growth 

of hornblende oikocrysts. However, because an unknown volume of crystal 

material was lost at this time, it is challenging to use the textures alone to 

specifically pinpoint the timescales associated with melt influx events. Future work 

on these samples may benefit from the application of compositional CSD 

techniques, which may act to pull apart the growth events recorded within 

individual crystals.  
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Figure 8.1 – Example of a compositional CSD of a Mount St Helens lava sample, 

from Cashman (2020). Using BSE maps, Cashman (2020) divided plagioclase 

crystals into compositionally distinct core and rim components, which each 

yield different growth rates and storage times from the CSD. Redrawn and 

modified from Cashman, 2020. 
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8.2  Automated techniques 

The main methodological limitation of this study is the small number of samples 

that could be analysed. This in turn means that it is challenging to construct the 

architecture of the magmatic system, and constrain the spatial extent of the 

processes inferred to be occurring within the individual xenolith samples. In line 

with the methodologies required to construct compositional CSDs, future work may 

benefit from utilising more automated imaging techniques. At present, automated 

methods are largely limited to chemical mapping  techniques (e.g. Neave et al., 

2017; Willis et al., 2017; Hornby et al., 2019; Bell et al., 2020; Shulz et al., 2020), 

which require additional processing to separate touching crystals of the same 

mineral phase. These approaches are often considered to be less accurate than 

manual techniques (e.g. Bell et al., 2020; Cone et al., 2020) but enable a far greater 

number of samples to be analysed. Application of geochemical mapping techniques 

may also further compliment the textural interpretations made in this work. 

Alternatively, ongoing efforts to develop advanced deep-learning algorithms 

capable of detecting grain boundaries in thin section may provide a fast and 

accurate methodology in the future (e.g. Tang et al., 2020; Koh et al., 2021; Saxena 

et al., 2021). This remains an ongoing area of study with the potential to provide an 

invaluable contribution to textural analyses.  

8.3  Permeability modelling 

Effective models for melt migration and extraction are essential for understanding 

how melt is accumulated and erupted. Any model of melt extraction requires a 

knowledge of mush permeability, which can exert significant control on the 

eruptive potential and volcanic hazards (e.g. Cassidy et al., 2018). Because 

permeability calculations depend heavily on detailed representations of pore 
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geometries, knowledge of crystal mush permeability is currently poorly constrained 

(e.g. Bretagne et al., 2021).  

Modelling of melt fraction and mush behaviour are currently undertaken on the 

assumption that melt filled pore spaces can be represented by simple geometric 

shapes (e.g. Bretagne et al., 2021).  The results of this study demonstrate that the 

geometries and connectivity of such pores are of far greater complexity and 

significant heterogeneity, which may limit the utility of models that assume simple 

and homogenous pore spaces (e.g. Paulatto et al., 2012). Future work may benefit 

not only from the geometric and spatial information derived from this study, but 

may utilise these samples to directly model permeability (Figure 8.2). This would 

offer the opportunity to derive permeability measurements that overcome the 

need to rely on simplified crystal and melt geometries. Furthermore, undertaking 

permeability analyses on these samples presents the opportunity to contribute 

towards the definition of a percolation threshold (e.g. Vasseur et al., 2020) that 

defines the minimum melt fraction required to enable melt connectivity. Previous 

work has calculated connectivity thresholds for mafic and silicic mushes (e.g. 

Cheadle et al., 2004), but with reliance on simplified computational models or two-

dimensional thin section analysis.  
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These findings may contribute towards better understanding how mush 

heterogeneities on the micro-scale could manifest at the macro scale, a scale 

significant for evaluating eruption dynamics and volcanic hazards.  

 

Figure 8.2 – Fluid velocity streamlines (red) calculated using a numerical 

simulation of Stokes flow, from which permeability can be calculated. An 

opaque representation of the surrounding solid crystal phase is shown in blue. 

This simulation was performed on sample M4 using the commercial software 

package PerGeos as a proof of concept that these samples can be used for 

permeability modelling. 
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Conclusions 

 
 

This chapter provides a summary of the key findings that answer each of the 

research aims outlined in Chapter 1.  
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9 Conclusions 

The clinopyroxenite and hornblendite xenoliths analysed in this study are 

interpreted to represent samples of a crystal mush that record the petrogenetic 

evolution of an open magmatic system. In particular, melt infiltration driving 

mineral dissolution and peritectic crystallisation can be identified from qualitative 

and quantitative measurements of crystal textures, which acts to influence the 

geometry of the melt distribution at a crystal-size scale. These samples contribute 

a valuable example of a semi-solidified mush that was rapidly quenched upon 

entrainment, capturing the melt distribution of a mush derived from the lower-

crust or upper-mantle. This provides a record of primary magmatic textures and 

melt geometries, both of which are challenging to analyse in fully solidified rocks 

that have experienced extensive sub-solidus recrystallisation. This is significant for 

bettering the current understanding of how melt is stored within crystal mushes, 

and how it migrates and accumulates prior to eruption. Specifically, the findings of 

this study demonstrate that melt geometries are heterogeneous at a micro-scale 

and in this instance are governed by a feedback loop where percolating melts drive 

textural changes to the mush that in turn enhance melt migration. These findings 

contribute a three-dimensional reconstruction of a crystal mush sample with a 

highly connected and therefore potentially extractable melt fraction.  

9.1 Summary of key findings 

This study aimed to investigate four research questions, using a combination of 

two- and three-dimensional textural techniques as a tool to quantify crystal and 

melt textures in four glass-bearing xenoliths collected from the West Eifel. The key 

findings are summarised below. 
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The first research question aimed to investigate the extent to which the sample 

textures are representative of an in-situ crystal mush. The glass preserved within 

the samples is interpreted to represent an in-situ melt that was quenched by rapid 

eruption. ‘Jigsaw fit’ boundaries along HBL:HBL boundaries in sample M8, as well 

as glass-free fractures traversing samples M6 and M8, represent decompression 

features. Crystallisation related to decompression manifests as microlites in the 

glass, which are clearly discriminable from the pre-entrainment assemblage. 

Therefore, the main finding of this research aim is that the entrainment and 

eruption of the xenoliths has not significantly modified their magmatic textures; 

they therefore provide a sample of in-situ, semi-solidified crystal mush.  

The second research question aimed to constrain the textural petrogenesis of the 

xenoliths. The presence of poikilitic hornblende enclosing chadocrysts of 

clinopyroxene and phlogopite defined a textural sequence recording the early, 

intermediate and late forming textures. Most significantly, pervasive resorption 

textures attest to periodic melt infiltrations, driving the peritectic crystallisation of 

hornblende at the expense of the early mineral assemblage. There is no textural 

evidence of secondary or tertiary magmatic processes and the crystal-melt textures 

recorded in these samples are therefore interpreted to be primary in nature, 

preserving the geometric relationship between the solid and melt phases.  

The third research question aimed to constrain the magmatic environment in which 

the xenoliths formed. Using the petrogenetic model and the magmatic processes 

identified throughout the textural sequence, the magmatic environment is 

interpreted as an open system characterised by the infiltration of hydrous melts. 

Crude estimates of crystallisation depth using Al- in clinopyroxene suggest that the 

xenoliths crystallised within the lower-crust or upper-mantle. Because there is no 
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textural evidence that suggests they formed within a liquid-rich melt reservoir, it is 

likely that they represent mush samples crystallised within a conduit setting, akin 

to the dyke-like conduits that are commonly invoked to traverse the lithosphere 

beneath the West Eifel. 

The final research question aimed to constrain the physical relationship between 

the crystal and melt phases recorded within the xenoliths. Three-dimensional 

analysis of the melt phase demonstrated that the melt is heterogeneously 

distributed within the crystal network, on a microscale on the order of millimetres-

centimetres. This includes melt distributed along grain boundaries that forms an 

interconnected network of relatively low permeability, and concentrated channel-

like structures of high permeability. This is inferred to record an organised flow 

regime, in part controlled by the crystal textures.  

Overall, this study demonstrates that glass-bearing xenoliths have significant 

potential to contribute to the current knowledge gap surrounding the physical 

relationship between melt and crystals in mush systems. Combined two- and three-

dimensional textural analysis of such samples could be applied to glass-bearing 

xenoliths collected from volcanic centres in a variety of magmatic settings, building 

a more complete picture of crystal mush textures and the link to eruptive dynamics.   

9.2 Significance for intraplate volcanism 

The findings of this study are particularly significant because the xenolith samples 

provide a snapshot of a crystal mush that is directly associated with volcanic 

activity. At present, the so-called ‘plutonic-volcanic connection’ remains an ongoing 

challenge in volcanology (e.g. Bachmann et al., 2007; Glazner et al., 2015; Watts et 

al., 2016). These xenoliths contribute a sample of crystalline material from the 

depths of a volcanic plumbing system, providing the opportunity to examine a 
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crystal mush frozen at the point where the melt may either be removed and 

erupted at the surface, or solidify to form a pluton. It is particularly challenging to 

examine this connection in intraplate volcanic settings, where monogenetic 

volcanoes are thought to be generated by the rapid development of short-lived 

magma transport pathways that erupt single batches of magma (e.g. Spera, 1984; 

Connor et al., 2000). The textural evidence for open system processes within this 

magmatic setting is particularly significant because influxes of melts not only 

introduce mineral phases into the assemblage earlier than through fractional 

crystallisation, but also can thermally sustain the system for longer periods of time. 

Evidence for melt infiltrations throughout the crystallisation history of these 

samples, enhancing permeability, indicates a dynamic magmatic regime within an 

example of a monogenetic plumbing system. Significantly, the entrainment of 

mushy material inferred to be derived from a conduit-like environment indicates 

that transport pathways associated with monogenetic volcanism may in fact be 

used multiple times.  

9.3 Significance of textural analysis 

Finally, the findings of this study demonstrate the usefulness of textural analysis, a 

tool that is conventionally overlooked in favour of geochemical studies. This study 

shows that textural analysis can provide a valuable insight into both crystal and 

melt petrogenesis, generating large volumes of data at relatively low costs. 

Approaching these samples from a textural perspective contributes an insight into 

their physical parameters, including melt and crystal geometries, which are 

challenging to quantify using geochemistry alone.  
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Appendix A: Limitations of X-
ray computed tomography (CT) 

for textural analysis of 
crystalline igneous samples 

 
Appendix A presents a pilot study undertaken prior to the data collection presented 

in the main body of this thesis. This study aimed to investigate whether the 

limitations associated with analysing crystal textures in 3D were offset by the 

advantages of viewing and measuring them as true three-dimensional objects. 

Textural reproductions conducted in 2D (thin section digitisation and image 

analysis) and 3D (X-ray computed tomography) were compared according to three 

textural criteria. From this, it was determined that two-dimensional techniques 

would be the most appropriate methodology by which to quantify the crystal 

textures within the main body of work.  

A 
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A Limitations of X-ray tomography for textural 

analysis of crystalline igneous samples 

A.1   Introduction 

In a geological sample, textural data can be obtained through either a two- or three-

dimensional methodology. The former aims to extrapolate textures from two-

dimensional cross sections, whilst the latter aims to reproduce the textures directly 

in a 3D format using techniques such as serial sectioning (e.g. Bryon et al., 1995) 

and X-ray computed tomography (CT) (e.g. Ketcham and Carlson, 2001). Both of 

these approaches present advantages and limitations, which manifest differently 

for particular sample types and research aims. At present, textural studies of 

igneous rocks most commonly utilise 2D optical microscopy techniques: different 

phases can be identified by their optical properties and adjacent crystals of the 

same mineral phase can be distinguished by differences in the orientation of the 

crystal lattice. The resolution is controlled by both the pixel size (as governed by 

the quality of the camera used to image the thin section) and the thickness of the 

thin section (commonly 30 μm) (Higgins, 2006). However, the advantages of optical 

microscopy are impeded by its two-dimensional capacity. For example, sectioning 

artefacts introduce the need to rely on stereological corrections, which can 

introduce errors into the textural data (e.g. Berger et al., 2011). Additionally, 

complex textures may be inappropriately sampled by a planar section, providing 

cross sections that are unrepresentative of the true three-dimensional geometry 

(e.g. Krimer and Costa, 2017). Three-dimensional analytical methods have 

therefore gained popularity as an alternative approach, particularly with the 

continued optimisation of instruments specifically for geological application (e.g. 

Carlson et al., 2000). Techniques such as CT provide the opportunity to visualise 
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igneous textures in their true geometries and positions. However, it is a well known 

limitation that 3D methods cannot identify grain boundaries and as such 3D 

techniques are often considered unsuitable for rocks with high crystal contents. 

Therefore, both two- and three-dimensional techniques have limitations that may 

inhibit their application for textural analysis. This pilot study was undertaken to 

conduct an evaluation of two- and three-dimensional methods and to compare 

their suitability for conducting textural analysis of a holocrystalline gabbro sample. 

This evaluation aimed to produce two digital reproductions of the same rock 

sample, one made using a two-dimensional approach (digitised thin sections), and 

the other a three-dimensional approach (X-ray computed tomography). These were 

then compared in the context of the following criteria: 

 

1) Each mineral phase can be identified 

2) Adjacent crystals of the same mineral phase can be distinguished 

3) The output does not introduce any significant errors that may impact the 

textural interpretation of the sample 

  

A medium grained gabbro was chosen as the material for this study, consisting 

predominantly of plagioclase, clinopyroxene and olivine. This sample was selected 

at is texturally homogenous, allowing for comparisons between thin sections and 

CT volumes cut from the rock. 
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A.2  Methods 

A.2.1  Three-dimensional X-ray computed tomography (CT) 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a non-destructive technique that can be used 

to visualise the internal structures of opaque geological samples. The sample is 

placed between an X-ray source and detector, and X-rays are variably attenuated 

as they pass through materials of differing atomic composition and density (Figure 

A.1). Two-dimensional radiographs are acquired from different positions as the 

sample is rotated about its Z-axis, which are then stacked in a direction 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation to produce a three-dimensional image. The 

output is composed of three-dimensional pixels (voxels) which represent a 3D 

matrix of linear X-ray coefficient values (μ). The value of μ is a measure of X-ray 

absorption, and is a function of a material’s atomic number, density and the X-ray 

energy used in the study. μ is represented as a greyscale value on the final 

tomographic output. Different greyscale values correspond to different rock 

phases, permitting visualisation, classification and measurement of the 3D output 

and its constituents. 
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A.2.2  Two-dimensional thin section analysis 

Whereas 3D analysis aims to visualise rock textures in their true three-dimensional 

geometry, 2D analysis aims to take planar samples through a rock and extrapolate 

cross-sectional data into a three-dimensional population. This is achieved by tracing 

grain boundaries atop high-resolution slide photographs or scans and using image 

analysis software to automatically extract the desired textural parameters. This 

textural data is then mathematically corrected to convert the 2D shape data into 

3D, factoring in known limitations of 2D sampling such as the cut section and 

intersection probability effects (Higgins, 2000). 

 

 

X-ray source 

Sample 

Axis of 
rotation 

Figure A.1 – Schematic representation of a typical CT setup. The sample is 

illuminated by a fan shaped beam of coplanar X-rays which are variably 

attenuated as they pass through the sample.  The transmitted X-rays are 

measured and recorded by a detector system and recorded as a 2D radiograph. 

Redrawn and modified from Withers et al. (2021).   
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A.2.3  Sampling 

Because samples are rotated about the Z-axis during CT acquisition, the full scan 

view is a cylinder and therefore the most efficient sample geometry is also a 

cylinder. Cylinders are isotropic in the scan plane and will therefore ensure equal 

absorption and penetration of the X-ray beam, reducing the influence of scan 

artefacts (e.g. Ketcham and Carlson, 2001). Therefore, sampling aimed to identify a 

cylindrical volume that could be scanned using CT, and then cut to produce thin 

sections through the same material. To constrain a cylindrical volume that was 

equally suited for CT and thin section analysis, it was necessary to scrutinise the 

sample textures to identify a volume with a diameter that was representative of 

the crystal size distribution in 2D, but small enough to permit sufficient penetration 

of X-ray beams in 3D.  

A.2.3.1  Two-dimensional area analysis 

Prior to coring the cylindrical sub-volume, four thin sections (measuring 5 x 7.5 cm) 

were cut from the sample at different orientations (0°, 45°, 90° and 135° - relative 

to one another) (Figure A.2).  

  

1  (0°) 

2  ( 45°) 
3  ( 90°) 

4 ( 135°) 

Figure A.2 – Spatial relationship between the thin sections cut from the gabbro 

sample.   

Clinopyroxene 
Olivine 
Plagioclase 
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These thin sections were used to investigate the approximate 2D area required to 

construct a realistic crystal size distribution (CSD). To do this, each of the four 

sections were digitised by tracing crystal outlines atop high resolution photographs 

(Figure A.3). A petrographic microscope was used to assist with the digitisations, 

clarifying instances where mineralogy or grain boundaries were unclear from the 

photograph. In total 37,326 crystals were identified and traced, in a period of 497 

hours.  

From these thin sections, 80 random points were selected and a circular sub-sample 

area (reflecting the cylindrical CT volume) was drawn around each point, varying 

between 1- 2.5 cm in diameter (Figure A.4). Crystals included within each circular 

sub-sample area were used to calculate a CSD, using CSDSlice (Morgan and Jerram, 

2006) and CSDCorrections v1.50 (Higgins, 2000) to create a stereologically 

corrected CSD. These CSDs were then compared to a CSD created from the entire 

thin section area (Figures A.5- A.8). From this, a circular area with a diameter of 2.5 

cm was selected as the most representative sub-sample area. This diameter was 

selected because it yielded the greatest proportion (60%) of CSDs that spanned the 

crystal size range measured from the whole slide CSD. In comparison, only 42% of 

the CSDs measured from the 2 cm diameter areas encompassed the full range of 

crystal sizes. Additionally, a sample size of 250 crystals is often cited as the 

minimum number of crystals required to produce a realistic CSD (Morgan and 

Jerram, 2006). The 2.5 cm sample areas also provided the greatest number of CSDs 

that exceeded 250 crystals.  
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1 cm 
Plagioclase Olivine Clinopyroxene 

N = 8312 

N = 9669 

N = 10,194 

N = 9151 

Figure A.3 – Thin section photographs taken in cross-polarised light (left), 

alongside digitisations completed by tracing crystal outlines atop the photos 

(right). 
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1 cm subsamples 1.5 cm subsamples 

2 cm subsamples 2.5 cm subsamples 

1 cm 

Figure A.4 – Sub-sample areas for 20 random points in thin section 3. Distance in 

cm refers to the diameter of the circle.  
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Figure A.5 – Crystal size distribution graphs produced from circular sub-sample 

areas with a 1 cm diameter. Grey, green and blue coloured lines represent the 

sub-sample CSDs, black lines are whole slide CSDs. N refers to the range of the 

number of crystals in the sub-sample CSDs. It is recommended that a CSD should 

not be constructed from fewer than 250 crystals.  
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Figure A.6 – Crystal size distribution graphs produced from circular sub-sample 

areas with a 1.5 cm diameter. Grey, green and blue coloured lines represent the 

sub-sample CSDs, black lines are whole slide CSDs. N refers to the range of the 

number of crystals in the sub-sample CSDs. It is recommended that a CSD should 

not be constructed from fewer than 250 crystals.  
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Figure A.7 – Crystal size distribution graphs produced from circular sub-sample 

areas with a 2 cm diameter. Grey, green and blue coloured lines represent the 

sub-sample CSDs, black lines are whole slide CSDs. N refers to the range of the 

number of crystals in the sub-sample CSDs. It is recommended that a CSD should 

not be constructed from fewer than 250 crystals.  
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Size (mm) Size (mm) Size (mm) 

Plagioclase Olivine Clinopyroxene 

N = 1014-1259 N = 49-141 N = 487-597 

N = 894-982 N = 65-106 N = 271-515 

N = 922-1137 N = 79-162 N = 287-574 

N = 943-1144 N = 59-118 N = 259-643 

Figure A.8 – Crystal size distribution graphs produced from circular sub-sample 

areas with a 2.5 cm diameter. Grey, green and blue coloured lines represent the 

sub-sample CSDs, black lines are whole slide CSDs. N refers to the range of the 

number of crystals in the sub-sample CSDs. It is recommended that a CSD should 

not be constructed from fewer than 250 crystals.  
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A.2.3.2                   CT experiment design 

Owing to the possible variations in sample size, shape and composition there are 

no defined and fixed instrumental parameters for CT scanning. Unique to every 

study, the volume of the sample material will govern the experimental parameters 

required to penetrate through the volume, at a voltage that permits discrimination 

of the sample components. The 2D area analysis suggested that a cylindrical volume 

with a diameter of 2.5 cm provided the most representative sample area. Figure 

A.9 shows a plot of the expected X-ray survival percentage through a cylindrical 

sub-volume of this diameter. To do this, An% (plagioclase), Fo% (olivine) and Di% 

(clinopyroxene) determined using LA-ICP-MS on individual mineral grains were 

used to input solid solution compositions into MuCalc (Hanna and Ketcham, 2017).  

MuCalc is a Microsoft Excel workbook that uses X-ray coefficients for individual 

atomic species (obtained from the experimentally derived online XCOM database 

(Berger et al., 2010), and collates them into mass X-ray coefficients for a wide array 

of minerals. X-ray survival is calculated using Lambert-Beer’s law: 

𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼₀

= exp(−𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) ×  100 

where I  is the final x-ray intensity, I₀ is the initial X-ray intensity, μ is the linear 

attenuation coefficient (calculated from the compositional data) and 𝜇𝜇 is the length 

of material through which the X-ray passes (input by the user as a distance in mm) 

(Hanna and Ketcham, 2017).   In a non-homogenous sample, this equation must be 

solved for each mineral and its proportionate linear occurrence (Hanna and 

Ketcham, 2017): 

𝐼𝐼
𝐼𝐼₀

= exp[Σ(−𝜇𝜇ᵢ𝜇𝜇ᵢ)] x 100 
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 Figure A.9 (overleaf) – Calculation of X-ray photon survival through a 2.5 cm 

diameter sample volume. A) Transects used to calculate the total distances of 

plagioclase, clinopyroxene and olivine along straight-line paths through 2.5 cm 

cross sections. The equation for X-ray survival must be solved for each mineral 

in a non-homogenous sample, proportionate to its linear distance along the X-

ray path. To estimate these length values, transects were drawn through the 

same circular sample areas used for the CSD analysis in Section A.2.3.1. 6 

transects were drawn through each circular area, at 30° intervals and offset by 

6° between each sub-sample area. This provided a total of 30 transects at 

different orientations for each of the four thin sections, with a total of 120 

transects across all four thin sections.  For each transect, the cumulative 

distances of plagioclase, clinopyroxene and olivine were measured in the digital 

image analysis software ImageJ. These distances, alongside mineral 

compositions determined from LA-ICP-MS, were input into the Excel Workbook 

MuCalc (Hanna and Ketcham, 2017).  The average thickness values for 

plagioclase (An70%), clinopyroxene (Di84%) and olivine (Fo80%) were 15, 5 and 

5 mm respectively. B) Graph depicting the expected percentage of X-ray 

survival at voltages between 10 and 200 KeV. Solid lines represent the average 

thickness measured from the transect data, dashed lines represent the 

maximum thickness measured in the transect data. The black line represents 

the cumulative thickness of each of the three minerals, providing an estimate 

of X-ray survival through a 2.5 cm X-ray path. X-ray survival was calculated using 

MuCalc, which uses Lambert-Beer’s law to estimate the percentage of X-ray 

photons that will penetrate the sample and be recorded by the detector to form 

a CT image. These results suggest that a voltage of at least 80 KeV is required 

to attain a survival percentage greater than 20% (a minimum estimate of 

acceptable survival) (Stock, 2009).  
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Although there is no defined acceptable X-ray survival percentage (minimum 

estimates exceed >20%) (Stock, 2009), a higher percentage of X-ray survival will 

improve the signal to noise ratio and generate a better CT output (Verdun et al., 

2015). Because the linear attenuation coefficients do not significantly vary from one 

another over the same energy spectrum (Figure A.10), it was not essential to image 

at a specific voltage. Therefore, the most important factor when deciding an 

appropriate study volume was X-ray survival and image quality. Personal 

communications with CT technicians led to the conclusion that 2.5 cm (the most 

appropriate diameter for the 2D analysis) would be an appropriate sample 

diameter, provided the sample was analysed at a voltage greater than 80 KeV.  

The final sub-volume was a cylindrical core with an equal diameter and height of 

2.5 cm (Figure A.11).  
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Figure A.10 – Plot of the linear attenuation of plagioclase (An 70%), 

clinopyroxene (Di 84%) and Olivine (Fo 80%) across an X-ray energy spectrum of 

10-400 KeV.  Solid solution compositions were derived using LA-ICP-MS; linear 

attenuation coefficients were calculated using MuCalc (Hanna and Ketcham, 

2017). Olivine and clinopyroxene are closely attenuating across all X-ray 

energies, at a maximum discrimination of just 16.392 μ(cm-1) at 10 KeV. 

However, laboratory CT machines typically utilise a polychromatic beam that 

features a broad spectrum of energies up to the maximum energy of the incident 

electrons. This means that the true attenuation variability between sample 

components will vary as a function of the mean X-ray energy of the 

polychromatic beam. Therefore, it is unlikely that such closely attenuating 

minerals would be discriminable at any voltage (personal communication). 

Therefore, the sample could be analysed at any voltage high enough to 

penetrate through the sample volume.  
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A.2.3.3  Data acquisition 

CT scanning was undertaken at the University of Texas high-resolution X-ray 

computed tomography facility (UTCT), Jackson School of Geosciences, the 

University of Texas at Austin using a North Star Imaging (NSI) scanner.  This 

hardware uses a Fein Focus FXE High Power transmission source with an aluminium 

filter and a Perkin Elmer 16 inch 2048 x 2048 detector, generating polychromatic X-

rays with an energy range between 70 and 225 kV.  A voltage of 150 KV sampled a 

voxel size of 14.7 μm. A full 360° rotation was used to collect 3000 projections.  A 

filtered back projection algorithm was used to reconstruct the projections into a 

stack of 1811 16-bit tiff images. 

After the CT was completed, the same volume was sequentially sectioned at regular 

intervals along its Z-axis. The thickness of the cutting blade and the precision of the 

laser guiding the cutting intervals, permitted a sectioning interval of 1800 μm and 

provided 6 thin sections (Figure A.12). These thin sections were photographed in 

both PPL and XPL and digitised by tracing atop the crystal boundaries in a graphic 

drawing software. A petrographic microscope was used in conjunction with the 

Figure A.11 – Sub-volume used for the CT and thin section analysis. 

2.5 cm 

2.5 cm
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photographs to check mineral classification and ensure appropriate tracing around 

plagioclase twins.  The resolution is controlled by both the pixel size of the 

photographs (14 μm/pixel) and the thickness of the thin section (30 μm).  In total, 

13,968 crystals were identified and traced in a period of 314 hours.  In coarser 

samples it is often possible to identify continuous crystals between sections, and 

interpolate the connection between them (e.g. Mock and Jerram, 2005; Garapić et 

al., 2013). However, this was not possible for the serial sections obtained from this 

sample as 95% of the crystals have a long axis measurement smaller than the 

sectioning interval.  The final 2D textural reproduction is therefore presented as a 

stack of images that are spatially related, but texturally discontinuous.   
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Blade cut = 1800-2300 μm  

Blade cut = 4100-4600 μm  

Blade cut = 6400-6900 μm  

Blade cut = 8700-9200 μm  

Slide 1 = 0-30 μm 
1800 μm interval 

Slide 2 = 1770-1800 μm 

Thin section thickness = 30 μm 
Blade thickness = 500 μm  

1800 μm interval 
Slide 3 = 4070-4100 μm 

1800 μm interval 
Slide 4 = 6370-6400 μm 

1800 μm interval 
Slide 5 = 8670-8700 μm 

1800 μm interval 
Slide 6 = 9170-9200 μm 

Figure A.12 – Sampling locations of thin sections through the core volume also used for CT analysis. A constant sampling interval 

of 1800 μm was used, with a 500 μm blade and 30 μm thin section thickness. 
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A.3  Results 

The two-dimensional reproduction is shown in Figure A.13. The model consists of 

six digitised crystal maps, stacked atop one another to reconstruct their spatial 

relationship relative to the original cylindrical core. Because crystals are identified 

and classified during data acquisition, there is no need for additional processing 

after assembly of the model.  
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Figure A.13 – Two-dimensional reproduction of crystal textures. Thin sections 

are cut at a 1.8 mm interval down the vertical z-axis of the core. As it was not 

possible to interpolate crystal connections between the sections, each section 

is spatially related, but texturally discontinuous. The notch on the left hand side 

of the digitised thin sections was cut prior to sectioning to allow the thin sections 

to be aligned during reconstruction and analysis. 
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CT acquisition provides a stack of greyscale images that can be assembled into a 

three-dimensional volume. Figure A.14 depicts a three-dimensional rendering of 

the CT data, without any additional image processing. The data is visualised in the 

open access software Dragonfly 2020.1 (Object Research Systems). 
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Figure A.14 – Three dimensional rendering of the CT data. A) Rendering of 

complete scan volume with parallel view down the vertical z-axis showing 

projection in X Y plane. B) Orthogonal projection of rendered volume on the X Z 

plane. C) Orthogonal projection of rendered volume on the Y Z plane. 2D cross 

section images can be extracted from these projections, providing slice images 

that are orthogonal to the imaging geometry (orthoslices).  
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However, from initial observations of the CT data it was clear that further image 

processing would be necessary. Firstly, the output showed significant beam 

hardening - a common CT artefact that occurs as a consequence of using a 

polychromatic X-ray beam. This manifests on the CT output as an artificial 

darkening of the centre of the image, caused by a reduction in the effective 

attenuation coefficient of the sample materials in response to changes in the mean 

X-ray energy passing through the sample.  Beam hardening therefore acts to make 

CT processing and segmentation more complicated by changing the greyscale value 

of a material depending on its position within an image.  Figure A.15 demonstrates 

the extent of beam hardening in the gabbro sample, showing a clear decrease in 

the average greyscale values in the centre of the image.  
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Figure A.15 – A) Transects of average greyscale vales across the CT data.  Grey 

lines are the measured values, coloured lines are fitted trend lines, 

corresponding to the transects drawn in B. The transects show a clear cupped 

profile, demonstrating the extent of the artificial darkening in the centre of the 

image introduced by beam hardening.   
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A beam hardening correction was applied using the commercial software PerGeos 

1.7.0.  PerGeos corrects for beam hardening by applying a simple filter that 

computes the average radial greyscale intensity profile of the image stack, which is 

then smoothed with a gaussian filter and normalised.  All grey scale intensities in 

the image stack are then divided by the smoothed profile to perform a radial 

greyscale averaging.   The results of the beam hardening correction are shown in 

Figure A.16. 
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Figure A.16 – A) Transects of average greyscale values across the CT data 

(positioning shown in B). Coloured lines are trend lines fitted for transects 

measured after correcting for beam hardening, black line is the averaged 

greyscale profile measured before beam hardening. The greyscale transects 

have been significantly flattened, but are not completely uniform. This could be 

an artefact of the correction method used, or simply a reflection of variations in 

the materials through which the transect is passing.  
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In addition, anisotropic diffusion filtering (10 iterations) was applied in ImageJ to 

reduce image noise whilst preserving edges and boundary lines. Image contrast was 

enhanced by applying the histogram equalisation function as a means to increase 

contrast without affecting the structure of the information contained within the 

image.  The results of this filtering are shown in Figure A.17.   
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Figure A.17 – A) CT slice image before any image processing or artefact 

correction. B) Magnification of greyscale image, highlighting poor discrimination 

between cpx, ol and pl and their correspondent average greyscale values. C) The 

same image as in A, after correction for beam hardening, anisotropic diffusion 

filtering and histogram equalisation. D) Magnification of C, showing the 

improvement in mineral discrimination compared to the original tiff images in 

A and B.  Most notably, the improvement in the greyscale difference between 

cpx and ol.  
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A.4  Discussion 

In order to evaluate the two- and three-dimensional models, this discussion 

compares each model in the context of the criteria outlined in Section A.1. These 

criteria were selected as essential for the undertaking of quantitative textural 

analysis including crystal size distribution and spatial distribution analysis. 

 

A.4.1  Each mineral phase can be identified 

Each of the mineral phases can be simply identified in 2D by their optical properties. 

During digitisation, traced crystal outlines are classified to provide a crystal map 

that visualises each mineral phase (see Figure A.13). The 2D reconstruction 

therefore satisfies this criteria. In contrast, it is challenging to identify each of the 

mineral phases in the CT dataset. As expected from the modelled linear attenuation 

coefficients in Figure A.10, the CT image files show poor greyscale discrimination 

between clinopyroxene and olivine crystals, but a clear greyscale difference 

between these phases and plagioclase. However, independent of its greyscale 

values, olivine can be identified in the CT by the presence of thick alteration lines 

within the olivine crystals (Figure A.18).  

 

To classify each mineral phase through the CT volume, the CT image sequence was 

imported into Dragonfly 2020.1. Dragonfly is a 3D image processing and 

visualisation software, designed specifically for segmentation, analysis and 

quantification of CT data. For a CT volume where each mineral phase is variably 

attenuated, the greyscale values can be used to automatically segment the volume 

by identifying voxels within the greyscale ranges assigned to each mineral phase.      
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Dragonfly contains several automated segmentation tools that are designed to 

provide the user with the opportunity to select a segmentation technique that best 

suits their dataset. However, exploration of these segmentation tools, including the 

built-in machine and deep learning functions, led to no successful result. 

A B 

C 

D 

2 mm 1 mm D 

D 

Ol Cpx 

Pl 

Figure A.18 – A) Greyscale tiff image (slice 20 of 1811) containing pl, ol and cpx. 

B) Olivine crystals drawn onto this diagram, using olivine alteration to dictate 

separation of OL and CPX. C) Photomicrograph taken in PPL of a thin section cut 

along the same plane as the CT image in A, demonstrating the distribution of 

olivine crystals (outlined in white) and the correspondence to the segmentation 

drawn in B. D) Magnification of CT data relative to its positioning in the 

photomicrograph, labelling the Pl, Ol and Cpx to demonstrate their qualitative 

distinctions.  
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Consequently, segmentation had to be conducted manually for each CT slice. Using 

the Dragonfly paintbrush tool to trace around object boundaries, each segmented 

area was then assigned to a three-dimensional region of interest (ROI) volume 

corresponding to either clinopyroxene, olivine or plagioclase. Due to the time 

consuming nature of this process (1 CT slice = > 6 hours work), the CT volume had 

to be subsampled to provide a more realistic processing volume. However, even 

when subsampled to ~16% of the original CT slice area, only 150 CT slices 

(equivalent to 2.2mm in the vertical z-axis) were segmented in a time period of 100 

hours. This gave a processed CT volume of 226.2 mm², just 7.7% of the original CT 

volume (Figure A.19).   This is a clear disadvantage of the methodology, 

undermining the work undertaken to determine the most representative CT 

volume. The results of this segmentation are shown in Figure A.20.  
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Figure A.19 – A) Comparison of total CT volume with the volume that was 

segmented in a time period of 100 hours.  This volume represents 7.7% of the 

original CT volume. B) Segmentation of the CT data. Segmentation was 

undertaken slice by slice on the circular X Y projection, which built up a 3D image 

along the X Z and Y Z planes.  
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Figure A.20 (Caption overleaf)  
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However, further inspection of the VOIs revealed a lot of segmentation errors that 

were introduced by human misinterpretation of the data. Because clinopyroxene 

and olivine exhibited an overlap in their greyscale values, segmentation was 

completed by using the aforementioned olivine alteration to guide the separation 

of these mineral phases. It is clear from the segmented orthoslices in Figure A.21 

that there are instances where crystals have been misidentified, suggesting that 

this technique was not accurate enough to correctly segment the data. Therefore, 

although each mineral phase can crudely be identified in the CT data, it cannot be 

segmented accurately enough for further textural analysis.  

  

 Figure A.20 (overleaf) – Three-dimensional reproduction of crystal textures 

in the gabbro sample. A) Volume rendering prior to segmentation. B) 

Segmented plagioclase. C) Segmented clinopyroxene. D) Segmented olivine. E) 

Segmented olivine and clinopyroxene, demonstrating spatial relationship 

between the two phases. F) Segmented plagioclase, clinopyroxene and olivine, 

cut away shows cross section of segmented data. All 3D renderings were 

constructed from a contour mesh sampled every 1 voxel in the X, Y and Z axes 

and smoothed with a laplacian smoothing algorithm.  
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Figure A.21 – Segmentation of clinopyroxene and olivine crystals, 

demonstrating errors and misclassification between CT slices. Orthoslices show 

a cross section in the Z-X and Z-Y plane. Because the segmentation was 

undertaken slice by slice on the circular X-Y projection, it is clear that there are 

examples where the operator initially started classifying an object as one 

mineral type, then further down the image stack changed their opinion and 

classified it as another. The yellow arrows demonstrate instances where 

segmentation abruptly changes to another mineral, suggesting a classification 

error.  
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A.4.2 Adjacent crystals of the same mineral phase can be 

distinguished 

To distinguish touching crystals of the same mineral phase requires that the grain 

boundaries are identifiable on the digital model. In 2D, grain boundaries can be 

easily identified in thin section, and traced to produce the digital crystal maps that 

comprise the two-dimensional model. By using a microscope in conjunction with 

the slide photographs, any instances where the grain boundary is unclear (e.g. 

minerals photographed at extinction, complex twinning patterns) can be checked 

and drawn onto the image. This produces an output where individual crystals can 

be separated as discrete objects, even if the crystal is in contact with another crystal 

of the same mineralogy.  

Conversely, an important characteristic of X-rays is that their attenuation occurs 

independently of crystallographic orientation. This means that the output image 

will not identify any grain boundaries. To examine how the absence of grain 

boundaries manifests within the CT data, Figure A.22 depicts a comparison 

between crystal outlines identified in one of the thin sections, compared to the 

correspondent CT slice. By imposing the crystal boundaries drawn from thin section 

atop the equivalent CT slices, it is apparent that the absence of grain boundaries 

means that the 3D data does not appropriately identify individual crystals (Table 

A.1).  Therefore, the CT data constitutes a phase map rather than a crystal map. 
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N = 2042 N = 398 5 mm 

A B 

C D 

Figure A.22 – A) Greyscale CT slice image B) XPL Photomicrograph of thin section 

1.  By ensuring a constant sectioning interval it is possible to match the thin 

sections to the correspondent CT slice image. This thin section therefore 

represents the same data as provided in A. C) Segmented boundaries traced 

onto the CT image, showing boundaries between cpx, ol and pl. This yields 398 

segmented objects. D) Crystal boundaries drawn from tracing atop B, imposed 

atop the CT slice.  This yields 2042 segmented objects.  
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               Number of segmented objects 

Thin section number CT Thin Section 

 

1 

 

398 

 

2042 

2 398 2166 

3 365 2005 

4 417 2204 

5 422 2105 

6 384 2149 

 

 

 

 

However, because the need to separate touching objects is a pervasive challenge 

within geoscientific CT, there have been numerous attempts to develop a 

methodology that approaches object separation from a mathematical perspective 

(e.g. Leonti et al., 2020; Balcewicz et al., 2021). To further investigate whether 

touching crystals could be separated in this manner, the 3D dataset was analysed 

with a methodology used by Fei and Narsilio (2020) and Payton et al. (2021) that 

utilises a watershed algorithm to split up a segmented ROI into individual 

components (Beucher and Meyer, 2018). This methodology was shown by Payton 

et al. (2021) to provide effective grain segmentation for sandstones. The watershed 

algorithm works by treating the 3D object as a topographic map, from which seed 

points are placed within topographic lows and then flooded to identify barriers 

between individual objects (Sun et al., 2019). The algorithm utilises the greyscale 

values on the CT data, therefore olivine and clinopyroxene could not be analysed 

separately and are treated together as one phase. The results of this segmentation 

are shown in Figure A.23, with comparison to the equivalent area on the two 

dimensional digitisation.  The three-dimensional results of this segmentation are 

Table A.1 – Number of segmented objects identified in the CT data, compared 

to the number of segmented areas identified in the correspondent thin section.  
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visualised in Figure A.24. The 2D data identifies a total of 1267 crystals whereas the 

watershed segmentation only identifies 944 in the same area. The difference 

between the two techniques can be further examined by plotting the centre points 

of each identified crystal. Figure A.25 not only demonstrates the difference in the 

number of crystals identified by each technique, but visualises spatial differences 

between the two datasets. From this, it was determined that segmentation of the 

3D CT dataset did not provide an accurate representation of the sample textures. 

Therefore, the 3D data does not satisfy the criteria to distinguish adjacent crystals 

of the same mineralogy.  
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Figure A.23 - Results of the watershed segmentation (left), compared to the equivalent area in the two-dimensional model (right). Right - 

From the watershed segmentation process, each segmented object is assigned a unique greyscale value that can then be visualised on a 

random colour spectrum. Because the algorithm uses the CT greyscale values, it was not possible to segment olivine and clinopyroxene as 

separate phases. The watershed algorithm identified 944 crystals, whereas the 2D model 1267 in the same area. 

Plagioclase Olivine + Clinopyroxene 

Digitised thin section 

CPX PL OL 1 mm 2 mm 

Watershed segmentation 

N = 944 

N = 1267 
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Figure A.24 – Three-dimensional visualisation of the watershed segmentation. 

Images in the left hand column are the results of the manual phase 

segmentation. Blue = clinopyroxene; green = olivine; grey = plagioclase. Images 

on the right are the same volume, segmented using the watershed algorithm. 

Each identified crystal is assigned a random colour to better visualise discrete 

objects.  
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Clinopyroxene + Olivine Plagioclase 

Watershed segmentation Digitised thin section 

1 mm 1 mm Clinopyroxene  Olivine  Plagioclase  

Figure A.25 – Centre points of segmented crystals identified by the watershed algorithm (left) and from the 2D digitised thin section (right). In the left 

hand image it was not possible to separate clinopyroxene and olivine and so they are colour coded as one phase. The spatial distribution of the centre 

points visualises the differences in the number and placement of crystals identified by the two techniques.  
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A.4.3 The output does not introduce any significant errors that 

may impact the textural interpretation of the sample 

The limitations of the CT data discussed in Sections A.4.1 and A.4.2 demonstrate 

that the 3D dataset does not allow for accurate discrimination and segmentation 

of the crystal textures. Specifically, olivine and clinopyroxene cannot be identified 

correctly from the greyscale slices, and grain boundaries cannot be accurately 

determined if between two crystals of the same mineral type. This firstly manifests 

in mineralogical misclassification, which will over or under estimate the prevalence 

and spatial distribution of each mineral phase. Secondly, inaccurate grain boundary 

placement will not only influence the number of crystals assigned to each mineral 

phase, but will provide incorrect measurements of crystal size and shape. Because 

all of these parameters are essential for textural analysis, it is clear that any textural 

data derived from the CT will be unrepresentative of the true crystal textures.  

It is widely acknowledged that working from 2D sections incurs a number of 

limitations associated with the planar viewing of a three-dimensional object. 

Specifically, when a crystal population is intersected, the 2D plane rarely dissects 

the centre of each crystal. Even in a monodisperse population, the intersection 

surfaces will exhibit a broad range around the modal value (Higgins, 2000). This is 

known as the cut section effect. Additionally, the smallest crystals in a polydisperse 

population are less likely to be intersected along any cut line. This acts to 

exaggerate the true size distribution of the population (Higgins, 2000). This is 

referred to as the intersection probability effect. However, stereological 

corrections have been written specifically to overcome these limitations and 

generate a three-dimensional population model. The programme CSDCorrections 

(Higgins, 2000) is specifically written to correct for both the cut section and 
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intersection probability effects, built on a modification of the Saltikov correction 

(Saltikov, 1967) which aims to calculate the true crystal length from the intersection 

length. By utilising this software, errors in the data are mathematically corrected to 

produce a meaningful and realistic crystal size distribution. Error bars on the CSD 

represent counting errors, taken as the square root of the number of crystals within 

each size bin, providing a quantitative measure of errors in the textural data. 

Therefore, although the two-dimensional nature of thin sections does introduce 

some errors, it can be mathematically corrected to provide realistic textural data.  

To visualise the limitations of the textural data derived from the 3D dataset, Figure 

A.26 depicts a crystal size distribution calculated from the CT data alongside a 

crystal size distribution calculated from the 2D data. The former is constructed 

following the watershed segmentation outlined in Section A.4.2, using the 

maximum feret diameter of the segmented three-dimensional crystals. The latter 

is calculated from all six thin sections, using CSDCorrections. Because the CT data 

cannot discriminate olivine and clinopyroxene it was not possible to calculate a CSD 

for these phases, therefore the CSDs in Figure A.26 are for plagioclase crystals. From 

a 3D volume of 2.3 cm3, the watershed algorithm identified 4107 plagioclase 

crystals, excluding those which are truncated by the boundary of the 3D volume. 

From the six thin sections that sample an area of 33.46 cm2, a total of 7513 

plagioclase crystals were identified, again excluding any crystals truncated by the 

thin section boundary.  
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Figure A.26 – Crystal size distribution graphs for plagioclase crystals calculated 

from the three-dimensional CT data (left) and the two-dimensional thin section 

data (right). The left hand CSD was calculated following crystal segmentation 

using a watershed algorithm described in Fei and Narsilio (2020) and Payton et 

al. (2021). This algorithm identified 4107 plagioclase crystals (excluding any that 

were truncated by the boundary of the analysis volume), from which crystal 

length was measured as the maximum feret diameter. The right hand CSD was 

calculated by importing two-dimensional crystal cross-section measurements 

into CSDCorrections (Higgins, 2000), which mathematically converts the data 

into a 3D population.  A total of 7513 plagioclase crystals were identified across 

6 thin sections, which were amalgamated into one CSD. Crystal lengths were 

binned at the same intervals for each CSD. Although both CSDs span the same 

crystal size range, it is clear that the CSD constructed from the CT data exhibits 

a slope that significantly deviates from the log-normal slope that is theorised 

for most CSD models. Although it is not unrealistic for a CSD to exhibit such a 

convex profile (e.g. Simakin and Bindeman, 2008), the known limitations of the 

CT data provide an explanation for this CSD trend. Specifically, the absence of 

grain boundaries means that it likely that the smallest crystals have been 

incorrectly combined with another grain. This downturn on the CSD further 

visualises the inaccuracies of the watershed segmentation algorithm.  
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Although the two CSDs span a comparable size range, the CSD constructed from 

the CT data exhibits a slope that significantly deviates from that expected of a log-

normal distribution. This can be explained by the known limitations of the CT data. 

The absence of grain boundaries means that the watershed algorithm appears to 

have incorrectly combined the smallest crystals with another grain. As such, the 

population density of smaller crystals is significantly reduced and the CSD exhibits 

a convex profile.  

In contrast, the 2D CSD was constructed with mathematical corrections for known 

sources of error, using a data input that satisfies the previously stated textural 

criteria. This technique is widely used and considered by many authors to provide 

realistic crystal size distributions. Therefore, of the two models the two-

dimensional data is considered to provide the most accurate representation of the 

sample textures, with steps taken to reduce the associated errors.    

A.4.4  Future work 

The results of this study suggest that at present, X-ray computed tomography is 

limited in its capacity to analyse highly crystalline samples. Because these 

limitations manifest significantly within the textural data, it is therefore more 

appropriate to utilise a two-dimensional methodology for such samples. However, 

the excellent 3D visualisations and results obtained for pumices (e.g. Castro et al., 

2012; Andrews et al., 2014; Jones and Manga, 2016), meteorites (e.g. Lindgren et 

al., 2015; McCubbin et al., 2019; Zubov et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021) and for 

highly attenuating phases in mantle xenoliths (e.g. Bhanot et al., 2020; Chatzaras et 

al., 2021) demonstrate that in some instances, CT can provide valuable textural data 

for igneous products.    
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The specific limitations identified in this study remain a focus of ongoing 

development in geological CT research.  X-rays are variably attenuated according to 

a materials composition and density, hence silicate minerals commonly overlap in 

CT outputs. In some instances, it is possible to scan a material at two X-ray energies 

above and below the absorption edge energy of certain abundant elements, which 

are subtracted from one another to produce a map of the materials containing 

these elements (e.g. Ikeda et al., 2004; Ketcham and Koberl, 2013; Mayo et al., 

2015; Sittner et al., 2021).  However, this technique requires careful calibration 

using materials of known composition and density, a sample containing minerals 

that vary sufficiently in composition of the targeted element (Sittner et al., 2021) 

and the capacity to undertake multiple scans on one sample, which is most 

successful with a monochromatic beam source (Tsuchiyama et al., 2013) using 

synchrotron radiation (e.g. Ikeda et al., 2004).  Application of this technique is 

beyond the scope of this pilot study; conventional CT studies typically sample at 

one X-ray energy, which may be constrained by performing multiple scans to 

optimise the image output (e.g. Pamucku and Gualda, 2010) or prior to scanning 

using compositional data (e.g. Boone et al., 2011). The grain-boundary challenge 

also remains an ongoing area of research, with continued efforts to improve image 

segmentation (e.g. Fei and Narsilio, 2020). For some samples where the crystals are 

sub-spherical in shape it is possible to separate individual crystals by peeling them 

down to a nucleation point from which they can be rebuilt and quantified 

(Proussevitch and Sahagian, 2001; Ketcham, 2005). From this, three-dimensional 

crystal size distributions can be produced that plot within error of those produced 

by crushing and extracting individual crystals from the same sample (Gualda and 

Rivers, 2006). However, for samples in which the crystals exhibit more complex 
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geometries or are tightly clustered, there is still no definitive method by which to 

accurately identify grain boundaries.  

A.5                 Conclusions  

The results of this pilot study indicate that two-dimensional methods provide the 

most accurate means by which to analyse the crystal textures of highly-crystalline 

samples with closely attenuating mineralogies. Regardless of the known limitations 

associated with studying a three-dimensional object as a two-dimensional cross 

section, this technique provides a more accurate representation of the sample 

textures that can currently be obtained by three-dimensional X-ray computed 

tomography. Therefore, a two-dimensional approach is recommended for analysis 

of crystal textures within the Eifel xenoliths that comprise the main body of this 

thesis.  
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Appendix B: Impacts of human 
error on manual digitisation of 

crystal textures 

 
Appendix B presents a short study undertaken prior to the data collection 

presented in the main body of this thesis. This study aimed to investigate the extent 

to which human errors manifest within the digitisation process, and whether the 

pay off between a manual methodology and the total number of samples that can 

be analysed was worthwhile. In a repeat error test where the same thin section was 

digitised three times, statistical testing suggested that the impacts of human error 

did not cause a significant variation between textural datasets derived from each 

of the repeats. Therefore, manual methods produce accurate replications of 

igneous textures and are utilised over faster, less accurate automated 

methodologies in the main body of this work.  

B 
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B Impacts of human error on manual 

digitisation of crystal textures 

B.1  Introduction 

In recent years there have been many advancements in automated imaging 

techniques, mainly utilising geochemical mapping to generate digital thin section 

maps (e.g. Neave et al., 2014; 2017; Bell et al., 2020). This approach achieves good 

results for volcanic samples with a low crystal density, but is less successful when 

applied to plutonic samples (e.g. Cone et al., 2020). For a non-geochemical 

approach (i.e. – utilising thin section photographs), any automatic mapping method 

needs to consider a multitude of optical properties. For example, colour, 

pleochroism, birefringence, opacity, isotropy, extinction angles, twinning, zoning, 

cleavage and fractures (Aligholi et al., 2015) may all influence how an automated 

method identifies different mineral types and places grain boundaries. The 

complexity of this problem means that there is no widely used automated 

technique; published examples typically require vast training and reference 

databases (Rubo et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2020), are computationally demanding 

(Izadi et al., 2020), necessitate significant user input (Mingireanov Filho et al., 2013; 

Asmussen et al., 2015;) and are frequently limited in application to monomineralic 

samples (Heilbronner et al., 2000; Obara, 2007; Li et al., 2008),or segmentation of 

void spaces (Borazjani et al., 2016; Dong et al. 2019; Rubo et al., 2019).  When 

compared to manual segmentations, the accuracy of automated techniques are 

consistently poorer (Cone et al., 2020). Cone et al. (2020) undertook a comparison 

of automatic segmentation techniques versus manual tracing to extract plagioclase 

crystal lengths and concluded that manual methods provide the most accurate 

assessment of crystal length, regardless of texture. Bell et al. (2020) utilised 
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geochemical mapping as a semi-automated technique for crystal size distribution 

analysis, but found that this produced an upwards shift in CSD diagrams, caused by 

the inability to accurately separate touching grains of the same mineral phase. They 

concluded that manual methods remain superior for accurately segmenting 

polymineralic igneous samples. However, manual methods are incredibly time 

consuming and therefore  limit the total number of samples that can be analysed. 

As such, there is a pay off between the number of samples and the accuracy with 

which they can be studied. This short study aims to investigate whether human 

errors associated with manually digitising thin section photographs are significant 

enough to warrant the use of a faster automated technique, regardless of the 

known inaccuracies associated with both geochemical and photography based 

methods.  

B.2  Methods 

Potential sources of human error in thin section digitisation include 

misidentification of minerals, drawing errors (not drawing the true crystal 

boundary) and misclassification of drawn crystal outlines (labelling it as a different 

mineral to what it was identified as). In order to identify the significance of human 

error in this research, a repeat error test was undertaken on a thin section of a 

gabbro sample from Ardnamurchan, Scotland.  This sample was selected as it 

contains abundant plagioclase (~78% from point count data). Plagioclase is a 

particularly challenging mineral to digitise as its first order birefringence colours 

and twinning patterns can make it challenging to identify crystal outlines.  

One thin section was cut from the gabbro sample and photographed at a resolution 

of 6016 x 4016 pixels (Figure B.1).  
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The sample was then digitised by tracing crystal outlines atop the photograph using 

a graphics tablet in the graphic drawing software Adobe Illustrator CC 2018. A 

petrographic microscope was used to clarify instances where the photograph was 

unclear, for example where minerals are photographed at extinction. Traced 

crystals were classified by mineralogy to produce a digital crystal map. This process 

was repeated three times, leaving one month between each digitisation to avoid 

‘remembering’ the sample and influencing the repeat. The same author completed 

all of these digitisations, which are presented in Figure B.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

1 cm 

Figure B.1 – Photograph of the gabbro section, taken in cross-polarised light. 
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Figure B.2 – Results of the repeat digitisations, completed by the same author 

conducting the same methodology. A time interval of one month was elapsed 

between digitisations. Pl = plagioclase; Cpx = clinopyroxene; Ol = olivine; Op = 

opaque; Alt = alteration 
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B.3  Results 

Quantitative parameters including the total crystal count and the area fraction 

occupied by each mineral phase indicates that there is some variation between 

each of the digitised samples, which have been introduced by human error (Figure 

B.3). To understand how these errors manifests in the textural data, a single factor 

ANOVA test was undertaken on long axis measurements of the plagioclase and 

olivine crystals, and the area of plagioclase, olivine and clinopyroxene crystals for 

each of the repeats. The clinopyroxene in the sample is mostly interstitial, meaning 

that the long axis cannot be appropriately measured, and it was therefore excluded 

from the length analysis. In an ANOVA test, the ratio of the inter-group variability 

to the within-group variability follows an F-distribution when the null hypothesis is 

true. Here the null hypothesis is that there is no significant difference in the 

distribution of the datasets. All of the ANOVA tests returned F-values that were less 

than the F-critical value, and the null hypothesis is therefore accepted as true 

(Figure B.4). From this, it appears that differences between the repeat digitisations 

do not manifest significantly within the textural data. This is visualised in Figure B.5, 

which plots a crystal size distribution graph for plagioclase crystals in each of the 

repeat digitisations. The CSDs  exhibit a small degree of variation in linear regression 

statistics, causing minor differences in the slope and intercept values, but plot 

closely atop one another and within the error bar range. Olivine CSDs show much 

greater variation (Figure B.6), but because they are constructed from fewer than 

250 crystals (the recommended minimum sample size for a realistic CSD; Mock and 

Jerram, 2006), it is likely that sample size, rather than human error, is generating 

this variation.  
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Figure B.3 – A) Digitised thin section maps from the three repeat digitisations. 

Pl = plagioclase, Cpx = clinopyroxene, Ol = olivine, Op = opaques, Alt = alteration. 

B) Percentage of the number of plagioclase, clinopyroxene and olivine in each 

of the three repeats (opaques and alteration are excluded as crystal boundaries 

cannot easily be distinguished and counted as separate objects) and the area 

fraction occupied by each phase in the repeat digitisations.  
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 Figure B.4 (Overleaf) – Graphical results of the ANOVA tests undertaken on 

the repeat sample digitisations. A) Distributions of crystal long axis lengths 

measured for plagioclase and olivine crystals in each of the repeats. For both 

datasets, the F-value is less than the F-critical value and the null hypothesis is 

accepted as true. The olivine crystal lengths appear to show greater variability, 

but still follow the same distribution. This is likely due to the smaller numbers of 

olivine crystals (87-96 per slide) compared to plagioclase (2533-2549 per slide). 

B) Distributions of crystal areas measured for plagioclase, olivine and 

clinopyroxene crystals in each of the repeats. In each of the ANOVA tests, the 

null hypothesis is accepted as true.  For all of the ANOVA tests undertaken, the 

F-distribution indicates that there is no significant variability between the 

textural data outputs from the repeat digitisations.  
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 Figure B.5 (overleaf) – Crystal size distribution graphs for plagioclase crystals 

calculated from each of the three repeat digitisations. Crystal size distributions 

were constructed using CSDSlice to estimate three-dimensional crystal habit 

(Mock and Jerram, 2006) and CSDCorrections to produce a stereologically 

corrected CSD (Higgins, 2000). Linear regression statistics are recorded in the 

individual CSDs. Slope and intercept values show slight variation, but overall the 

CSDs plot within error of one another. 

 Figure B.6 (overleaf) - Crystal size distribution graphs for olivine crystals 

calculated from each of the three repeat digitisations. Crystal size distributions 

were constructed using CSDSlice to estimate three-dimensional crystal habit 

(Mock and Jerram, 2006) and CSDCorrections to produce a stereologically 

corrected CSD (Higgins, 2000). Each repeat generates a unique olivine CSD, 

resulting in varied slope and intercept values. However, it is recommended that 

a minimum of 250 crystals are required to produce a realistic CSD (Mock and 

Jerram, 2006). Because the number of olivine crystals in each CSD are below 

this threshold, it is likely that the differences between these CSDs are 

exacerbated by the low sample number.  
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B.4  Discussion and conclusions 

The results of this error test suggest that the repeat digitisations do include some 

human error, either by misidentification of minerals or through drawing 

inaccuracies. However, ANOVA tests indicate that there is no significant variation 

between textural data derived from each of the repeats. Therefore, even though 

the manual technique is much slower and limits the number of samples that can be 

analysed, these results suggest that the degree of error is minimal and therefore 

does not significantly impact the textural data. Although these results were not 

directly compared to an automated approach, Cone et al. (2020) undertook such a 

comparison and concluded that manual methods are always more accurate than 

automated techniques. Because textural analysis aims to obtain accurate 

quantitative measurements of crystal textures it was therefore decided that a 

manual methodology was most appropriate for the main body of this thesis, 

regardless of the pay off with the number of samples that can then be analysed.  

However, it is important to acknowledge that these results are unique to the author 

who completed the repeat digitisations, upon these specific samples. It is likely that 

factors such as experience and equipment might influence the drawing accuracy of 

other users, who may introduce fewer or more errors into the digitisations. 

Therefore, the results of this study cannot be used to derive an error value 

applicable beyond this study.  
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Appendix C: Digitised thin 
section images 

 
 

 

Appendix C contains all of the digitised slide images used for the textural analysis 

presented in Chapter 5. This includes the coloured thin section drawing, the 

binarised images used to calculated CSDs, the coordinate points used to measure 

SDF and maps that visualise shape preferred orientation.  
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1 cm 
Figure C.1 – Digitised thin section image of sample M2 A. Inset pie chart visualises the area 

fraction of sample components. 

43.23% 

43.67% 

PHL = 0.50% 5.34% 7.15% 
OL = 0.03% 

Whole slide area = 486.88 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 856 
Crystal population density = 1.76/mm2 
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Figure C.2 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M2 A. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

N = 754 
Average crystal size = 0.43 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.34 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 4.36 mm 

1 cm 

Figure C.3 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M2 A. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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1 cm 

Figure C.4 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M2 A. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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1 cm 

Figure C.5 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M2 A. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 

N = 43 
Average crystal size = 1.68 mm 
Characteristic length = 1.39 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 10.49 mm 
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HBL  2.094       0.630 
  

Figure C.6 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M2 A. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  

1 cm 

Figure C.7 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M2 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.93 
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1 cm 

Figure C.8 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M2 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that they 
have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.93 
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1 cm 
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GL = 5.24% 
9.08% 

Figure C.9 – Digitised thin section image of sample M2 B. Inset pie 
chart visualises the area fraction of sample components. 

Whole slide area = 664.1 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 1734 
Crystal population density = 2.61/mm2 
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N = 1535 
Average crystal size = 0.40 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.38 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 16.24 mm 

1 cm 

Figure C.10 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M2 B. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

Figure C.11 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M2 B. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 

1 cm 1 mm 16 mm 
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Figure C.12 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M2 B. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

1 cm 

Figure C.13 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M2 B. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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Figure C.14 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M2 B. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  
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Figure C.15 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M2 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.99 
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1 cm 

Figure C.16 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M2 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.82 
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57.93% 26.69% 
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PHL = 0.18% 
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Figure C.17 – Digitised thin section image of sample M2 C. Inset pie chart visualises the area 
fraction of sample components. 

Whole slide area = 818.7 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 3338 
Crystal population density = 4.08/mm2 
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1 cm 

N =3108 
Average crystal size = 0.36 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.99 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 5.96 mm 

Figure C.18 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M2 C. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

1 cm 

Figure C.19 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M2 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.20 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M2 C. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.21 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M2 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.22 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M2 C. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  

Figure C.23 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M2 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Figure C.24 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M2 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Figure C.25 – Digitised thin section image of sample M4 A. Inset pie chart visualises the area fraction of sample components. 

Whole slide area = 394.01 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 1729 
Crystal population density = 4.95/mm2 
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Figure C.26 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M4 A. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 
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Figure C.27 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M4 A. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.28 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M4 A. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.29 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M4 A. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.30 – Binarised image used to calculate phlogopite CSDs in sample M4 A. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

Figure C.31 – Visualisation of phlogopite crystal sizes in sample M4 A. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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Figure C.32 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M4 A. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  

1 cm 

Figure C.33 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M4 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.99 
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Figure C.35 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for phlogopite crystals in 
sample M4 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

1 cm 

Figure C.34 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M4 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.97 
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Coherence of SPO = 0.87 
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1 cm Figure C.36 – Digitised thin section image of sample M4 B. Inset pie chart 
visualises the area fraction of sample components. 
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16.75% AP = 0.11% Whole slide area = 551.96 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 3418 
Crystal population density = 6.19/mm2 
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Figure C.37 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M4 B. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

N = 2359 
Average crystal size = 0.38 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.28 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 2.82 mm 

Figure C.38 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M4 B. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.39 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M4 B. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.40 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M4 B. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.41 – Binarised image used to calculate phlogopite CSDs in sample M4 B. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Average crystal size = 0.36 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.63 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 4.23 mm 
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Figure C.42 – Visualisation of phlogopite crystal sizes in sample M4 B. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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Figure C.43 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M4 B. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  

Figure C.44 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M4 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Figure C.45 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M4 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Figure C.46 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for phlogopite crystals in 
sample M4 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.92 

Coherence of SPO = 0.95 
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Figure C.47 – Digitised thin section image of sample M4 C. Inset pie chart 
visualises the area fraction of sample components. 
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Whole slide area = 649.90 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 3243 
Crystal population density = 4.67/mm2 
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Characteristic length = 0.28 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 2.74 mm 

Figure C.48 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M4 C. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

Figure C.49 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M4 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.50 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M4 C. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

N = 237 
Average crystal size = 1.19 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.81 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 12.72 mm 

Figure C.51 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M4 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.52 – Binarised image used to calculate phlogopite CSDs in sample M4 C. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

Figure C.53 – Visualisation of phlogopite crystal sizes in sample M4 C. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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Figure C.54 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M4 C. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  

Figure C.55 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M4 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Figure C.56 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M4 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Figure C.57 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for phlogopite crystals in 
sample M4 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.95 

Coherence of SPO = 0.88 
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Figure C.58 – Digitised thin section image of sample M6 A. Inset pie chart 
visualises the area fraction of sample components. 

Whole slide area = 216.85 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 3149 
Crystal population density = 14.52/mm2 
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Figure C.59 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M6 A. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 
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Average crystal size = 0.18 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.15 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 1.83 mm 
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Figure C.60 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M6 A. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.61 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M6 A. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.62 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M6 A. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.63 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances for spatial 
distribution calculations in sample M6 A. Coordinates represent the weighted centre 
point of each identified crystal.  
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Figure C.64 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M6 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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1 cm 

Figure C.65 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M6 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.92 
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Figure C.66 – Digitised thin section image of sample M6 B. Inset pie chart 
visualises the area fraction of sample components. 

Whole slide area = 177.71 mm2 
Total number of crystals = 1944 
Crystal population density = 10.94/mm2 
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Figure C.67 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M6 B. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 
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Average crystal size = 0.37 mm 
Characteristic length = 0.28 mm 
Maximum crystal size = 2.24 mm 
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Figure C.68 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M6 B. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.69 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M6 B. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.70 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M6 B. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.71 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances for spatial 
distribution calculations in sample M6 B. Coordinates represent the weighted centre 
point of each identified crystal.  

5 mm 

Figure C.72 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M6 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.94 
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Figure XC.73– Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M6 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.92 
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Figure C.74 – Digitised thin section image of sample M6 C. 
Inset pie chart visualises the area fraction of sample. 
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Figure C.75 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M6 C. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

Figure C.76– Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M6 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.77 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M6 C. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.78 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M6 C. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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Figure C.79 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances for spatial 
distribution calculations in sample M6 C. Coordinates represent the weighted centre 
point of each identified crystal.  
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Figure C.80 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M6 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.91 
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Figure XC.81– Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M6 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.92 
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Figure C.82 – Digitised thin section image of sample M8 A. Inset pie chart 
visualises the area fraction of sample components. 
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Figure C.83 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M8 A. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

Figure C.84 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M8 A. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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1 cm 

Figure C.85 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M8 A. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

1 cm 

Figure C.86 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M8 A. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.87 – Binarised image used to calculate phlogopite CSDs in sample M8 A. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

1 cm 

Figure C.88 – Visualisation of phlogopite crystal sizes in sample M8 A. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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Figure C.89 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M8 A. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  
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Figure C.90 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M8 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Coherence of SPO = 0.94 
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Figure C.91 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M8 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Figure C.92 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for phlogopite crystals in 
sample M8 A. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Figure C.93 – Digitised thin section image of sample M8 B. Inset pie chart 

visualises the area fraction of sample components. 
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Figure C.94 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M8 B. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

Figure C.95  – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M8 B. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.96 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M8 B. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

Figure C.97 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M8 B. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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1 cm 

Figure C.98 – Binarised image used to calculate phlogopite CSDs in sample M8 B. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 

Figure C.99 – Visualisation of phlogopite crystal sizes in sample M8 B. Crystals are scaled 
according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit ellipse. 
Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. 
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Figure C.100 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M8 B. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  
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Figure C.101 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M8 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.98 
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Figure C.102 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M8 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Figure C.103 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for phlogopite crystals in 
sample M8 B. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Figure C.104 – Digitised thin section image of sample M8 C. Inset pie chart visualises the area fraction of sample components. 
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Figure C.105 – Binarised image used to calculate clinopyroxene CSDs in sample M8 C. 
Grey crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the 
measured population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey 
area). 

Figure C.106 – Visualisation of clinopyroxene crystal sizes in sample M8 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.107 – Binarised image used to calculate hornblende CSDs in sample M8 C. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.108 – Visualisation of hornblende crystal sizes in sample M8 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.109 – Binarised image used to calculate phlogopite CSDs in sample M8 C. Grey 
crystals indicate those truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus excluded 
from analysis. Inset histogram visualises the aspect ratio distribution of the measured 
population (black line), against that of the best fitting shape estimate (grey area). 
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Figure C.110 – Visualisation of phlogopite crystal sizes in sample M8 C. Crystals are 
scaled according to their long axis length, measured by the two-dimensional best-fit 
ellipse. Grey crystals indicate truncated by the boundary of the thin section and thus 
excluded from analysis. 
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Figure C.111 – Coordinate points used to calculate nearest neighbour distances (in mm) 
for spatial distribution calculations in sample M8 C. Coordinates represent the weighted 
centre point of each identified crystal.  
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Figure C.112 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for clinopyroxene crystals in 
sample M8 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 

Coherence of SPO = 0.93 
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Figure C.113 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for hornblende crystals in 
sample M8 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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Figure C.114 – Visualisation of shape preferred orientation for phlogopite crystals in 
sample M8 C. Because the xenoliths are ex-situ they are unorientated, meaning that 
they have no significant direction. 
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